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Lord,

have the honour to dedicate to your Lordship the Memoirs
of Humayun, Emperor of Hindustan; the vicissitudes of whose
I

reign bear a great resemblance to those of our Royal Stuart family,

and of the

late

Bourbon dynasty.

me

great pleasure to have an opportunity of dedicating
these pages to a Personage who, from his own knowledge of the
Oriental tongues, can duly appreciate the difficulties of clothing in
It affords

European language the

ideas

and idioms of the natives of Persia and

Hindustan.

That you may long continue to support that praise-worthy
Institution, of which you are the Founder, is the sincere wish of,

Your Lordship's
Most obedient, very humble Servant,

CHARLES STEWART.
Royal Crescent, Bath,

March

1st.

1832.

PREFACE.
During

was engaged
received, from

in translating the

the period I

Memoirs

of

Major William Yule,
a Persian manuscript, containing Private Memoirs of the Emperor
Humayun, son of the celebrated Baber, and father of the no less
famous Akber, sixth in descent from Timur, and cotemporary with

the

Emperor Timur,

I

my

friend

our King Henry VIII. with a recommendation that I should translate
it.
In compliance with my friend's recommendation, and at the
request of the Oriental Translation Committee, I have undertaken
the task.

As the Author of
claims to erudition

;

I

Work was

not a learned person, it has no
have therefore not thought it requisite to give

this

any part of the original text and although, in conformity to the
various quopractice of the times, he has ornamented his book with
;

from the Koran, with many passages from Persian poets, and
historical anecdotes, I have not taken the trouble of following him
tations

in these his prolix digressions.

This book being written with the greatest sincerity and naivete^
sometimes to the disparagement of his hero, I have no doubt of its
authenticity.

Avas

purchased at Lucknow, the

only copy now in England it
a large octavo volume, written in the common hand, and is about

capital of
is

The manuscript

Oude, and

is,

I believe, the

:

a century old.

The Anglo-orthography of this work is nearly the same as that of
the Memoirs of Timur, viz. a free use of the Persian letters and the
;

short

e,

representing the vowel zubber of that language.
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I take this opportunity of declaring that I

have scarcely ever met

with an idea in any European poet, or a passage in any historian,
that I have not found a parallel to it in Oriental writers. I must also
request the readers who are inclined to criticise the style of this
work, or my other Translations, that they will previously compare
them with English books of the same period, not with those of the
present day.

CHARLES STEWART.
beg leave to add, that the book mentioned in my Preface
to the Memoirs of Timur should have been Ajaib al Mukdur,
"Wonders of Destiny," instead of Ajaib al Mukhlukat.
P. S. I

[
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INTRODUCTION.
Humayun, Emperor of Hindustan, was

Omer Shykh,

son of

Myran Hussyn, son

Abu

Saied, son of

the son of Baber, son of

Muhammed

Myrza, son of

of Timur.

His descendants, or successors, were the Emperors Akber, Jehangyr,

Shah Jehan, Aalumgyr-Aurungzyb, Behadur Shah, Ferrukhsyr,
Muhammed, Ahmed, Aalumgyr II. Shah Aalum, Akber II.

Humayun was born
same year

in

which

Kabul (A. H. 913, A. D. 1508), being the
father had taken the title of Padshah, the

at

his

second brother was named Kamran, the third Hindal, the fourth
Askery they all bore the title of Myrza (Prince) following their
names, and will make a conspicuous figure in this history.*
:

When

Baber invaded Hindustan (A. H. 932, A. D. 1525), he gave
the command of the right wing of his army to Humayun, and he was
general that engaged the Afghans. After the battle of
Paniput he was sent on to secure the city of Agra, and the treasures
of Sultan Ibrahim ; he also commanded the army sent against the

the

first

combined

forces of the chiefs possessing the country

on the eastward

Ganges in all of which measures he succeeded, and was rewarded by his father with a present of one crore and seventy laks of
dams,f and a palace at Agra with all its contents. He afterwards
took the city of Joanpiir, and then joined the imperial army previous
of the

* As
cious,

:

all

Muhammedan names have

Kamran

his birth is

Successful,

meanings,

not mentioned in the portion

t Forty of which

make

I

will explain that,

Hindal Indian, Askery Born

a rupee.

we have

in

Camp

:

Humayun

he was probahly

of Baber's Memoirs.

signifies Auspi-

illegitimate, as

INTRODUCTION.
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to the bloody battle fought with the

Hindu Princes near Biana,

in

which he highly distinguished himself.
It has been deemed requisite to state these circumstances, because
the Memoirs do not commence till his mounting the throne and he
;

has been accused of want of energy as a monarch ; nay, it has been
even said, that if he had been a worse man, he would have been a

See Memoirs of the Emperor Baber, by William
Erskine, Esq. London, 1826, and Dow's History of Hindustan.
As the Author has seldom inserted any dates, I have been under
greater king.

the necessity of supplying

them from other

sources.

Although the dynasty of Timiir are in India called Moghuls,
the family do not acknowledge themselves to be so they are properly
P. S.

;

Jagtay Turks, of a very superior clan to the Moghuls or Tartars
but in order to discriminate them from the Turks of Constantinople,

;

the former
the

title

has been continued to them both in this work and in

Memoirs of Timur.

necessary also to observe here that the Tukhti Soleyman
mentioned in the XlVth Chapter is not the Persepolis of the Greeks
It is

:

I

have not been able to discover the European name of

it.
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3!n

tfje

$ame

of tye ittogt itterctful

©od,

Glory be to God, the Lord of all Worlds, Praise and benedictions be also
on his Prophet, and on all his descendants and companions
;

The dedication

of this illustrious volume,

is

in the

name

—

of the Emperor,

Asylum of the world, the Just monarch, the Redresser of grievances,
the Supporter of Church and State, Defender of the faith, Muhammed
Ilumayun, the victorious Prince may God illuminate his resting place, and
the

perpetuate his

kingdom

;

;

—

(Here follow some Persian

Thus

verses,

which are omitted

in the translation.)

humble servant of the Court, the Asylum of mankind,
Jouher, having had the good fortune, while still a youth, to be admitted
into the service of his Majesty Humaytin, and having continued in it till his
saith the

death, I was at all times,

royal person

narrative of

it

;

all

and

in all situations, in constant attendance

me

therefore occurred to

the events to which

as desirable that

them

to the best of

my humble

inferior to the dignity of the subject.

995 (A.D. 1587), and have named

should write a

had been an eye witness, that

I

remain as a record of the past interesting occurrences
to explain

I

I

it

ability,

;

I

it

may

have endeavoured
in

a style very

work

in the year

although

commenced

on the

this

the Tezkereh al Vakiat, Relation of

Occurrences.*
*

Although the Author does not here mention the situation he held, he afterwards explains

that he

was the Aftabchy or Ewer

Europe, and

still

to be

found

in the

bearer,

an

office

formerly well

known

establishment of our King's household.

B

in

all

the courts of

PREFACE.
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It is

not

my

intention however to narrate all the occurrences

which have

taken place during the late reign, but shall confine myself to those operations
I shall therefore commence
in which his Majesty was personally concerned
;

work with Humayun's ascending the throne, and shall nearly conclude
with his return from Persia and his regaining the sovereignty I shall further
this

;

and perseverance the late Emperor encountered
so many hardships and difficulties, and through the favour of Almighty God,
thereby recovered his dominions, in the hope that this book may hand down
explain with

the

name

what

fortitude

of the Author to posterity,

dinary events.

and inform mankind of these extraor-
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CHAPTER
Of the

death of the Emperor Zehyr-ad-dyn

I.

Muhammed

Paradise) and the mounting the throne by
HumayOn.* A. H. 937.—A. D. 1530.

his

Baber, (whose soul dwelleth in

son

Nesyr-ad-dyn

Muhammed

(Here some verses from the Koran are introduced.)

The

events that occurred, after his Majesty's succession to the throne,
were the rebellions of Byn and Bayezid, Afghans, and of Mahmud Lody, in
first

the eastern provinces of the empire

in consequence of which his Majesty
towards
army (from Callinger)
Joanpur, and, having encamped on
the banks of the river Goompty, fought and defeated the rebels with great
;

led his

slaughter, A. II. 938.

After this victory his Majesty proceeded against the

strong fortress of Chunar, which was
the celebrated Shyr Khan,

who

commanded by

after a siege of four

Khan, the son of
months made his sub-

Jelal

and peace was concluded on the condition of a party of Afghans
commanded by Abdal Rashid, second son of Shyr, joining the King's army,
mission,

which

in

consequence marched to Agra, the capital of the Moghuls.

(See

History of Bengal, page 138.)
*

Zehyr-ad-dyn and Nesyr-ad-dyn are synonimous, signifying the Support of Religion

Mussulman may take the surname of Muhammed.

:

every
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CHAPTER

II.

Account of his Majesty's expedition to Gujerat, and the conquest of
A. H. 940.—A. D. 1533.

When

the royal

army approached

that province.

the fortress of Chetur on

its

way

to

Gujerat, a letter was received from Sultan Behader of Gujerat representing
that he had laid siege to Chetur, and hoped very shortly to subdue the
Infidels

and

exalt the

Majesty would not
The King, from

fame of the Mussulman

faith,

and therefore hoped

his

interfere.

his

attachment to the true

faith

and

his heroical spirit,

complied with the request and having halted his troops waited till the fort
was taken, after which Sultan Behader having returned to his own dominions,
;

his

Majesty then continued his march

till

he reached the village of Mury, a

dependency of the district of Burhanpur.
Here he was opposed by the army of Sultan Behader
jesty consulted with his chiefs

how he should

fight the

;

on which

enemy

generals gave his opinion according to the best of his ability

;

;

his

Ma-

each of the

at length the

King issued orders that his troops should surround the army of the Sultan,
and cut off all their supplies in consequence of this determination several
;

were detached, and ordered to act as Cossacs, by
Moghul
preventing any grain or other provisions from entering the enemy's camp this
of the

chieftains

:

mode

of warfare continued for nearly three months,

so scarce that the

great distress

advanced

;

enemy were obliged

during

this

to live

on

when

provisions

horseflesh,

and

became
suffered

time skirmishes took place daily between the

parties.

One night a

dreadful noise and tumult was heard in the enemy's

camp

;

soon after which Ala Kuly, the chief engineer, came to his Majesty's tent
door,
that,

and when questioned respecting the cause of the uproar, represented
he supposed the enemy were retreating, and that llumy Khan, the

commandant

of their artillery, had burst his two large guns, called Lyly and

during this conversation a person arrived from the enemy's camp,
and informed his Majesty that Sultan Behader with his army had taken

Mujenun

;
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Majesty returned thanks to the Almighty. The King then
mounted his horse and pursued the Sultan, but on his way was joined by Rumy
flight,

on which

his

Khan, who, having deserted from the enemy, came and offered his services.
Intelligence having been brought that Sultan Behader had taken refuge
Mundii, in the province of Malwa, the victorious army proceeded towards that place, and laid siege to the fort after some time the

in the fortress of

;

Sultan again made

his escape,

and shut himself up

in the strong fortress of

Chunpanyr. In the mean time the royal army having taken possession of
Mundii found much plunder and treasure but his Majesty not paying any
;

attention to such

and having arrived at
it.*
After the siege had

eagerly pursued the Sultan,

trifles

Chunpanyr, the capital of Gujerat, laid siege to
been carried on for a considerable time, a person waited on

his Majesty,

and

informed him, that he could lead the troops across the summit of
a mountain to a place which completely commanded the fortress the King
in private

:

placing confidence in this representation, selected a small body of brave

men, and accompanied by two drummers and a trumpeter secretly left the
camp, and, having by a difficult pathway ascended the mountain, got into

He

then ordered the drummers to beat and the trumpeter to sound,
on which the different chiefs made a simultaneous attack on all the bastions,
the fort.

enemy finding themselves thus beset, called out for quarter in the
mean time some of the garrison made their escape, and Sultan Behader fled
and, the

to

;

Cambay

:

thus his Majesty got possession of this celebrated city with

all

but could not discover the treasure and jewels.
After a few days one of the Sultan's principal officers, named Aalum Khan,

its stores,

came

Majesty on which occasion several of the
counsellors advised his being seized and put to the torture, in order to make
"
him discover where the treasures were concealed but the King replied, as
to

pay

his respects to his

;

;

this

personage has come to

make

me

of his

own

accord,

it

would be ungenerous

an object can be attained by gentleness, why have
recourse to harsh measures ? Do ye give orders that a banquet may be prepared, and ply him well with wine, and then put the question, where the
to

treasures

use of force

may

:

if

be found."
(

Here follow several Arabic and Persian

* See Dow's
History of Hindustan,

vol.

ii.

verses.)

page 144, and also Edinburgh Gazetteer.
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In compliance with the King's

when Aalum Khan was

commands a banquet was prepared

and

;

him respecting the treasures.
Aalum Khan being highly gratified by the reception he had met with, said,
that if his Majesty wished for the Sultans wealth, he had only to order the
intoxicated they asked

water to be drawn off the large bath, over which they were then seated.
This being reported to the King, he ordered them to collect a number of
buckets and other vessels, and to empty the bath

Aalum Khan

thus employed,

mode

while the people were
told them that there was a more expeditious
:

he then directed them to dig under the Bath, where they
discovered a drain and a plug-hole, which being opened allowed the water
of doing

it

:

quickly to run off; they then found a great quantity of treasure, which was
immediately divided among the army, by filling the shield of each person with
materials in proportion to his rank

:

they afterwards discovered a well

filled

with gold and silver that had been melted (into ingots), which was preserved

untouched by the army.
After this the

King appointed Terdy Beg

to the

command

of Chunpanyr,

and prepared to set out for Cambay in pursuit of Sultan Behader.
But the counsellors cunningly represented to his Majesty, that
through the grace of

God

obtained the objects for which he had

as he

had

commenced

by defeating and expelling Sultan Behader, and obtaining
immense wealth, it would now be advisable to advance one or two years pay
this

war,

x'\i.

to the army, to

keep the remaining treasure in deposit for future emergencies, and then appoint Sultan Behader his deputy to rule the province of
* that such a liberal action would redound much to his
fame, and
Gujerat
;

would

afford

him

leisure to look after his other

his presence being

now

required at

Agra

dominions

(the capital),

;

more

especially

from whence unfa-

vourable rumours had reached them respecting the rebellion of Muhammed
Zeman Sultan and some other chiefs. His Majesty was much displeased with
" After
this advice, and said,
having subdued this valuable province by the
power of my sword, shall I give it up for nothing ? No ; I will keep it, and

add

it

to the

When

kingdom of Dehly."

the counsellors found that the

King was

displeased,

* The most western
province of British India.

and would not
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Askery* to march off with
his division of the army, and to give out that he was going to seize upon
the province of Dehly this measure was carried into effect. About the same
listen to their advice, they instigated the Prince

:

time the Prince Yadgar Nassir went privately to the governor of Chunpanyr,
and told him that he had been sent by the King to take command of the
fortress,

and

also possession of the treasures

;

but Terdy Beg refused to

an express to his Majesty on the subject, and to request
his further orders, which were immediately sent, viz. to keep possession of
the place and treasure. But when the King found that the princes and chiefs

comply, and sent

off

were thus confederating against him, and that his force was much reduced by
the various detachments that had been sent to different places, he ordered
the latter to be recalled,

and proceeded towards Ahmedabad.-|~ On the

having received information of various insurrections, he resolved to
to his capital,

where he arrived

in health

and

safety.

route,

march

Sultan Behader, finding

had marched towards Agra, entered into a treaty with the
Europeans (Portuguese) of Surat, and having through their assistance raised
a force of 6000 Abyssinians or Negroes returned to Ahmedabad.
that his Majesty

must now revert

which took place during his Majesty's
expedition to Gujerat. During the period that the King was employed in subduing the province of Gujerat, Muhammed Zemiin Sultan, (a descendant of
I

to the insurrection

Timur,^: and favourite of the late Emperor) taking advantage of his Majesty's

absence, gained possession of the countries situated on the north-east side

of the Ganges, and fixed his

own

residence at Belgram, but despatched

son Aleg Myrza, with a considerable force to seize on the provinces of
Joanpur, Kurra and Manikpur. As soon as this intelligence reached the
his

Prince Hindal, the King's youngest brother and representative at Agra,
he collected an army and marched to Canouge in consequence of this event
;

Sultan

Muhammed

the northern

and encamped with

recalled his divisions

bank of the Ganges

to oppose the royal troops

the contending armies remained for

some

time.

:

all his force

on

in this situation

At length the emissaries of

Hindal discovered a ford about ten miles above Canouge, the Prince imme*

He was

f

Now

X

He was

a natural brother of the King's, and

is

frequently mentioned in Baber's Memoirs.

the capital of Gujerat, taken by the English A. D. 1*80.

a son of the celebrated Sultan Hussyn of Herat.

See Catalogue of Tippoo

s

Library.
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and having ordered that his
camp should remain standing, marched quietly in the night, and without
diately took advantage of this circumstance,

being perceived by the rebels crossed the river with all his troops.
As soon as the day broke the two armies drew up in order of battle

;

but

engagement was about to commence a very violent storm from the
north-west arose, and raised such a dust that the sky was obscured, and

just as the

blew with so much force

in the faces of the rebels that they could not dis-

consequence of which they took to flight, and
proceeded towards Joanpur. The PrinceHindal having thus gained possession
tinguish friend from foe

;

in

of the district of Belgram followed the enemy, and again came up with

them

in the vicinity of

Oude

;

but, as the force of the

two armies were now

nearly equal, a considerable time was lost in skirmishing, and endeavouring

At length Muhammed Sultan, having
received information that the King was returned in health and safety to his
capital, was afraid to contend any longer, and fled with all his family
to gain the advantage of each other.

The Prince

towards Couch Behar, which adjoins the territory of Bengal.
Hindal then proceeded to Joanpur, and took possession of that

CHAPTER
The

arrival of the

King

at

Agra

—Return of the

takes that fortress.

Some time

III.

Prince Hindal to Court

Shyr Shah in Behar
A. H. 944.— A. D. 1537.

arrives of the rebellion of

district.

—The King marches

—Intelligence

to

Chunar and

Majesty had arrived in safety at his palace of Agra,
the Prince Hindal and his officers returned from their expedition, and had
after his

the honour of paying their respects at the foot of the throne

:

they were

all

a sumptuous banquet was given them,
and the marriage ceremony of the Prince Hindal was celebrated with great
distinguished by honorary dresses

rejoicings
district of

:

;

the Prince Askery also, in reward for his good conduct, had the

Sumbul conferred on him, with orders

the partisans of the rebels.

At

this

to drive from thence all

time his Majesty was informed that

Shyr Khan, the Afghan, had taken possession of the

district of

Jarkund

in

MEMOIRS OF HUMAYUN.
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and by

had seized the strong

artifice

9

fortress of Rliotas;* that he

then besieging Gour, the capital of Bengal, and

it

was

was expected he would

very shortly take that city.

On
"

hearing this intelligence his Majesty was

The insolence

of these Afghans exceeds all bounds

He

Chunar from them."

then consulted

Rumy

had deserted from Sultan Behader) what was
bility of

Rumy Khan

taking that fortress.

shall take

it

Chunar on

the

;

incensed,
let us

and

Khan, the engineer, (who

his opinion as to the practica-

replied,

" If

it

pleased

God we

army marched from Agra and arrived within ten miles of
day of Skeb berat of A. H. 945, A.D. 1538. The engineer

then deliberated

how

he should gain information respecting the strength and

defences of the fortress, and against which of the bastions he should
his attack, or

said,

go and take

force."

by

In short the

much

where he should run

his

mines

he adopted the following cruel expedient.

;

in order to effect this

make

measure

He had

a faithful Negro slave
called Kelafat, whom he flogged in such a manner that the stripes were conspicuous on his back and limbs he then commanded the slave to go to the
;

Afghans, and say

that he

was the servant of

Rumy Khan

;

but that his

master having unjustly flogged him he had deserted, and had come to offer
his services to them ; that if he succeeded to
get into the fort by these means
he should minutely examine

it,

and then return to him, when he should be

well rewarded.

Kelafat strictly complied with the orders he had received, went to the

Afghans, was admitted into the fort, where his wounds were dressed and
cured he then informed them that he was well skilled in engineering ; that
if
they would employ him, he would point out to them where they should
;

mount

guns more effectually to annoy the enemy, and would indicate
to them where the fortifications required strengthening, in order to prevent
their

Rumy Khan

from making any impression on them.
The scheme succeeded, and the deserter was allowed to examine every
part of the fort.-j- A few nights after this having made his escape, he came
* See
History of Bengal, page 139.

t In the year 1763 the English attempted to take Chunar by storm, but were repulsed
afterwards capitulated.

See Edinburgh Gazetteer.

c

:

it
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and reported all the circumstances to his master; advised him to attack the
bastion on the river side, to run a sap on the land side, and to surround the

manner

place in such a

as to cut off all

communication with the country.

In consequence of this useful information Rumy Khan brought his great
guns to bear on the bastion near the river, and appointed different batteries

round the

During

fort to various officers.

Muhammed Sultan, and the other

this period

rebel chiefs formerly

mentioned, came and asked forgiveness for their transgression, which his

Majesty was graciously pleased to grant, and gave them suitable commands
in the

army.

make a proper

impression on the
he was
fort, requested permission to erect a wooden battery on the river
ordered to take any measures he thought best to effect the end. He there-,

Rumy Khan

finding that his guns did not

:

fore procured three large boats,

on which he formed a battery, and

a high tower which commanded the walls of the

when every thing was

fort.

built

up

After some months,

prepared, the floating battery was impelled during the

night across the river, and anchored close to the fort. A general attack was
then commenced ; but the besieged so well defended themselves, that the

was injured, and seven hundred of the King's troops were
while but little impression was made on the fortress.

floating battery
killed,

On

the following morning the artificers were employed to repair the float-

ing battery

;

but the besieged finding that his Majesty was determined on

taking the place, and that they had no prospect of being relieved, agreed to
surrender on condition of their lives being spared.
After the fort had, in consequence of the capitulation, been taken possession of,

Rumy Khan

selected from the prisoners three hundred artillerymen,

and cruelly ordered their hands to be cut off: his Majesty was very angry
on this occasion, and said that, as the garrison had asked for quarter, it was
base and improper to

As soon

maim them

in this

as this important fortress

was

manner.
in his Majesty's possession

he gave

orders for a grand banquet to be prepared, and great rejoicings to be

he conferred a number of promotions on the

officers,

made

;

and bestowed honorary

dresses on all the chiefs.

The King asked Rumy Khan what he thought

the best

mode

of securing

MEMOIRS OF HUMAYUN.
the

fort,

and

to

whom

he should entrust

it

the engineer replied that no

;

person should be allowed to approach near
there

was an

Myrek
the

:

in

officer in the

army worthy

to

11

it,

and that he did not think

command

it,

unless

it

was Beg

consequence of this advice, his Majesty appointed that officer to

command

of the fortress

Rumy Khan

;

but the other chiefs were so

much incensed

candid advice that they confederated together, and
a few days had a poisoned cup presented to him, which caused his death.
at

for his

CHAPTER
The King

in

IV.

proceeds to Bengal, and subdues that province. A. H. 945

—A. D.

1538-9.

His Majesty having taken possession of the strong fortress of Chunar,
marched towards Bengal when encamped near Benares, he made particular
;

inquiries respecting

Shyr Khan

;

in

answer to which the Raja Buja of

Benares informed him that Shyr was then besieging Gour, the capital of
Bengal, and expected every day to take it, and probably was ere this time

whole province. His Majesty replied, that in order to
prevent the Afghans uniting, he would go and take the fortress of Rhotas*
from them. In short the royal army marched towards the district of Bherin possession of the

kund (Jarkund), but when they had reached the river Soane, intelligence
was brought that Shyr Khan had taken the city of Gour, and intended to
remove

all

the treasures to the fort of Rhotas.

His Majesty

Myrza
Bengal.

now determined

to detach the Prince

Hindal and Yadgar

secure Dehly and Agra, while he himself proceeded towards
In consequence of this resolution, these two princes were detached

to

with their respective forces to assume the

command

of the above mentioned

provinces, and his Majesty continued his route towards Bherkund, but at
the same time sent forward Hussyn, the Turkuman, as his ambassador to
" that he should
Shyr Khan, with the following message, viz.
immediately
send to his Majesty the umbrella, the throne, and the treasure of
Bengal, and
that he should evacuate the fort of Rhotas,

and give up possession of the

* See
Edinburgh Gazetteer, or History of Bengal.
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territory he

exchange for which he might have the
of Joanpur, and any other place he chose."

bad taken

Chunar, the city

;

in

fort of

"
that, it
Shyr Khan received the ambassador graciously but replied,
having cost him five or six years toil to subdue Bengal, with the loss of a
;

great

number of his

When

soldiers,

it

was impossible he could resign that conquest."

the ambassador returned with this message, he further explained to

Majesty that Shyr Khan, attended by a large force, was proceeding by the
hill road with all the treasures towards Rhotas.

his

When

the royal

army

arrived at

Muneah

(situated at the junction of the

Soane with the Ganges), Syed Mahmud, the expelled king of Bengal, joined
He
the camp,* having been severely wounded while making his escape.
represented to his Majesty that he had yet several granaries
in

Bengal

sufficient for

many

and

stores

armies, and urged his Majesty to proceed

thither.

Humayiin received
raged him to keep up
his

kingdom

monarch with great courtesy encouand assured him he would reinstate him in

the unfortunate
his spirits,

;

of Bengal.

From Muneah

the

King detached Jehangyr Kuly with a large

force to

precede the army, and to gain possession of the strong passes of Terryagurhy

and Sikryagurhy.
In compliance with these orders Jehangyr Kuly made several forced
marches but, on his arrival in the vicinity of the passes, found that Jelal
;

Khan, son of Shyr Khan, had strongly

fortified

them, and was encamped

there with a large force.

The

royal

army was

therefore obliged to halt

;

and while they were endea-

vouring to explore a road through the hills, Jelal Khan made a sally; surOn this
prised the camp, and killed a number of brave officers and men.
event the advanced party retreated, and joined the main body at Colgong

while at this place a very heavy rain

King

When

to halt, during

the

Khan had

which compelled
Beg was sent forward

for several days,

which time Hajy Muhammed
explore the passes and procure further intelligence.

the
to

fell

Hajy reached the pass he obtained information

written to his son Jelal, that

:

all

that Shyr

the treasures of Bengal being

* See
History of Bengal, page 121.
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secured, he might evacuate the passes, and permit the

that province, whilst

some means might he devised

them. In ohedience to this order Jelal immediately

to

Moghuls to enter
surround and entrap

commenced

his retreat.

On

the Hajy sent hack two of his
receiving this unexpected intelligence
officers to congratulate his Majesty on the success of his arms, and on his

On obtaining this information the King moved
being master of the passes.
forward with the whole army, and in four days with little difficulty took
of Bengal, and drove away all the Afghans.*
possession of Gour, the capital
After cleansing and repairing the city, the first act of his Majesty was to
divide the province into Jagyrs

among

his officers

;

after

which he very un-

accountahly shut himself up for a considerable time in his Huram, and abandoned himself to every kind of indulgence and luxury.
While the King had thus for several months given himself up to pleasure

and indolence, information was at length conveyed to him that Shyr Khan
had killed seven hundred Moghuls, had laid siege to the fortress of Chunar,
and taken the city of Benares
the banks of the

Ganges

;

to take

families of several of the officers,

When

and had

also sent forward

Canouge that he had,
and sent them prisoners
;

an army along

further, seized the

to Rhotas.

Majesty was informed of these inauspicious events, he affected
" it was
not to believe them, and said,
impossible that Shyr Khan should
his

have dared to do
the intelligence,

At length, his Majesty, being convinced of the truth of
called a general assembly of his officers, and consulted with
so."

and whom he should leave in charge
" that he
the officers replied,
might promote and appoint to that

them what was advisable
of Bengal

:

to be done,

honour whomsoever he thought best

fitted for it."

The King then said,
will now appoint him

Zahid Beg has often urged me to promote him I
him several other
governor of Bengal, and leave with
"

:

officers

with their

quotas of troops."
"
Zahid Beg, being present, and not liking Bengal, said, What could you
find no other place to kill me in than Bengal ?" On hearing this speech, the
"
King was very angry, and said, I must put this scoundrel to death." Zahid
!

Beg immediately
It

is

rose

and

left

the assembly.

cause of this officer's presumption
requisite to observe that the
* See
History of Mengal, page 123.

was
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his

being married to a

He

therefore immediately

Begum, one

sister of Bi/ke

went

to claim the protection of the

pardon; begged the

strongly interceded for his

of the King's concubines.

King

Begum, who

to forgive him,

and

leave him
Bengal but
Majesty positively refused, and said,
" he would
him
to
death."
On
this
the Begum sent a message to Zahid
put
Beg, informing him that she had in vain tried to obtain his pardon ; he had
in charge of

his

:

On

better therefore look to himself.

this hint the culprit resolved to

make

and having prevailed on two other officers to join him, fled
towards Agra, where having arrived in safety, they took refuge with the

his escape;

Prince Hindal.

When
take the

the assembly broke up, his Majesty ordered

command

Khan Khanan Ludy

to

of the advanced guard and proceed to Mongier, there to

wait the arrival of the main body

:

these orders were duly complied with,

Khan Khanan having reached Mongier, halted there.
In the mean time, the King having settled all

and

the affairs of Bengal,

appointed Jehangyr Kiily to be governor, and marched towards Mongier ;
but previous to his arrival there, he received intelligence that the rebel,

Shyr Khan, had sent a detachment which had come unexpectedly on Mongier,
had burnt the gates of the town, and had taken Khan Khanan prisoner,*

and sent him

off to

Shyr Khan.

This event gave the King great uneasiness ; he therefore sent for the
Prince Askery, his best general, and offered him any thing he chose to ask,
provided he could deliver him from the present calamity the Prince replied
:

that he

would consult with

Having assembled his
offer.

After
"

officers,

the Prince

and then inform

communicated

to

his

Majesty.

them the King's

" what are the wishes of
your Highness ?"
should wish for money for some of the valuable manufactures

some delay they

he replied,

I

of Bengal

for

;

officers,

his

said,

;

some young

were quite astonished at
dissatisfied, insisted

elephants,

this

upon

answer

;

See

-\-

The

officers

and the Prince seeing that they were

it is

more probable

:

they at

that he carried on a treason-

Khan.

f In the Aycen Akberry we
market with eunuchs.

n

eutiucfis.

their giving their sentiments frankly

* As this
personage was an Afghan nobleman,
able correspondence with Shyr

and a few

vol.

find that Bengal, especially the district of Silhet, supplied the
i.

page

10.
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Shyr Khan, and
placed in a very perilous situation, from whence nothing but our bravery and
devotion can extricate him, let us, therefore, demand from him something
length said,

the fact

the

is,

King

is

in hostility with

an augmentation of each of our corps, and
an increase of allowance; secondly, a large sum in ready money: if he shall
of importance. In the

first

place,

comply with these terms, we
injure him."

will be answerable that

Askery approved of

Shyr Khan

shall not

and represented it to his
gave them a sum of money,

this counsel,

Majesty, who immediately agreed to the terms
and various presents ; he also sent to them a reinforcement of brave
;

and distinguished
of the main

body

He

officers.

the enemy, to force his
at

men

way

Colgong

then ordered the Prince to proceed towards
through the passes, and wait for the coming up
;

but in the mean time to send

all

the informa-

movements of Shyr Khan, who had now
Askery complied with these orders, and

tion he could obtain respecting the

Shah (King).
sent intelligence from Colgong that Shyr Shah was at the same time besieging Chunar and Joanpur, and had actually taken possession of all the country
taken the

title

of

Canouge further, that he was collecting a large army in the vicinity
of Rhotas, and had completely blocked up the road to the western provinces.
On receipt of this bad news the King advanced rapidly to the vicinity of
as far as

;

Mongier, on the northern side of the river and while encamped there was
waited on by the Prince Askery, and the officers of the advance guard.
;

The King then summoned a general council of all the Chiefs, and demanded
their opinion

whether he should cross the Ganges, or continue

the northern

bank of the

river

;

many

his route

of the chiefs advised that the

on

army

should continue on the northern bank, and proceed direct to Joanpur, where,
being refreshed and recruited, they might then proceed towards any object
that might appear advisable.

Beg, in whom his Majesty unfortunately placed too much confidence, was of a different opinion, and represented that if the army did not

Muvyd

and proceed by the high road, Shyr Khan would suppose the
"
King was afraid of him, according to the proverb, when fate descends the
eyes of prudence become blind ;" and the advice of Muvyd Beg was

pass the river

adopted.*
*

It

appears extraordinary

why

the high road hetween Benares and

Gour should have been
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In short, the

Muneah,

at the

army crossed the river and inarched on till
mouth of the Soane, where is situated the tomb
Here a

brated Sufy Saint Yehy.

crier

was sent round

that the soldiers should put on their armour,

the

and be on

camp

it

to proclaim

their guard, as the

enemy might be hourly expected in fact on the next day some
appeared, and a skirmish took place between the advanced parties.
;

The day

following, while

we were preparing

reached

of the cele-

to march,

of

them

news was brought

enemy had seized the boats, which were laden with all the great guns
had been used at the siege of Chunar. This intelligence much vexed

that the
that
his

but he gave orders to proceed in battle array.
the fourth day, while M e were encamped near the village of Chowsar,*

Majesty

On
the

;

r

army of Shyr Shah, having made a forced march, came

His

in sight.

Majesty then consulted with the Chiefs what was proper to be done. Kasim
"
Hussyn said, that, as the enemy had come thirty-six miles that day, and
their horses were much tired, while ours were quite fresh, it was advisable
to attack

them immediately, and

let

us see to

whom God would

give the

victory."

The King approved

measure

Muvyd Beg was

again of a con"
there was no necessity for
trary opinion to the other officers, and said,
this

;

but

hurry or perturbation ;" to which his Majesty having at length agreed, the
army encamped but the troops were disheartened.
Shyr Khan also encamped, but threw up an entrenchment around his
;

In this situation the armies remained for nearly two months but
skirmishing took place daily between the pickets, and a number of brave

camp.

;

men were
At

killed

on both

sides.

this juncture the rains set in with great violence,

Shyr Khan was under water
ground, and encamped on the

and the camp of

consequence of which he changed his
skirts of a hill five or six miles to the west-

;

in

but the skirmishing still continued, till at length it was thought
advisable to enter into a treaty with the enemy and make peace.

ward

;

conducted on the south side of the Ganges.

made use of
*
is

A

battle

it,

instead of passing

was fought here

in

The King

certainly

owed

his

misfortune to having

by Hajypur.
1764 between the British and the army of Shuja ad Dowla.

generally called the battle of Buxar.

It
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In consequence of this determination, the very respectable and reverend

Shykh Khelyl, who was descended from the celebrated saint, Feryd Shekergunjy, was sent to Shyr Khan for the purpose of settling the treaty. Shyr

Khan agreed
given up

to

make peace on

condition of Chunar with

comply with

his insolent

to this measure, but at length

night attack

was obliged

demands, and peace was accordingly concluded.

CHAPTER
Of the

being

to him.

At first the King would not consent
to

its district

made by Shyr Khan, and

its

V.

—A. D. 1539.

A. H. 946

consequences.

was concluded, the treacherous Shyr Khan summoned his principal officers, and said to them, " is there any of you brave
enough to go and storm the Moghul camp ?" At first not one of the

As soon

as the peace

At length a person called Khuas
Khan said, if he would give him a detachment of good soldiers and a
a number of war elephants, he would attempt it, and exert himself to the
Afghan

officers

would undertake the

task.

"

" this
is a business of chance
adding,
"
will give the victory.'

utmost
'

God

;"

;

but

let

us see to

whom

Shyr Khan was much pleased with Khuas Khan's proposal, and gave him
his choice of all the troops and several war elephants
but although the de;

tachment marched from the camp at ten o'clock of the morning, the artful
general loitered about till night. In the mean time, Shykh Khelyl sent off
a messenger to his Majesty, cautioning him to be on his guard
fate descends, caution is in vain."

(Here follows a long story taken from the history of
fatal

effects

;

but " when

Muhammed

on the

of presumption.)

The King would not

believe the information, or that Shyr

guilty of such a breach of honour or religion,

taking any precautions
entered the rear of our

;

Khan would

be

and passed the night without

but just as the sun rose next morning, the Afghans
encampment made a dreadful uproar, and caused

the greatest confusion both

;

among

the troops and followers.

His Majesty
in a short

on hearing the noise ordered the kettle-drums to be beaten, and
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time about three hundred cavalry assembled around him. In a few minutes
one of the enemy's war elephants approached; on which his Majesty made a
sign to
sons,

Myr

Bejke,

who was

celebrated for his valour, and who, with his two

Gurk Aly and Tetta Beg, one

of

whom

carried the King's double-

gun and the other the royal spear, to attack the elephant but as
none of them had the heart to do it, his Majesty snatched the spear from the
barrelled

;

hand of Gurk Aly, spurred on his horse, and struck the elephant with such
force on the forehead that he could not draw out the spear again in the
:

mean time an archer who was seated on
which wounded the King in the arm, and

the elephant discharged an arrow,
the

enemy began

to surround him.

His Majesty then called to his troops to advance and charge the enemy, but
no one obeyed and the Afghans having succeeded in throwing every thing
;

into confusion, one of the King's followers

" there
said

is

no time to be

the only remedy."

lost

;

came

when your

The King then proceeded

up, seized his bridle, and

friends forsake you, flight

to the

bank of the

river,

is

and

although followed by one of his own elephants, he urged his horse into the
stream,* but in a short time the horse sunk. On seeing this event a water

who had distended his leathern bag (musek) with air, offered it to
On reaching the
his Majesty, who by means of the bag swam the river.
"
Nizam :" the King renorthern bank he asked the man his name he said,
" I will make
plied,
your name as celebrated as that of Nizam-addyn-Aulia

carrier

;

and you shall sit on my throne."
On this memorable day a great number of the royal troops were killed,
and an equal number drowned in attempting to cross the Ganges ;-j- in short
(a

famous

saint),

Majesty, having escaped this dreadful danger, proceeded towards Agra.
In a little time the King received intelligence that Myr Feryd Gur was

his

pursuing him from the eastward, and that Shah Muhammed Afghan was
encamped in his front, and determined to prevent his progress. On hearing
this

bad news the troops were very much discouraged, and inclined

to desert

their standards.

At length Rajah Perbehdn represented, that
* Baber
but

it

tells

us in his Memoirs that he

was probably

in the

swam

if

is

Majesty would permit

his horse across the

dry season.

t In the History of Hindustan the number

his

stated at 8000.

Ganges

in several places,
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him, he would undertake with his own troops to stop Feryd Gur in the
mean time the King might continue his march and encounter his enemies.
;

These measures were approved, and the army advanced
Afghans retreated, and left the road open.

;

upon which the

number of marches the royal army arrived at Calpy,* where the
had prepared a number of presents for
governor, the son of Kasim Kerachy,
the King, but by the shameful advice of his father, who commanded one of the
After a

divisions of the army, only offered a few trifling articles.

On

hearing of this

circumstance his Majesty would not accept any of them but an embroidered
saddle, which he said he would take for his brother Kamran.

From Calpy the army continued its march till it reached Agra, in the viciwas encamped in a garden called the
nity of which place the Prince Kamran
Zer Afshan (scattering gold) when the Prince heard of his Majesty's ap:

and the King having alighted from his
which they went and sat in the Prince's tent.

proach he came out to meet him

him

horse embraced
After

;

after

some time Kamran

said,

;

" as
your Majesty has

and regained possession of your throne,

I

now

arrived in safety,

request you will forgive our

sake." -Jyounger brother, the Prince Hindal, his improper conduct for my
"I
The King replied,
forgive him at your request : write to him that he may

come

to court in safety."

King had remounted
enabled him to swim the Ganges paid
bering his royal promise, seated him
Soon

desired

after the

him

his throne, the
his respects;

for

water carrier

and

his

who had

Majesty remem-

two hours upon the throne, and

to ask for whatever he wished.

afterwards the King held a public court at the Stone Palace in
the garden of the late Emperor Baber, at which were present all the Princes

Some days

and Nobles.

When
"
said,

the assembly were seated, the King, turning to his brother

tell

me

me."

Kamran

"

did

how
*
t

it

honestly what was the reason of Hindal rebelling against
did not answer his Majesty

happen

that, instead of

;

but addressing Hindal, asked,

sending assistance to his Majesty, you

A large town situated on the south bank of the river Jumna.
On learning Humayun's defeat he had seized on some of the provinces in

was then

at Alur.

Kamran,

his

own name, and
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deserted him in his distress

?"

Hindal was much ashamed

;

blame

laid the

and pleaded his own youth and inexperience acknowThe King replied, " very well, as
ledged his fault, and asked forgiveness.
you now repent and have asked pardon, I forgive you, but it is at the request

on

his evil advisers,

of your brother

I

;

;

hope

this will

be a warning to you never to listen to the

insidious advice of evil-minded persons

discord that took place

among

;

don't

you

recollect the story of the

the companions of the prophet in consequence
" what
of his slanderers." He then

of the malicious advice of some

has passed, has passed,

let

added,

us think no

more of it, but

let

and devise means to repel Shyr Shah and the Afghans, who

us be unanimous
after

concluding

peace with me at Chowsar, acted treacherously, attacked me at night, and
have now gained possession of all my territory as far as Canouge."
The Princes and Nobles replied, " by the grace of God, and the good fortune of your Majesty, we will henceforward evince our bravery and attach-

ment

in such a

manner

as completely to subdue all your enemies."

Soon

Majesty commanded that at the end of the month Zykad the royal tents should be pitched
in the garden of Zer Afshan, as the preliminary of our marching against the

after this conversation the prayer for success

was

read,

and

his

enemy.

The Prince Kamran entreated

King would remain in his capital,
and permit him to command the army, and promised that he would give a
"
No, Shyr Khan degood account of the Afghans, but the King replied,
feated me, and I will have my revenge of him, do you remain here ;" in short
it

that the

was determined that the King should lead the army

in person,

and the

Prince continue in charge of Agra.

CHAPTER
The King marches

to

meet the enemy and
A. H. 947.

VI.

defeated.

is

Rebellion of the Prince Kamran.

A. D. 1540.

The following day the King, attended by the whole army, left the city and
encamped on the plains of Abhypur he then reviewed and mustered the
;

troops, the

number of which amounted

to to 90,000 cavalry, but as

some of
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them were not properly equipped

his Majesty ordered them to be well
supfrom
the
arsenal.*
He also conferred honorary dresses and other
plied
marks of distinction on all the principal officers, and omitted nothing to

rouse the spirits and encourage the soldiers for the ensuing campaign. After
a few days inarch, the army reached Canouge, which is situated on the

western bank of the Ganges, and here learned that Shyr Khan was encamped
on the other side of the river at this time an express arrived from Raja Per;

hehanof Aroul offering to join him with his troops, provided the King- would
meet him at Pute. His Majesty, however, would not agree to this measure,
but gave orders for the army to cross the river at Canouge.
It was on the 10th day of the month Muharrem, that the army clothed in
armour, with kettle drums beating and trumpets sounding, passed the Ganges,

commanded by the Prince Hindal, and was opposed to Jelal
Shyr Khan the left was led by the Prince Askery, and was

the right was
the son of

;

opposed by Khuas Khan, and the center under the orders of his Majesty
advanced against the main body of the Afghans, when a fierce battle ensued

beyond the powers of description.

Here follow some Persian

verses.

After the battle had raged for some time, information was brought to his
Majesty that the Prince Hindal had discomfited the Afghans opposed to

him, but that the

left

under Askery was compelled to retreat Myrza Hylet the fugitives pass, it was requisite to loose
;

der represented that in order to

the chains of the carriages which formed a barricade in front of the center,
his

Majesty unfortunately complied with

this advice,

and

the chains, being

unloosed, the runaways passed through the line of carriages in

files.

time an Afghan clothed in black, advanced and struck the
During
king's horse on the forehead with a spear, on which the animal turned round
this

and became unmanageable.
Here follow several verses of the Koran,

to prove we cannot contend withfate.
His Majesty afterwards related, that as soon as he could controul his
horse he saw the Afghans employed in plundering the carriages, and wished

to

have charged them, but some person caught the reins of the steed, and led
* N. B. The soldiers
found

Majesty.

their

own

horses and arms, but this was a gratuitous act of his
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him

bank of the

to the

Here, while undetermined

river.

an old elephant which had belonged to the
driver to bring the elephant to him,

who was

a eunuch

in the

who

did

how

to act, he

saw

Emperor, he called to the
he then mounted, and asked

late
so,

Hoiodah, what was

his

"
name, he replied Kafur,"

Majesty then ordered the driver to carry him across the river, but the
fellow refused, and said the elephant would be drowned, on which the eunuch

his

whispered, that he suspected the driver wished to carry them over to the

enemy,
said,

"

it

would therefore be advisable

how

shall

we then make

to take off the fellow's head

the elephant cross the river

;"

;

the

the

King
eunuch

replied, "that he understood something of driving an elephant,"* upon hearing this, his Majesty drew his sword and so wounded the driver that he fell off

and the eunuch stepped down from the Howdah on the neck
of the animal, and caused him to pass the river his Majesty further related,
that when he arrived near the bank, it was so steep that he could not find a

into the water,

;

some of the camp colour men, who were on the
their turbans together, and throwing an end of the

place to ascend, at length

look out for him, tied
cloth to him, he with

some

climbed up, they then brought him a
horse on which he mounted and proceeded towards Agra, the King further
"
added, that the persons who commanded the colour-men were two brothers
who seemed so affectionate to each other, that it aroused a sympathy in my
breast,

my

and

I

difficulty

became very anxious

other connections.

butt of consent, for

my

for the safety of

my

In about an hour, the arrow of

friends, although his

who can contend

my

prayer hit the

dear brother came and paid his respects, on which

returned thanks to the Almighty God, by whose single
whole universe was instantly produced."-^

O my

brother Hindal and

against fate

Here follows a verse of

;

command

of Be

!

I

the

Majesty was in some respects unfortunate, as
still you see his
prayers were accepted.

the Koran, which

is

followed by three anecdotes

taken from the ecclesiastical (Muhammedan) history, to prove that good fortune and adversity, depend upon times and seasons.
*

The Birman

Newspapers,

princes always guided their

that the

King of

Oude now does

own
it,

elephants, and

formerly

it

it

appears by the

Lucknow

would have been reckoned deroga-

tory to a great man.

t The Koran
and

it

was.

states that

when

the Almighty created the Universe, he merely said

Kun, Be.
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the Princes Hindal

and Askery

and the Myrzas Yadgar Nasir, &c. proceeded joyfully towards Agra, when
they reached the village of Bhyngang, the peasants who were in the habit of
plundering a defeated army, stopped up the road, and one of them wounded
Myrza Yadgar with an arrow, on which the Myrza* said to the Prince As" do
you go on and punish these villagers, while I stop to dress my
kery,

The Prince was displeased

wound."

and gave the Myrza
harsher language, and the Prince

at this request,

some abuse, on which the other retorted in
struck him three times with his horsewhip, which was returned with
on the other

When

interest

side.

intelligence of this unpleasant fracas reached the King, he said,

"

they had better have vented their spite on the robbers than on each other,
what has happened cannot be recalled, but let us hear no more of it."

In short the King reached Agra in safety, and alighted at the house of

Syed Rajia Addyn (a religious person), who immediately brought forward
bread and melons, and whatever else was ready for his Majesty's breakfast,

King ordered the Prince Hindal and all the servants to go
Fort and to bring out his mother and family, and their domestics,
but the

treasures

and

Kamran.
left his

It

also the

stores.

now becomes

It

into the

mention the strange conduct of the Prince
has been stated that when the King marched from Agra, he
requisite to

brother in charge of the city and

commander

of the province

;

a short

time after the departure of the army, the Prince was taken ill, and supposing that the climate disagreed with him, he prevailed on several of the officers
of government to

accompany him

to Lahore,

where he recommenced

his

insidious conduct, which shall be further explained.

After the King had refreshed himself, his host the Syed entered into a
" the affairs of this world are somereligious discourse with him, and said,

times like a running stream, and at other times like a standing pool
is,

therefore, advisable that

your Majesty should now abandon

* At this
period a number of the descendants of Timur and a few of Jengyz
their

way into Hindustan and

name,

it is

all

took the

title

of

Myrza
work

frequently not attended to, and in this

;

I

it

this place."

Khan had found

but although this ought to follow the
it

often precedes the

Yadgar, &c. this person was married to an aunt of the King's.

name, as Myrza
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He

then presented a handsomely caparisoned horse, and gave the King

his blessing.

The King having mounted proceeded towards the town of Futtypur Sikry,
on the march he was joined by the Prince Hindal, who, after paying his respects, presented a rich

dagger and inlaid sword, which he had brought from the

The

day the King halted in the garden of the late
Emperor Baber, but while he was seated there an arrow came from the hill
of Sikry, two of the attendants were immediately sent up the hill to discover
arsenal of Agra.

who was

first

the perpretator of this act, but they both soon returned severely

wounded without seeing any body.
His Majesty, suspecting some treachery might be intended, again mounted
his horse and proceeded towards the village of Chuneh at this time, besides
;

the domestics, there were but a few officers in attendance, one of these
ever,
his

named Fakher

Majesty became

that I crossed the
killed there,

how

Aly turned round

how-

Aly, had the insolence to precede the King, on which
" it was
very angry, and said to him,
by your advice

Ganges (previous

dare you presume to go before
his horse,

made

you had been
consequence Fakher

to the late battle) I wish

me

his obeisance,

;"

and

in

fell

into the rear of the

troop.

When
of the

the

Chuneh, and was halted on the bank
the Prince Askery came up and informed him that he

King had

Kenbyr

river,

safely arrived at

had obtained intelligence of Shyr Khan having detached Feryd Gur in purHe, therefore, advised that his
suit, and that the enemy were approaching.
Majesty should immediately proceed, while he and the few remaining troops
would cover his retreat. In consequence of this advice, the King mounted

and

but the followers were thrown into the greatest alarm,
not knowing what to do, no one attempted to assist another, the son paid no
attention to his father, nor the father to the son, but each person endeavoured
his horse

set off,

to conceal whatever valuables he had,

and

make his escape to add to
God preserve us from seeing

to

;

a very heavy rain fell, in short,
such another day.
When the King found that the people were so dispirited and in such confusion, he halted, and having assembled the Princes and Nobles that were
"
still in attendance, said to them,
formerly I had soldiers in my army from
their distress
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killed at the battle of Chowsar,

others at the battle of Canouge, those that remained are
state
will

;

I

would rather be

now

now

in

a wretched

killed myself than be the cause of such misery

and thereby hope

retreat with circumspection,

;

I

to preserve the lives

he then ordered the troops to alight, and having
divided them into three bodies, the right he gave in charge of the Prince
Hindal, the left to Yadgar Myrza, and retained the center under his own
of

my

faithful followers

command, some

;"

other officers were appointed to bring

He

whole to march slowly and in regular array.

any person ventured to precede the royal
be severely punished.
After some time a

up the

rear,

further ordered that if

division, or to plunder,

Moghul came and complained

and the

he should

that an officer,

named

Chumputty Behader, had taken his horse.
The King immediately sent a messenger with the complainant and ordered
that Chumputty should give back the horse, but the insolent officer refused
and made use of some improper expressions, on hearing this his
Majesty commanded that he should be beheaded the order was obeyed, the
head was fixed on a spear, and shewn to the whole army, in order to frighten,
to

do

so,

;

render them obedient of

command, and

to restrain

them from plundering

the villages.

Marching from

twenty or twenty-four miles per
here the Prince Hindal was
day, the army reached the town of Sirhind
ordered to remain some days, while his Majesty proceeded to Muchwareh,
this place, at the rate of

;

situated on the banks of the Sutlege

were scarce,

it

;

as the river

was with much delay and

ried over, in the

mean time

was very

full

difficulty that the troops

and boats
were car-

was brought that Shyr Khan had
troops were only eighty or one hundred

intelligence

himself halted in Dehli, but that his

miles in our rear.

The army having been joined soon after by Hindal's division continued
its march to Jallindher, here the Prince was
again ordered to halt, while the
King proceeded

to Lahore,

and took up

his

abode

in the

house of Roushen

Ayshy, on the day following he sent off Muzuffir Beg, the Turkuman, with
some troops, to relieve the Prince Hindal in the defence of Jallindher, in
E
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consequence Muzuffir encamped on the western bank of the Gundwal or Beyah
river, and the Afghans soon after made their appearance on the opposite bank.
In short, his Majesty having assembled all the Princes and Nobles in Lahore, consulted with them what in this exigency was proper to be done.
In the mean time news was brought that Shyr Khan had sent an ambassador to treat of peace, the King therefore consulted with his friends, where
and how he should receive the Ambassador, at length his Majesty gave
orders that the interview should take place in the garden of the Prince

Kamran, and directed that
to seventy years of

all

the principal inhabitants of the city from seven

age* should attend the ceremony.

The Ambassador was accordingly admitted, and brought a letter from his
master to the Prince Kamran, who, previously to the King's arrival, had entered into a correspondence with Shyr

Khan on

the subject of peace, but as

Shyr Khan declined entering into any treaty with him, the ambassador was
dismissed. After this event the King remained inactive in the palace of Lahore
not knowing what to do, or where to go
during this time he was advised
;

by

his

Council to

make away,

in the first place, with the Prince

Kamran,

whom

his
they suspected of intriguing with the troops in order to depose
"
No, never, for the vanities of this perishable
Majesty, but the King said,

world, will

imbrue

I

my

hands in the blood of a brother, but

will for ever

remember the dying words of our respected parent (Baber), who

O Humayun

'

form any

said to me,

beware, beware, do not quarrel with your brothers, nor ever

evil intentions

towards them,' these words are engraved on

my

heart for ever."

CHAPTER
The King

VII.

Kamran to proceed to Kabul, and
Ouch, A. H. 947. A. D. 1540.

permits his brother

Some days

after this conversation, the Prince

sion to wait

on

lowers were

all

his

Kamran

Majesty marches

to

requested permis-

folMajesty, but the counsellors seeing that the Prince's
armed, advised the King to have his guards on the alert and

his

take the necessary precautions, but the King said,
* This

is

a general expression for

" there

young and

old.

is

no

necessity."
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"

After the Prince had been seated a short time, he said to his Majesty,

Sire,

day that your slave entered Hindustan, he has been uneasy there
has been constantly some unfortunate circumstance occurring, and my fol-

since the

;

lowers are all in a wretched plight
I

may

arrange

my

The King

sence."

affairs, recruit

:

permit

my

readily assented,

me

to proceed to Kabul,*

where

army, and then return to your pre-

and gave him

his blessing.

His Majesty having at length determined on going to Moultan, the whole
army having crossed the river Ravy, proceeded towards the village of
Hezareh, and after a march of eight miles halted. Here his Majesty learned
that the Princes Hindal and Yadgar, having been persuaded by some evil
counsellors to go to Gujerat, had quitted the army and had been followed

by a number of the royal attendants.
About this time a letter was received from Kelan Beg, who commanded
the district of Behera, inviting his Majesty to

come

thither,

and assuring

him of every aid and attention in his power. Unfortunately a similar invitation was sent to the Prince Kamran. The King not knowing this circumstance readily accepted the invitation, and proceeded towards Behera. At
the time of afternoon prayer the royal party

came

to the river (Chunab),

Majesty commanded Terdy Beg to swim his horse over as an
example to the followers; but the horse after swimming a short distance
turned back on which the King ordered an elephant to be swam across

and

his

;

;

and as soon as the elephant had entered the river he spurred on his own
horse, and was followed by all the party, now reduced to forty persons.
They travelled all that night, and in the morning arrived at the town of
Behera.-}-

On

his Majesty's entering the place he

found that the Prince

Kamran

not

only had anticipated him, but had seized on the house and person of Kelan

Beg.

On

this

unlooked

vexed, and one of them,
the Prince; but the

when

at Lahore,

for intrusion his

named

Majesty's servants were

King forbade him, and

and certainly

go and assassinate

Kiily Kurchy, offered to

will not

now

"
said,

agree to

I

refused this request
it

:

go and get

* Kabul was
long the capital and favourite residence of the Emperor Baber.
Gazetteer.

t Both Behera and Khooshab are marked in the maps.

much

me

a

See Edinburgh
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fresh horse,

and

I will

proceed to Khushab, and there

visit

Hussyn Sultan"

(the ruler of that district).

The horse having been procured his Majesty continued his journey, and
arrived at Khushab the next day about noon. Here he was most hospitably
received

by Hussyn and

his sons.

"
In the course of conversation the King asked him,
Host, in case of
Kamran's attempting to do with you, as he did with Kelan Beg, how would
" I am
your Majesty's attached servant, and will
you act?" He replied,

blood in your defence."
royal party, which he did.

shed

Upon

my

this the

King asked him

to join the

quitted Khushab, and proceeded towards Moultan.
When they had marched twelve miles they came to a place where the road
was very narrow ; a little beyond this pass there are two roads one leading

The next day they

;

Unluckily the royal party and the folcame to the pass at the same time his Majesty wished

to Kabul, the other to

lowers of

Kamran

Moultan.

:

Kamran refused to give way, and said, " he would
go first." The King was much displeased on seeing which a very brave
out the
officer, named Myrza Abu Beka, rode up to the Prince, and pointed
to

go through

first,

but

;

of his error ;
impropriety of his conduct in such language that convinced him
and his Majesty, having by these means cleared the pass, took the road to

Moultan, and the Prince took the road leading to Kabul.
After some days his Majesty arrived at Gul Baluch, and halted.

Here he

was informed that the Princes Hindal and Yadgar, who had also quitted the
army, had been intercepted by the Buluchians, who would not permit them
to pass

on to Gujerat.

At

this place intelligence

was

also received that

Khuas Khan, the Afghan general, was still in pursuit, and had arrived within
but this was either a false report, or he did not persevere
forty miles of us
;

in following us.

The Prince Hindal, Yadgar, &c. on finding they could not proceed on
their journey, made a virtue of necessity, returned to the royal camp, and
had the honour of kissing

From Khushab

his Majesty's feet.

by easy marches to the vicinity
place a messenger was despatched

the royal party proceeded

of Ouch,* where they

encamped
*

;

from

this

The Oxydracae

of the Greeks.
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Bukhshu Lengah, a powerful Zemindar, with a Firman promoting him to
also conveying to him a banner
the title of Khan Jehan (Lord of the world)
to

;

(Tiigh), a shield,

commanded

and four elephants

;

in return for

which honour he was

camp, and to furnish proper boats to
convey the heavy baggage.* The said Bukhshu did not wait on his Majesty,
to send provisions to the

but he sent the boats, &c. &c.

CHAPTER
His Majesty proceeds from

As soon
the river in

Ouch

VIII.

to Bhiker.

A. H. 948.

—A. D.

1541.

Bukhshu Lengah had sent the boats, the royal party crossed
the vicinity of Ouch
and marching along the banks, at length

as

;

and alighted in the gardens of Shah
Hussyn Sultan, Ruler of Tatta,-f- who had assumed the title of Majesty,
being lineally descended from the Emperor Timur.

arrived at Bhiker (Baker of the maps),

some days the King ordered the Prince Hindal to proceed with his
followers to the town of Pat, which was in the district of Sehwan (Sewastan),
After

and Myrza Yadgar with

go to Behyle, which is forty miles
down the river he also despatched Keber Beg and the Reverend (Pyr Zade)
Myr Zahir as his ambassadors to Shah Hussyn at Tatta.
his followers to

;

The ambassadors

safely arrived at Tatta;

but as a long time elapsed

was received from them, his Majesty sent them an
or send him some information of their proceedings

before any intelligence

order either to return,

:

requesting his Majesty to have patience,
and that they would shortly return. A considerable time however having
" that if
they
passed without their coming, the King sent another order,

they in consequence sent a

letter,

could not prevail on Shah Hussyn to come and pay his respects, they should
instantly return to

On

him

at Bhiker."

receipt of this order

to negociate the business

sents

;

from Shah Hussyn,

Keber Beg quitted Tatta, but left his companion
he however brought with him some trifling previz.

some

tents

and

carpets, also nine horses, a

camel, and a mule.
*

Vessels of

200 tons may ascend the

t The Pattala of the Greeks.

river

Indus 760 miles.

See Edinburgh Gazetteer.
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King of what he had seen at Tatta, Keber Beg advised
his Majesty to proceed on his journey without delay, as it was uncertain
whether it was now the intention of Shah Hussyn to wait on him, although
After informing the

at first he

had agreed

to

do so

;

but had since altered his mind, under the

pretence that the distance was too great for him to travel, and would delay
his

Majesty unnecessarily.

Previous to this intelligence the Prince Hindal had requested his Majesty's
permission to take possession of the district of Sehwan, in the royal
"

that as he had sent ambassadors
but the King forbade him, saying,
to Shah Hussyn, the Ruler of the country, he must wait their return." But

name

;

as soon as the

subject of

ambassador had made

to the Prince,

it

King communicated the
and informed him that the royal division would
his report, the

soon join, and that they might then act in concert.
Accordingly the King recommenced his march, and in four days reached
the Myrza came out to meet
Behyle, where Yadgar Myrza was encamped
:

him, and had the honour of paying his respects.

The next day the King halted, and was most hospitably entertained by
the Myrza Yadgar. The day following the King marched on, but ordered
where he was, while he went on to join the Prince
Hindal, and that he would send orders for his future proceedings.
In three days the King reached Pat, which is situated twenty miles west

the

Myrza

to remain

of the Indus

own

:

the Prince Hindal

habitation,

affectionate

and

and performed
liberal

meet him, carried him to his
the rights of hospitality in the most

came out
all

to

manner.

CHAPTER

IX.

Account of His Majesty's marriage with the ornament of women, a second Mary,
A. D. 1541.
Banii Begum, and his return to Ouch. A. H. 948.

—

During the King's residence at

Pat, Dildar

Begum,

Prince Hindal, gave a grand entertainment, at which

all

the mother of the

the ladies* of the

* The
Moghul Emperors were in the habit of giving entertainments to the

and on such occasions saw the females of
respect by the Mussulmans.

all

the nobility.

Hemyd

The Virgin Mary

is

ladies of the court,

held in the highest
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amongst these was the daughter of the Prince's preThe King was much pleased with her, and
ceptor, named Hemyd Banu.
He was informed that she had been asked,
inquired if she was betrothed.
;

but that the ceremony had not taken place the King said, " I will
marry
her."
On hearing this, the Prince Hindal was very angry with his brother,
and said, " I thought you came here to do me honour, not to look out for a
:

you commit this (ridiculous) action, I will leave you."*
Dildar Begum was very angry with her son, and said, " you are
speaking

young bride

:

if

very improperly to his Majesty,
sentative of your late father."

whom you

ought to consider as the repreThe Prince however would not retract on
;

which the King was much displeased, left the house, and went on board a
boat the mother of the Prince however followed his Majesty, brought him
:

back to her house, made up the quarrel between him and her son, and the
next day gave a nuptial banquet
after which she delivered the
young lady
;

and gave them her blessing.
The royal pair marched from Pat, and having embarked in a boat proceeded towards Bhiker. At the same time the Prince Hindal marched in
to his Majesty,

an angry

mood

with

his followers

towards Candahar.

On

the King's return to Bhiker he alighted in the
garden where he had
before resided but after a few days he again marched towards the fort of
;

Sehwan, leaving Myrza Yadgar

in

charge of the town of Bhiker.

On

Majesty's arrival at Sehwan, the governor of the fort on the part of
Shah Hussyn made a sally on the royal troops but the officers having
his

;

agreed among themselves merely to stand on the defensive until the garrison
should return to the fort, when they would attempt to take it by surprise,
they persuaded the King to remain quiet, and let them try the result.
As soon as night approached the governor, named Myr Alkum, returned
to the fort, and took all the requisite precautions.
On being thus disappointed, the royal Chiefs were
*

Humayun and Hindal were by

and Hindal only 22.

ashamed of

different

mothers

As the young lady was about

their

:

the

14,

conduct

King was at

it is

;

his Majesty, there-

this

time 33 years of age,

probable the latter wished to marry

her himself; the circumstance,
although apparently trifling,

was of great consequence, as it
caused a feud between the brothers, and the bride subsequently became the mother of the celebrated

Emperor Akber.
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batteries
gave orders that they should lay siege to the place, and erect
but Shah Hussyn having bribed the Chiefs, they would not
all around it
make any exertion to take the place. At length Aly Beg Jellayr represented
fore,

;

King that he had received intelligence of Shah Hussyn having quitted
Tatta with his army, and that, if his Majesty would give him five hundred
horse, he would make forced marches, surprise his camp, and destroy his
to the

army, which would be of the greatest importance in the issue of the war.
Although his Majesty was well inclined to this proposal, he could not get
the Chiefs to agree to

At length the King

it,

and nothing was done.

sent orders to Myrza. Yadgar,

whom

he had

left at

Bhiker, to send a portion of his troops to assist in taking the fort. In obedience of these orders Terdy Beg, with one hundred and fifty cavalry, joined
the royal division

;

but even with their assistance nothing could be effected

against Sehwan.

In consequence of these repeated disappointments, the Chiefs persuaded
the King to raise the siege, and proceed to the northward but the fact was
;

part of his troops on board boats,

Shah Hussyn, having embarked
coming up the river (Sinde) under full

that

At

this

country

:

was

sail.

time there were several malignant reports in circulation over the
from his horse, and had
first, that his Majesty had been thrown

severely bruised both his leg

and

his

arm

;

second, that the troops of Shah

Hussyn had seized all the boats conveying his Majesty's stores, and that
some of the women who were on board had fled half naked, and joined the
camp third, that the ambassador sent by Shah Hussyn to make peace had
;

been plundered on the route to the royal camp.
In consequence of the latter report, his Majesty sent

Monaim Beg

with a

that
message to Shah Hussyn to explain the circumstances, and to request
he would evince some sympathy for his sovereign in distress, and not pursue
but Hussyn refused to see the messenger, and
his vengeance any further
;

"
conferred
asking what benefits the King had ever
on him, that he should now have any consideration for his distress ?"* In
the greater
short, by the time that the King reached the vicinity of Bhiker

wrote an uncivil

number

letter,

of his followers

• His father

had dispersed and

Myrza Shah Arghum had been

deserted.

dispossessed of Candahar

by the Emperor Baber.
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The few remaining Chiefs then represented to his Majesty, that having
safely crossed the large river Sinde, they had now no further fears of the
Afghans

;

it

would therefore be advisable

The King was

displeased at this advice,

and said

would he take

case of the greatest necessity

He

tories of his ungrateful brothers." *

Candahar.

to proceed to

"
that,

never unless in a

refuge, or even enter the terri-

commanded Rushen Beg,

then

his

a party with him, and collect from the villages a
number of cows and buffaloes, and with their skins prepare vessels for refoster brother, to take

These orders were punctually obeyed; but by

crossing the river.
the fleet of

When

Myrza Hussyn was

the royal party

began

was one boat remaining at the
took possession of for his

own

fast

this

time

approaching.

on the skins and

to cross over
ferry,

which Terdy Beg (formerly mentioned)

family

King's household in an authoritative

rafts, there

;

but the

Aka

(superintendant) of the

manner demanded

it

from him, saying,

"

empty that boat, that I may take his Majesty and the royal family over
first, and then you may have it."
Terdy Beg called him a scoundrel on
;

which the

Aka

" he
replied,

is

a scoundrel

Terdy Beg, on hearing

manner."
struck the

Aka

who

dares to act in this insolent

horsewhip and
the latter instantly drew his sword, and made a blow at

:

him, which fortunately

fell

this speech, raised his

on the pommel of his saddle

:

on seeing

this the

attendants separated them.

As soon
being an

as the

officer

King was informed of

manner

Terdy Beg
him his Majesty commanded
with a handkerchief, and led in

of high rank, in order to pacify

that the hands of the
that

this distressing dispute,

Aka

to the chief.

should be tied

When Terdy Beg

saw

this proof of the King's

attention he immediately loosed the handkerchief, seated the
polite

and

respectful manner, presented

apologised to
I

him

*

Kamran had

dress

and a

in a very

horse,

and

for his conduct.

must now return

before stated that

him with a

Aka

to relate the conduct of

Myrza

Yadgar.-f-

Myrza Yadgar had been

left in

charge of the town of

It

has been

taken possession of Kabul, and Hindal had been hospitably received by the

governor of Candahar.
t

was

He was
finally

married to a daughter of the late Emperor Baber, but in consequence of his treason

put to death.

F
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Bhiker, and

it

appears that while there, he had carried on a private corres-

pondence with Shah Hussyn of Tatta, who had promised him his daughter
in marriage, and to confirm him as Governor of Bhiker.

when

King returned to Bhiker, he observed something in the
conduct of Yadgar, which raised his suspicions but while he halted there,
the Myrza invited him to an entertainment, which he gave at a college in
In fact

the

;

the vicinity of the

town

and while they were seated together under a porch,

;

which looked on the walls of the
of his guns, ordered one of

them

fort,

to

be

the King, in order to try the effect
fired against

the shot however passed into the arsenal,

a bastion of the

and caused much

very short time a shot was unexpectedly returned from the
the porch under which the King was seated.

On which
"

confusion

fort,

the King got up and went to another place

;

:

fort

;

in

a

which struck

but the Myrza

Majesty first began it." Soon after
" that he feared some
this a person whispered to the King,
treachery ;" on
which the King, having eaten very sparingly, ordered the repast to be taken
however to his Majesty's departure,
off, arose and took his leave. Previously
said,

it

was only a

frolic,

and that

his

Myrza presented him with a handsome

the

horse, having a bridle

and

saddle mounted with silver, and a riding elephant, with which the King re-

turned to his

own

abode.

A curious circumstance
dants,

occurred shortly

named Khuaje Muazim, took
King gave

it

to him.

King

to give

was probably of no great
The fellow however immediately rode it off

and there

to the Myrza's quarters,

one of the royal atten-

the liberty of asking the

him the horse presented by the Myrza, and
value) the

after, viz.

(as

it

offered his service as a cavalier

;

but the

and a pony
very angry, ordered the horse to be taken from him,
to be given in exchange he then sent the horse back to the King.
Sometime after this event the Myrza's intentions became manifest, for he

Myrza was

:

sent persons to entice the King's followers to desert to him, and even made
use of severe threats to those who refused to abandon their unfortunate

master.

In consequence of

this insidious

conduct most of the remaining chiefs

meditated to desert, and his Majesty was obliged to sit up all night, and by
the morning, the King
keeping them with him prevent their going off. In
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being necessitated to go out of the tent, said to Terdy Beg and Munaim,
" remain here till I return
;" but as soon as he went out, they both ran
towards their horses

on which one of the attendants informed

;

He

his

Majesty
them back

were going.
but as they paid no attention to the call, the King himself ran after them,
and with great difficulty prevailed on them to return. After this unworthy
that the

two

chiefs

desired the attendant to call

;

attempt, the King ordered that Munaim should be confined, and Terdy
being frightened, consented to remain.

Beg

We

then marched on, and arrived at a village of the district of Bhiker
called Aru, which was a great depot of the caravans, and to which place

were brought from Jesselmere and
But as soon as the persons in charge of the caravans heard of

quantities of grain

other towns.

and various

articles

approach, they began to load their camels and run off; however,
a quantity of grain and other provisions were seized by the royal followers,
which enabled them to halt there for some days in great abundance.
his Majesty's

From thence we marched towards Ouch, but suffered great hardships on
the route, till we reached the village of Mow, which is the boundary of the
Bhiker district. After leaving Mow we met with great difficulties, especially
the want of water.

empty

;

On

one occasion his Majesty's water bottle (Keruty) was
he therefore asked his humble servant Jouher Aftabchy " if he had

Ewer?"

humble servant

"there was water;"
the King said,
pour it into the bottle." Although the water I had was for
"
I poured it into the bottle, and said,
what a horrid country
purification,
this is where one cannot procure water! and as we are now travelling at

any water

in the

his

replied,

"

night, should I be separated

Ewer ;

I shall perish for

want of

then poured a small quantity of the water back into
the King approved, and said, " that will be sufficient for you."

something to drink."
the

from your Majesty,

we

I

came

and encamped. It so
was standing near the water when a deer was roused from

In the morning

fortunately

to a small lake,

happened that I
the Jutigel, and ran through the camp.
Although many persons struck at it,
it passed them and entered the lake. As soon as his Majesty was told of the
circumstance he mounted his horse, with an intention of pursuing the animal,

and
I

said,

would

" what a delicious
prize this deer would be

call to

a person who

Seeing me, he desired
was standing on the other side of the lake to
!"
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back again he did so and as the deer was swimming, I
the water and endeavoured to lay hold of him, at the same time

drive the animal

ran into

:

" one
quarter

mine

;

"

the

King replied, very well :" luckily the
animal was much tired by swimming, and I had strength enough to hold it
till one of the attendants came to my assistance, and by his
Majesty's orders
saying,

is

when

;"

was brought on shore the King ordered that one
quarter should be given to me, two quarters were sent to the royal kitchen,
and the remaining quarter to the female apartments.
cut

throat

its

:

it

time the mother of the future Emperor, Akber, was seven months
gone with child we therefore continued our march towards Ouch,* where
From this place orders were
after several days journey we safely arrived.

At

this

;

sent to

Bukhshuy Lengah, the Zemindar of the

district, either to

wait on his

Majesty, or to send provisions for the royal party but the wretch would
not do one or other ; nay, he even opposed the people who were sent out to
;

purchase them, and the troops were obliged to take by force whatever was
so much distressed that we eat
requisite for their subsistence, and, we were
the seeds

and

fruit or berries of trees

which grew in the neighbouring jungle.

CHAPTER
Of his

X.

Majesty's marching again from Ouch, and of the difficulties he experienced in the

Desert.

When

A. H. 948.—A. D. 1541.

the seeds and fruit of the trees Sunker and

Perhem (probably

the

so happened that an erratic

and wild bean) were all expended, it
Dervish, who had been wandering through the Desert, saw a fort on the
boundaries of Joudpur, the territory of the Rajah Maldeo. The aforesaid
Jack

fruit

Dervish immediately returned and informed his Majesty of the circumstance,
who instantly said he would proceed thither. We therefore marched to the

neighbourhood of the
water.
officers,

* Ouch

and happily procured abundance of grain and

We

halted there for three days, during which time one of the
named Shykh Aly, proposed to the King to take possession of the
is

situated a

Setlege and the Indus
Jellal

fort,

addyn, and

is

:

little
it

is

to the north of the 30th degree,

celebrated as containing the

tributary to the Ameers of Sind.

Longitude 70,50, between the

tomb of

a

Muhammedan

See Edinburgh Gazetteer.

saint, called
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but bis Majesty said,

;

if

ingratitude."

In short having marched from

this fort

we

travelled all night,

twelve o'clock next day in the Desert, without finding water
discovered some wells, and halted there.

The next day we marched

at noon,

and travelled

nomical hours before we again found water
of our people died,

the day remained

and

;

and

till

at length

we

for twenty-seven astro-

during this horrid journey many
suffered exceedingly. When about four hours of

all

we came

:

to a few trees, where, through the grace of

God,

and a pond of water here his Majesty alighted,
and having prostrated himself on the ground, returned thanks to the

we found a

Almighty
filled,

had

well,

a

rivulet,

:

He

for his beneficence.

to be loaded

on

his

own

fallen in the rear to assist

then ordered

horses,

them

and

all

to be sent

the water bags to be

back

to the people

who

in joining the party.

happened that a Moghul merchant, to whom the King was much
indebted, was one of the persons who from fatigue and thirst had fallen
It so

down on

the road, and his son was standing by him

King had also
where the Moghul was lying, and
;

as the

rode back part of the way, he came to
deeming it a favourable opportunity to cancel his debt, proposed to the
unfortunate sufferer, that he should have as much water as he could drink,

provided he would relinquish his pecuniary demand. The poor man said,
" a
cup of water is, in my present situation, more valuable than the wealth
of the whole world, and I consent." Three of the attendants having witnessed

King ordered them

the agreement, the

to give

him

as

much water

as he

wished: the Moghul being satiated, proceeded and joined the camp. His
Majesty then gave orders to bury all the persons who had died from thirst,

and

to supply the survivors with

abundance of water,

to enable

them

to

join the camp.

we marched from the trees, and arrived at a
we procured
village called Pylpur ; thence we proceeded to Pehludy,* where
abundance of grain from thence in one march we arrived in the vicinity
After being well recruited,

;

of the residence of the Raja Maldeo.
* Said to

lie

sixty miles west of Joudpur.
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As soon as his Majesty had alighted, he sent a Firman to the Raja to wait
on him, but that chief made some idle excuse he, however, sent a present
:

of

fruit.

We

remained there for three days without any act of hospitality being
any comfort given to the distressed monarch ; during this time

shewn

us, or

one of the King's porters, named RajQ, deserted, and informed Maldeo that
King had a number of valuable rubies and pearls in his possession

the

;

named Muhammed Ayshek, also deserted,
demand these jewels. When the King found that

another of the royal attendants,

and instigated the Raja to
Maldeo had no intention of waiting on him, but was rather inclined
molest him, he again inarched, and halted at the pond of Jougy.

CHAPTER

to

XI.

Hi3 Majesty proceeds to Amerkote,* and the circumstances which occurred on the
journey. A. H. 949.—A. D. 1542.

When

Majesty had obtained a hint of the intentions of Maldeo, he
resolved to set out for Amerkote he, therefore, ordered two of the officers to
his

;

they did so, and brought in two camel drivers.
The King ordered their animals to be tied with the royal camels, and the
men to be disarmed and confined he also sent to them the Kazy Mehdy

go on and

seize

some guides

;

:

Aly to explain, that no injury was intended them but that if they would
shew the route to Amerkote, they should be well rewarded the two rustics
pretended they knew nothing about the road, and would give no informa;

:

Some time after, they drew their daggers and killed one of the
attendants who was centinel over them they then proceeded to where their

tion.

;

stabbed them, and also a favourite horse and mule belonging to his Majesty, which reduced the royal stud to two horses and one mule.
When the servants saw this, they rushed on the villagers and cut them to

camels were

tied,

pieces.

This event, and other unfortunate circumstances, caused great dismay

among
*

the followers, and several of them talked of quitting his Majesty,

It is

a fortress, 30 miles east of the Indus, in the Desert.

See Edinburgh Gazetteer.
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you go ? you have now no
other refuge." Notwithstanding this, Khoja Kebyr, and two others of the
most confidential attendants deserted, and went to Maldeo. In this scene

who

said to them,

if

you leave me, whither

will

King determined on marching to the westward, and ordered
of
the
chiefs should move on in front, and that he would follow
some
that
them at a short distance with the females and servants. In this manner we
of distress the

till

proceeded

morning; but at the dawn of day we discovered three parties

of five hundred cavalry and
pursuing us, each of these parties might consist
to add to our consternation, we at this time had lost sight of our advanced
;

division.

The King then enquired of some of the attendants whether they thought
our pursuers were friends or enemies and when it was agreed that they
were the latter, he ordered all the baggage to be taken off the horses and
;

placed on the camels, and that the foot soldiers should

means we mustered

mount

the horses

;

His Majesty then conby
the Shykh
sulted with Shykh Aly Beg, what was advisable to be done
these

in all sixteen troopers.

:

"
replied,

nothing
offences

Imam Hussyn :*
remains but to sell our lives as dearly as possible. Pardon me all the
I have committed against you, and give me a few men with me,
we

are

now just

may go and

that I

in the situation of the martyr

bring you an account of these people."

pronounced the form of forgiveness, gave

him

his blessing,

His Majesty

and sent seven

horsemen with him.

The Shykh then
mies

many

;

let

said to his companions,

" we are but
few, and our ene-

when we approach them discharge
line, and let us trust in Providence for

us act separately, and

our arrows simultaneously on their
the consequences." The men did so, and when near the enemy

arrows

;

and as " the decree of God

mortally wounded, and
all fled,

and

left

from

fell

their

the field to the victors.

heads to be struck

off,

let fly their

powerful," two of their chiefs were
horses
on seeing which the others

is all

;

Shykh Aly then caused the two

and sent them by a Chobdar (wand bearer) with hearty
When the King saw a horseman approach-

congratulations to his Majesty.
ing, he

•

He

Mecca

asked his people
-was the son

to Cufa,

if

they

knew who

it

was

of Aly, and grandson of the Prophet.

A.D. 679.

"
;

they replied,

He was murdered

on

it is

his

Bhe-

way from
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bud* the Chobdar."

The man then rode

up,

and having untied the heads

bow, presented them to the King, who considered the
cumstance as a fortunate omen.

from

his saddle

The King then

Shykh Aly, and consulted with him what was

recalled

further requisite to be done

pleased to

move on a

cir-

;

the

Shykh

"

your Majesty will be
with my seven horsemen will

said,

short distance in front, I

if

This was agreed to, and we marched on.
omitted to mention that, on our entering the Jesselmere

protect the rear."
I

district, his

Majesty had detached a small party to collect provisions and bring them to
the camp. It appeared that these people, having collected several cows and

way, and not knowing where to find the camp, had
halted and refreshed themselves at a pond in the Desert in this situation
buffaloes, lost their

;

we

fortunately found

them

and

;

their officers

had again the honour of pay-

ing their respects to the King. When they heard of our miraculous escape,
they were profuse in their excuses for having been absent at such a critical
time,

and hoped that the shadow of

pended over

their heads, in the

name

his

Majesty Would be for ever sus-

of the Prophet and of his illustrious

descendants.

At

who

two messengers arrived from Maldeo, the Raja, of Joudpur,
" that the
stated,
King had entered his territory without any invitation
this place

;

and although

Hindu

it

districts,

must be known that the killing of kine was forbidden in
we had nevertheless killed a number of these sacred animals

;

King having intruded himself into these parts, he was now comin the Raja's power, and must take the consequences."

that the
pletely

His Majesty consulted

message

"
;

they replied,

that as

cable arrangement, the only
confine the messengers."

what answer he should give to this
there was no chance of coming to an ami-

his friends

mode was

to put a bold face

we marched on but on
garrison came out and attacked

This was done, and

passing one of the forts of Jesselmere, the
us

:

several of our people

;

;

during which time they severely
At
at length they returned to their fort.

the skirmish lasted for several hours

wounded

on the matter and

;

the distance of ten miles from this spot,

we came

to a village

found plenty of grain and water, but no vestige of any
*
Signifies,

Good Luck, &c.

human

where we

being.
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Raja ordered his son, who was also named Maldeo,
to precede our march, and to fill up all the wells with sand, so that we might
The son obeyed these orders so that after we
perish for want of water.
this period the

About

;

left

the above mentioned village,

found

all

the wells choked

proceed on a second stage.
as

we were

too

much

and had arrived

at the next stage,

we

up with sand we were therefore compelled to
Here we experienced the same difficulty but
:

;

fatigued to proceed further,

we were

obliged to halt

there during the night.

be placed in a circle
round the horses and tents, directed that the people should be on the alert,
and said, " he would himself keep watch by walking round the circle all
not consent to this proposal but insisted on his
night." Shykh Aly would

On

this occasion the

King ordered the camels

to

;

On this the
Majesty's lying down, and that he himself should keep watch.
King went and lay down whilst he was asleep, a thief came into the camp,
;

took the sword from under
being alarmed,

When

left it in

his Majesty's head,

that situation

and drew

it

half out

;

but

and went away.
his sword was halfway drawn from the

King awoke, he saw that
scabbard, and was much astonished he therefore called to the servant, who
was sleeping at the foot of the bed, and asked him if he had drawn the sword
the

;

;

who replied, " that he would not have ventured to do so for the world."
In short we marched from that place, and arrived at a stage where there
were four wells,

in three of

which we found water, but the fourth was choked

In order to secure an equal division of the water, his Majesty assigned
one of the wells for his own household ; the second he gave to Terdy Beg

up.

Khaled Beg and attendants as we had
no buckets to draw the water, a copper pot was let down, and pulled up by
a camel but as the well was very deep, and the pot a long time coming up,

and

his followers,

and the third

to

;

;

from crowding round the mouth of the well,
they were directed to keep at a distance till a drum was beaten to give notice
of the proper time, when they should be regularly served in turn notwith-

in order to prevent the people

:

standing this precaution, in consequence of the anxiety to be

much

quarrelling took place

among

the people

;

first

served,

at length the domestics of

Majesty came and complained that Terdy Beg had given water to his own
horses and camels, but would not let them have any for their animals they
G

his

;
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also swore, that if he did not supply

have water, or be

On

them they would

fight for

it,

and

either

rode to
"
the well, and said to Terdy Beg in the Turty language, be so good as draw
off your people for a short time from the well till mine are served, which will
prevent disputes."

killed.

this his Majesty, fearing- contention,

Terdy Beg complied with

command, and
the misery we

his Majesty's

the servants procured a scanty supply of water; in short

was

suffered at this stage

time the son of the Raja, of Joudpiir, having in his hand a white
came in sight of our party, and sent a messenger to request an audience

About
flag,

intolerable.*

this

of his Majesty ; the man having been admitted, delivered the following
" You have entered this
country without any invitation ; and
message
:

"
"

although you well knew that in all Hindu countries it is forbidden to kill
if you had acted with due
kine, your people have frequently done so
;

"
politeness,

"

you should have informed me of your wishes to pass through
should then have performed the rights of hospitality towards
the custom of all Hindu princes, or Zemindars. Now, if you

my country

"

;

I

you, as is
" choose to halt here for some
time, I will send bullocks to draw the water,
" and will
give you some buckets but it was very unkind and improper in you
" to confine
I therefore desire
will release them."
two
;

my

messengers

you

;

King ordered the two messengers to be
released ; and having learned that at the next stage there was only one well,
he gave orders that we should move in three divisions, at a day's interval ;
After some consultation the

the

first

party to consist of the royal family, escorted by Terdy

second party to be under the

command

of

Munaim Beg, and

Beg

;

the

the third under

charge of Shykh Aly notwithstanding this precaution, a number of people
died on this journey through thirst.
:

At length we arrived within twenty miles of the

fort of

Amerkote

;

but

here a very distressing circumstance occurred, viz. the horse of an officer,

named

Riishen Beg, having been knocked up, he insisted on taking one

which he had lent the Queen

;

when

his

Majesty was informed of

action, he immediately alighted from his horse, sent

it

this trans-

to the Queen, and,

walking some distance, mounted a camel belonging to the Ewer department in this manner we proceeded three or four miles when Khaled

after

;

;

* See Dow's Hindustan,

vol.

ii.

page 150.
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Some hours after this
horsemen. The Rana

King entered Amerkote, attended by only seven
Pursaud sent his brother to wait on his Majesty with a
the

polite message,

" that the
"

day was not a fortunate one, but hoped that on the following day
he would mount the throne." Provisions were then supplied for the whole

party, all of

On

whom

joined us during the course of the day.

the following morning the Rana. Pursaud had the honour of paying

and congratulated his Majesty on his safe arrival he then represented that he had 2000 horsemen of his own tribe, and 5000 cavalry
belonging to his allies, all of whom were devoted to him with heart and
his respects,

soul

:

;

these troops were at his Majesty's service,

and by

their aid he

might

easily conquer the districts of Tatta and Bhiker.
" that he had no
to
The

King

pay the troops with, but
attendants." On hearing this, Shah

money

replied,

probably he might raise some from his
Muhammed whispered " that he knew where they, the servants, had hidden
their valuables."

Soon

after the

to be washed,

Rana had

and

in

King undressed, and ordered his clothes
the meanwhile he wore his dressing gown while thus
retired the

;

sitting, a beautiful bird flew into the tent, the doors of which were immedi-

and the bird caught his Majesty then took a pair of scissors
and cut some of the feathers off the animal he then sent for a painter, and
ately closed,

;

;

had a picture taken of the bird, and afterwards ordered it to be released.
About this time the King ordered all the officers to assemble in the tent,
and while they were there seated, he sent some of his confidential domestics
under the direction of Shah Muhammed to search the baggage of the offi-

him whatever valuables or money they might find.
The servants went, and having examined all the portmanteaus and bags,
and opened the camel saddles, found some money and other valuables,
cers,

and

to bring to

which they laid down before his Majesty. It happened that an old woman,
having a small box, gave it in charge of Hussyn Kurchy to take care of till

we should

on seeing what was going forward,
conceal the box, but he was seized with it in his

arrive in a place of safety

Hussyn endeavoured to
hands, and brought before

;

the King.

When

the box was opened,

it

was

found to contain three (Bricks) ingots of pure gold, forty-two gold Mohrs,
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and

and

several golden

inlaid trinkets.

Kaffir,

one of the eunuchs, was

ordered to cut the end of Hussyn's ear as a punishment for his treachery,
but the eunuch mistaking the order, cut off the whole ear ; on seeing this
the King was very angry, sent for a surgeon, and had the ear sewn on again,

and apologized

assisted in the operation,

to the sufferer.

When

the

all

plunder was collected, his Majesty ordered that one half of the money
should be restored to the owners, the other half to be divided among the
servants

and followers

;

but of the clothes he took one half for

his

own

use,

and the other half he gave back to the proprietors.
After some time his Majesty again consulted the Rana on what was most
advisable to be done. The Rana advised that the King should proceed to
Tatta,* or go on to Jun, where he might depend upon being joined by

all

the people of that district.

Having adopted this advice, his Majesty waited
for a fortunate hour, and then commenced his journey, leaving all his family
the first day we marched twenty-four miles,
in the fortress of Amerkote
:

and encamped on the banks of a large pond.

CHAPTER
Birth of the Prince

Muhammed Akber, may God perpetuate

of Amerkote

The next

King was encamped

Amerkote with the joyful

month Shaban 949
the child,

On

Akber.

;

The

at the large pond, a

Moon

messenger

intelligence of the birth of a son and

in consequence of

Full

fortress

—

This auspicious event happened on the night of the

heir.

name

his kingdom, in the
A. H. 949 A. D. 1542.

—and the events that followed.

day, while the

arrived from

XII.

which

his

full

moon

of the

Majesty was pleased to

of Religion (Budr addyn)

Muhammed

occasion he prostrated himself, and returned thanks
to the Almighty Disposer of all
events.-f-

When
*

The

this joyful

this joyful

news was made known,

capital of the Delta of the Indus.

all

the chiefs

came and

offered

See Edinburgh Gazetteer.

t As the mother of Akber was the young lady the King married in the IXth Chapter, he must
have spent nearly a year in the vicinity of the Indus.
The Author has here probably made a
the
birth
took
in
the
and
month of Rejub,
the title was Jellal addyn, Glory of
mistake,
place
religion.

See Price's

Muhammedan

History, vol.

iii.

page 807.
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The King then ordered the author of
bring him the articles he had given in trust to him

their congratulations.

(Jouher) to

this
;

memoir

on which

I

went and brought two hundred Shuhrukhys (silver coin), a silver bracelet,
and a pod of musk the two former he ordered me to give back to the owners
;

from whom they had been taken, as formerly mentioned he then called for
a China plate, and having broken the pod of musk, distributed it among all
" this is all the
the principal persons, saying,
present I can afford to make
;

you on the birth of

my

son,

whose fame

will I trust be

over the world, as the perfume of the musk
this

now

one day expanded

this

fills

apartment."

all

After

ceremony the drums were beaten, and the trumpets proclaimed the

auspicious event to the world.

As soon

as the evening prayers were finished

attended by a number of the Amerkote

we marched from

Ranas

troops,

the pond,

and one hundred

Moghuls, commanded by Shykh Aly Beg. After five marches we arrived in
the vicinity of Jun ; * here we found Jany Beg, the former possessor of

drawn up with a formidable body of his
The Jat troops of the Rana and the Moghuls imme-

Amerkote and a celebrated
cavalry to oppose us.

Cossac,

diately charged the Cossacs, put

them

;

to flight,

and killed a number of

amongst the prisoners taken was a Moghul

severely

Kuly

them

wounded

said in the

On

in the face.

Turky

deserter,

who had been

being brought before the King, Myrza
is the fellow that abused your Ma-

" this
language,

"
well, he has received
jesty on such an occasion ;" the King said,
reward, let him go :" but he ordered all the other prisoners to be killed.

we moved

his

and took possession of Jun, where the royal
At this place a number of Zemindars
tent was pitched in a large garden.
came and offered their services to the King, who first employed them to dig a
After this affray

on,

deep ditch all round the garden, so as to form it into a respectable fort
from this place a messenger was despatched to Amerkote to bring the young
Prince and his mother. On the 20th of the month of Ramzan the Prince
;

arrived,

and had the honour of being

35th day of his

this

embraced by

Majesty on the

I.

circumstance corroborates the date before mentioned,

may have made

his

age.-f-

* See note at the end of Part

t As

first

a mistake in the Akber

Nameh, though not

likely.

it

is

possible that

Abul Fazil
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I

am now

obliged to revert to some circumstances which occurred in the

last year, in

my narrative. During the period that the
was observed that a soldier in the fort made so

order to preserve

laid siege to

Sehwan,
King
good a use of his musquet, that, he never failed to hit some of our people
"
on which his Majesty said, I hope I shall one day get hold of that fellow ;"
"
catch the person who took the sword from
I
could
wish
I
he also said,
it

;

under

now

my

head, and drew

it

way out of
men were both

half

happened that these two

the scabbard."
in

By chance

Jim when we took

it;

it

and

having met in an arrack shop were boasting of their feats of bravery their
conversation having been overheard, they were seized and brought before
:

the King, who, after inquiry, ordered the musqueteer to be put to death, but

forgave the thief, and made him a handsome present.
During our stay at Jim the King issued orders that

country should wait on him;

in

all

the Chiefs of that

consequence of which, the Rajas of Sudha,

of Symech, of Cutch, and Jam, who was formerly the Chief of Bhiker, had
the honour of paying their respects, and not less than fifteen or sixteen thou-

sand horsemen were collected.
time Shah Hussyn having marched from Tatta, arrived within
of the river (Indus).
It was
eight miles of Jun, and took post on the bank
had
taken
his
as
his
one evening during the fast of Ramzan, just
Majesty

About

this

mouthful of water, that intelligence was brought him of the desertion of
Tersh Beg, and of his having joined his enemy Hussyn. This news greatly
first

"

a speedy death overtake him !" and it
for
did suddenly strike him
really so happened that the arrow of Fate
a
of
when he arrived with Shah Hussyn, the latter made him a present
slave,
affected the King,

and he

said,

may

;

who having soon

after

committed some

fault,

Tersh Beg cut his nose

;

in

revenge for which, three days afterwards, the slave assassinated him upon
"
the King was a worker of mirahearing this, the people all declared that
:

and no wonder, as it is written in the Koran, that " the Kings are the
Vicegerents of God," and is a proof of the legitimacy of our monarch, the

cles

;"

Emperor Ilumayun.
About this time, Shah Hussyn
of Amerkote, then with the
desert to his party, sent

sent from Tatta a messenger to the

Emperor

;

and

him an honorary

in order to

dress,

Rami

induce the Rana. to

a rich dagger, and several
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other presents.

them

all to

back to

The

liana,

who

the King-,

immediately brought these presents, and shewed
them on a dog, and send them

desired him to put

This was actually done

his master.
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and caused Shah Hussyn

;

to

much ashamed of himself.
Some time after this event an unfortunate quarrel took place between
one of the Moghul chiefs, named Khauaje Ghazy, and the liana, who in
consequence of the dispute left the camp with all his followers, saying,
be

" that
any attempt to assist the Moghuls was a loss of labour and time."
As soon as the Rami had abandoned us, all the Zemindars also returned to
their

own homes, and

also deserted,

left

us to our fate.

and informed Shah Hussyn

The following day Munaim Beg
that the

Emperor was now

left

alone, and was encamped on an open

plain, where he might be easily seized
conversation was reported to his Majesty, who

or defeated.

Luckily this
ordered
all his people to set to, and
instantly
dig a ditch round the encampment he even in person took a stick in his hand and pointed out to each
;

party where they were to

commence working

used, that in three days the ditch

;

was completed

;

and so much diligence was
so that when Shah Hussyn

and found the camp well fortified, he accused Munaim Beg of having
in short some skirmishing took place between the adverse
deceived him

arrived

;

parties,

and

Mahmud

Gird Baz, one of our

chiefs,

was

killed.

time intelligence was brought that Byram Beg (Khan),* who
During
had fled from the battle of Canouge, was come from Gujerat to join his
Majesty. On hearing this joyful news the King ordered all the chiefs to go
this

out and meet him

:

he was shortly introduced, and had the honour of being
who was much rejoiced by the arrival of so cele-

presented to his Majesty,

brated a character.

The following night
ramparts and blew
other chiefs sallied

came to the edge of our
on
them
trumpets:
hearing
Byram Beg and several
but
his
recalled
forth,
Majesty
Byram, and ordered
the Bastard, Shah Hussyn,

his

Rushen Beg and others

they did so; and when
a
duel
took
between
Rushen Beg and
camp
place
Baber Kuly, one of our opponents Rushen unhorsed his adversary but a
to pursue the fugitives:

arrived near the enemy's

:

foot soldier cut the thigh of his horse in such a

;

manner, that although he

* Afterwards
preceptor and guardian of the Prince Akber.

SeeDow's Hindustan.

.
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brought his master back to the camp, he immediately died.
be a peculiar quality or virtue of the Tupchak horses.
After this affair his Majesty ordered

This

Shykh Aly Beg to proceed

is

said to

to

Chekaw,
and from thence send grain to the camp, which he accordingly performed
but Shah Hussyn having heard of this, sent a superior party to cut off our
;

supplies

inforce our detachment

who complained
two

which the King ordered off Tehur Sultan to rethis measure however gave offence to Shykh Aly,

in consequence of

;

:

of the supercession, which caused a quarrel between these

officers.

His Majesty being now wearied of the confinement to his entrenchments,
" that the next time
Shah Hussyn approached the camp, he would go
said,
out in person and chastise him ;" and orders were given to have his arms

and horses

in readiness

;

we were

therefore in expectation that a battle

would take place the ensuing day, although it was in the holy month of
RamziLn but during the night a man came from the bank of the river, and
;

" that some
said,
person on the opposite side was calling for a boat."

The

King commanded that they should inquire his name, and what he wanted
with a boat he replied, " that he was Tehur Sultan ;" on hearing this his
;

"

Majesty

said,

God

grant that

all

may

be well

!"

in short

a boat was sent

over, and he was brought into the presence, where he reported that the
convoy had been attacked, that Shykh Aly was killed, and that he had with
difficulty

made

his escape.

As the King had determined to go out next morning to battle, he was
much affected by this news, and did not sleep during the whole night.
In the

mean time Shah Hussyn, having

received reinforcements,

was also

upon battle; but during that night a chief, named Muhammed
Bynuaz, deserted to him, and communicated the cutting off of our detachment, and of the King's intention of engaging him the next day. He added,
resolved

that as his Majesty

was now desperate, he advised him (Shah Hussyn) to

conciliate matters.

In consequence of

this advice

Shah Hussyn, some days afterwards, sent

the chief, Baber Kuly, with a few trifling presents to the King, accompanied

by an apology for his past conduct, and an assurance that shame alone prevented him from paying his respects in person. His Majesty in a conde-
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him the circumstances of the

duel between him and Rushen Beg. He repeated that Rushen Beg had
dismounted him with his lance, but did not injure him any farther, and that

some other person had wounded his competitor's horse his Majesty then
sent for Rushen Beg, and made them embrace each other.
After this his
;

Majesty dismissed the ambassador, with an assurance that he would immediately quit the country of Sinde.

CHAPTER

XIII.

His Majesty marches from Sinde, and proceeds towards Candahar.

A. H. 950.

—

A. D. 1543.

When

the ambassador,

Baber

Kiily, returned to his master,

and informed

him that the King was ready to quit the country on certain conditions, he
agreed to send to his Majesty two thousand loads of grain, and three hundred camels, to be delivered at the village of Rutay or Runay, from which
place he assured the

King

proceeding to Candahar.

In consequence of this amicable agreement, his

baggage on board boats, crossed the river, and halted in
of Rutay, till the grain and camels arrived soon after which a

Majesty put
the village

that he might procure all other requisites for

all his

;

distribution

was made of them

to all the followers

;

after

which we proceeded

towards Suhan (Sehwan.)

becomes necessary to

It here

who had been
dom, and

Yadgar Nasir Khusru Myrza,
promises of Shah Hussyn of a king-

relate, that

deceived by the deceitful

daughter in marriage, as formerly related, having in consequence been puffed up with pride, now suffered a severe retribution, by
having been expelled by Hussyn, and obliged to pay a ShahrukJnj (silver
his

coin) for each camel,

followers

;

after

and

five

similar coins for every horse belonging to his

which he was sent

in great disgrace across the river

"
:

may

such be the reward of every person that forsakes his liege lord !"
In short, his Majesty having passed Sehwan, in two more marches reached

from thence, in two other
Futtypur Kundavy (Gundava of the maps)
marches, he arrived at a station situated between two ponds of water one
H
;

;
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of which was brackish, the other sweet

was the pond of sweet water
we had left seven coss in our

:

at this time the

"
the guide replied, that

;

it

King asked which
was the one which

On

hearing this his Majesty was much
the camp had not been pitched at the sweet

rear."

and demanded why
water, but learned that this was a manoeuvre of Shah Hussyn's,
displeased,

in order to

us.

annoy

The King however rode back with a few of his attendants to the sweet
water pond, leaving all the heavy baggage and followers at the brackish
water

;

but as

water, the

first

his prayers

;

it

was the

thing his

after

watch of the night when we reached the good
Majesty did was to perform his ablutions, and say
first

which he and

all

the servants quenched their thirst

having rested for some time, each person took with him as
he could carry, and returned to the camp.

The people being much

fatigued with their long march,

When we

o'clock of the following day.

we

;

much water
halted

till

had nearly reached the n^xt

the camel which carried the purifying vessel being

much

then,

tired, fell

as

two

stage,

down,

and could not move; on which the humble servant, Jouher Aftabchy, represented the circumstance to his Majesty,

who gave

orders that the servants

should unload the camel, and bring the vessels into the camp ; but no one
paid any attention to these orders, and the humble servant being left nearly
alone with the camel, was attacked by robbers,

who wounded him with an

arrow, and struck his companion with an axe. On this I bawled out to some
" that the robbers had attacked
me, and
people who were nearer the camp,
carried away all the contents of the sacks (Suleetas)." The people repeated

my

cries to those

who were

in the

camp, and the King hearing the noise

" that it was
only the
enquired what was the matter. Terdy Beg replied,
"
I hear the cry
shouts of some people who were playing ;" the King said,
On this the chief eunuch
of robbers, what kind of play do you call that f"
galloped his horse to where

away all

the brazen vessels

into the

camp.

;

I

was, and saw that the thieves had carried

he, therefore, took hold of the

The next day we again marched, and encamped
of which has two opposite effects; in

camel and led him

an open plain, the soil
the hot season the Semitm blows with

such violence, that the very limbs of a

man

in

are melted, and he dies

;

but in
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so severe, that if a person takes his soup out of the

becomes instantly a piece of ice.
In short, all our people who were without warm clothing, suffered very
severely; but on this occasion his Majesty, who had a fur cloak, graciously
pot,

and pours

ordered

We

it

to be unlined, the exterior part of

it

who had

into a plate,

it

much from

suffered

which he gave

to

Byram Beg,

the cold, and sent the lining to

again marched, and arrived at

Mehter Anys.
Salmustan or Mustung, which is one of

the districts of Candahar.

In this place the King alighted in a garden; soon after which a man
came up, and asked him, " if he knew any thing about Myrza Askery •"
" he did not but if he could
his Majesty replied,
give any information rethe
he
would
be
:"
to
him
the man whispered,
Myrza,
obliged
garding
" send
away your servants." This was done, and I only remained. The man
"
send him off also :" the King replied, " he is only a boy there is no
said,
;

j

he said, " before two watches of the morning shall be
passed, Myrza Askery will be here; his object is to seize your Majesty."
The King asked him from whom he had this information ? the man replied,

On which

fear."

"

one of the Myrza s servants, and left him in the hills about
coss from hence, but having come alone, has arrived here before him."

my

son

is

hearing this

five

On

news the King came into the camp, and breakfasted on what-

ever he could get.

After dinner his Majesty said, " the people of Hindustan have an extraor-

dinary mode of evincing their fidelity;" then turning to the servants, he
" don't
said,
you be afraid, if it please God all your wishes shall be accomplished."

On

which the servants

all raised their

hands

in prayer for

his

prosperity.

The next day

King arose with the dawn, and said his prayers after
which he lay down, and fell asleep and the servants took this opportunity
of going about their own business. At mid-day a horseman came out of tin
the

;

;

jungle at full gallop, and asked where the King was; the servant said,
"
leave your horse here, and go in."
The man twisted the reins
alight
about his hand, entered the skreens where the King was lying, and awoke
;

him.
" no

The man then asked,
:"

the

man

"
replied,

"

have you heard any news

Myrza Askery

is

coming

':"

the

to attack

King
you

;"

>aid.

his
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Majesty asked,

"

what

and am

is

your name

r"

he said, " Juy Behadur, of the

by Kasim Hussyn Sultan." On hearing this news
the King ordered Byram Beg to be called and when he came, consulted
with him what was proper to be done.

Uzbeg

tribe,

sent

;

us try a battle

let

move on immediately

advised his Majesty to

Byram Beg
"

versaries are very

the King said,
;
" there are but few of
us, and our adreplied,

Byram

;"

numerous

we had much better make our escape from

;

this

but the King argued that he had two good blunderbusses, and most
" at least let us fire a
of the servants had fire arms ;" he added,
volley upon

place

;"

these scoundrels,

But

and

us see to

let

whom God

as the Prince Askery's troops were

had but a few people,

was

it

will give the victory."

known

at length agreed to

to be numerous,

march on

;

his

and we

Majesty then

asked Terdy Beg for the loan of his horse, but that officer refused, and the
King was obliged to place the Begum on his own horse. The royal party

was now reduced to forty-two persons, viz. forty men and two women one
of them her Majesty, Mariam Mukany the other, the wife of Hussyn Aly,
;

;

named Ayshek Aka, who was
jesty finding that

it

was

the daughter of a Bulouch chief; for his

requisite to leave the

Ma-

young Akber, then a year and

a half old, behind, ordered all the domestics to remain with him.

Khuaje Sekunder, the Sudder (Justice)
of Myrza Askery, arrived in the camp, and not finding his Majesty there,
"
the object of my master's coming, was merely to pay his respects to
said,

Soon

after the King's departure,

why has he ventured to enter these jungles f After an hour or
two the Myrza also arrived upon which, we, the servants, took up the
young child, and presented it to him the Myrza took the babe in his arms,

the King,

;

:

and embraced
before him.

it.

He then ordered all

Amongst

other things was a chest, in which were several curi-

was heavy, the Myrza supposed
he therefore ordered it to be opened, and finding

ous stones, of an opium colour
that

it

contained

only stones,

money
was much mo

In short, the

and

I,

the effects of his Majesty to be brought

;

;

as the chest

tified.

Myrza ordered

the

young Prince

the author, attended the child thither

serted,

Soon

and rejoined
after

my

;

to be carried to

but

I

Candahar,

shortly afterwards de-

Majesty in the city of Herat.
arrival the King did me the honour to iuform me, that the
his
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and two women,

men-

as before

camp, travelled all night during part of which
time they heard some dogs bark
his Majesty then said, " there must be a
"
and immediately several Bulouches came up and stopped the
village here
tioned, having quitted the

;

;

His Majesty addressed them, and asked who they were but as they
replied in a language he did not understand, he enquired of the Bulouch lady,
road.

;

the wife of

Hussyn Aly, what they

followers of

Mulk Khutty but
;

said

?

she interpreted, " that they were

as their chief

was absent, they

King must alight, and stop till he arrived
come into the fort or village, and rest himself."

the

;

insisted that

mean time he might

in the

The King did so, and the
Bulouches very politely saluted him, and spread a carpet for him to sit on.
The King and the Begum sat down on the carpet, attended by the eunuch
Shortly after the day broke, and his Majesty performed the morning prayer. About this time Mulk Khutty arrived and as he was approaching,
" now if this
the King said to himself,
person means to be friendly, he will

Anber.

;

come on

my

right side;

but

if

on the

left,

his

intentions will be the

contrary."

The

chief however advanced to the King's right side,

his health

;

he then said, " three days ago

Kamran, that

if

your Majesty came

I

and enquired

received orders from the

this road, to stop

and

seize

you

after

Myrza
never-

;

your Majesty has done me the honour of coming hither, I will
not obey the Prince's orders
but I request you will again mount your
The King immedihorse, and I will escort you safely to my boundaries."
theless, as

;

ately complied with this request,

and the Bulouch

chief convoyed the
territory,

King
and then

Gurm Syr (warm

climate),

the distance of fifteen coss, even to the limits of his
respectfully took his leave.
The next march brought us to the district of

own

which forms the boundary between Candahar and Khorasan.*
* Gurmseir, a

fertile district

of Afghanistan, situated on both banks of the river

lying principally between the latitudes of

on which account

it is

The

30 and 32 N.

Gurmseir

"
signifies

warm

stupid

Hermund,
climate;"

applied to several other districts of Persia and Afghanistan, whither the

pastoral tribes drive and keep their flocks during the winter season, at the expiration of which

they again remove to the
Gazetteer.

hills

or mountains, called

by them Serd

Seir,

Cold Climate.

Edinburgh
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named Abdal Hy,

paid no attention to his Majesty,
but one of his servants prepared an entertainment for the King, which so
chief of that country,

incensed the chief, that he actually put out the servant's eyes.

While we were

Khuaje Jellal addyn, who was one of the
followers of Myrza Askery, deserted from Candahar, and joined the King, to
whom he made an offering of some tents and skreens, and several mules and
at this place,

in reward for which his Majesty conferred on him the title of (Myr
" steward of the
household," for which he returned thanks.
Saman)
We then moved on, and after several days entered Seistan, a province of

horses

;

Kara Sultan Shamlu was the governor, who immediately
meet his Majesty and having paid his respects, made an

Persia,* of which

advanced to

;

offering of a celebrated horse called Leilet al
after

which he conducted the King

to his

He further

the rights of hospitality.

own

Kudder

(the night of power),

habitation,

invited the

to remain there,

King

he should be joined by all his followers from Candahar.
and in a few days was joined by several chiefs.
After some days had elapsed,

Byram Beg and

and performed

all
till

The King agreed,

the other chiefs represented

King of Persia might possibly take offence at our
it would therefore be
territories without due notice

to his Majesty, that the

having entered his

;

proper to write to him for permission to proceed. A letter was in conse"
quence written, and sent, the contents of which were, we are arrived in your
country, and await your royal orders

and

verse,

On

receipt of this letter, the

every attention in their power,

Seistan,

breadth.

Monarch
and

and

of Persia, the
officers to

was

in

capital

is

Dooshah,

The western

Asylum of the

pay the

world,

King Humayiin

to conduct themselves in every respect

an extensive province in the east of Persia

The modern

situated in N. Lat. 31-10.

in the

:

it

is

300 miles

in length,

and 160

in

neighbourhood of which are immense ruins,

part of Seistan consists of a vast and arid plain, inter-

two ranges of mountains in the midst of which is situated the city of
This country is now formed into a number of small independent states Byram Khan

sected with one or

Kubbees.

the remainder of the letter

replete with compliments.

issued orders to all his governors

*

:"

;

Kyiiny assumes the
In page 1'29 of

;

title

of Chief of Seistan.

Han way's

crossing this desert.

Travels,

it is

Edinburgh Gazetteer.
stated that

Mahmud

the Afghan lost

2000 men

in
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towards him, as they would to his Majesty himself; he also sent a consolatory letter, assuring the

King of

and inviting him

his support,

to proceed to

his court.

Note.
it is

it

—The town of Jun

mentioned

in the

or

Jown

is

not to be found in any of the

Ayeen Akbery as being

in the Sirkar

maps

I

hare access

to,

but

Hajykan, and yielding a large revenue

:

is also described by Abul Fazil as being situated on the Indus, and as a most delightful place.
The route of the King appears to have been across Buloochistan, viz. from Sehwan to Gun-

thence probably to Kelat, and Shurabek to the vicinity of Candahar, where being obliged
to cross the Hiermund river, he entered Gurmsyr, and from thence by the town of Ferrah to

dava

j

Herat.

See

Map

prefixed to Malcolm's History of Persia.

Gazetteer.

END OF PART

I.

See also Beloochistan

;

Edinburgh
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ADVERTISEMENT TO THE SECOND PART
OF THE

MEMOIRS OF THE MOGHUL EMPEROR HUMAYUN.

Although more has been written about Persia than of any foreign country
of which we have a knowledge, the want of a concise and connected narrative of the events that

known.

have occurred there, render

its

history but very little

The compilers of gazetteers have considered

ocean, and therefore have not even dipped into

it.

it

an unfathomable

Hanway's Travels, and

Sir

John Malcolm's splendid History, supply ample materials but both these
books are so large and so expensive, that few people have an opportunity, or
;

leisure, to consult

them

:

of the latter I could not procure a single copy in

the extensive city of Bath.

have therefore thought it requisite, before Humayun's entering Persia,
to give a sketch of its history, that the reader may be in some measure
I

introduced to the people about to be described.
The conquest of Persia by Alexander the Great took place about A.

M.

3635.

The nominal conquest by the Romans, under Trajan, about A. D. 100.
It was then governed by native dynasties till the year of our Lord 628,
when it was subdued by the Arabians, and for about 180 years it remained
subject to the Khalifs of Bagdad.

In the early part of the eighth century, the governors of the provinces
assumed independence, and Persia was divided between a number of con-

tending princes.
In the twelfth century these petty princes were

subdued by the Tartar
or Turk Zingis (Jengyz) Khan, whose empire extended from the eastern
borders of China to the shores of the Mediterranean sea. The descendants
of that conqueror, although disunited

among

all

themselves, retained possession

ADVERTISEMENT.
of Persia

till

the end of the fourteenth century,
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when they were

all

subdued

by the Great Moghul, Timur.
Some time after the death of Timur, the Uzbegs got possession of the

But

northern provinces of Persia.

is

it

related in the

Memoirs of Timur,*

that after the defeat of Bajazet, the conqueror while returning towards his

own dominions
a celebrated

(A. D. 1402-3), in passing through the city of Ardebyl, visited

Musselman

Saint, called

Shykh Sudder addyn

Sejfy,

and

at the

the Saint what he could do
"
to oblige him ? the Saint replied,
liberate your captives ;" the Emperor
" I not
responded,
only liberate them, but give them to you." He did so

termination of the interview, the

Emperor asked

;

and these
family,

captives,

amounting

to 40,000 persons,

became the devoted adherents of the

nued the same attachment

Saint,

many
and

of

them of good

their posterity conti-

to his descendants.

This celebrated character (the Saint) claimed his descent in a direct line
from Aly, the son-in-law of the Arabian prophet, and was a strenuous advocate for the rights of his progenitors,
sect of

Shyahs in Persia.

magnificent tomb
the

still

is

said to have been assassinated, but his

exists at Ardebyl,

mausoleum of Shah

Chardin's Travels.

He

and thereby became the leader of the

Seffy,

The Saint

which

left

Juneyd, was brought up privately

is

and must not be confounded with
at

Kom

;

both are described in

three grandsons, the youngest of

He

in the province of Ghilan.

whom,

was edu-

cated in the tenets of his grandfather, with an avowed enmity to the reigning
powers, and was killed by the Prince of Shirwan. He was succeeded by his

son Hyder, whose mother having been a daughter of Uzun Hussen, the
Uzbeg Chief, found a number of adherents ; but he was also killed in an
attack on Shirwan.
Ismael, third son of Hyder, was a child during these events

;

but at the

age of fourteen he put himself at the head of his followers, attacked the
Ruler of Shirwan, and defeated him. Ismael then assumed the title of
Shah, and became one of the most celebrated monarchs of the age.
said to have died A. H. 930, A. D. 1523.

He

is

He was

succeeded by his eldest son Tahmasp Myrza, then only ten years
of age, the person whose protection, nineteen years afterwards, was sought

by the unfortunate Exile of Hindustan.

Authors

differ

much with

* Published in 1831 for the Oriental Translation
Fund, see page
I

7.

regard to
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ADVERTISEMENT.

the character of this Prince

;

trait

vol.

"
"

given of

but we cannot do

him by the able

less

than transcribe the por-

historian of Persia.

(See Persian History,

page 508.)

i.

The

reign of Tamasp owes

much

of

celebrity to the truly royal

its

and

hospitable reception he gave to the

Emperor Hoomayun when that monarch
and to take shelter in his dominions. The

"

was obliged to fly from India,
" Persians
have in all ages boasted of their hospitality and the vanity of
"
every individual is concerned in supporting the pretensions of his country
" to a
The
superiority over others in the exercise of this national virtue.
;

" arrival of the
fugitive Hoomayun presented an opportunity of a very sin"
and we know no
gular nature for the display of this noble quality
;

"

"

example of a distressed monarch being so royally welcomed, so generously
The reader is requested to keep this
treated, and so effectually relieved."

panegyric in recollection.

During the greater part of Shah Tahmasp's
with Soliman the Turkish emperor. He died
a reign of more than fifty-three years.

The

Persia for two centuries, which period

Their names were

age.-f-

:

Shah Ismael
.

The

reign, he
at the

was engaged

in

wars

age of sixty-four,* after

Seffy (Sophy) dynasty ruled over

may

be considered as

its

Augustan

Seffy.

Tahraasp.

.

Ismael

.

Mohammed.

II.

.

Abbas, the Great.

.

Seffy, the Cruel.

.

Abbas

.

Soliman.

.

Hussyn.

.

Tahmasp

II.

II.

were displaced by the Afghans, who took the title of Sultan,
but in their turn were expelled (A. D. 1736) by the celebrated Nadir Shah.
Seffys

The descendants of Nadir were overturned by the Zend family, who were
succeeded by the Cajars (a Turky tribe), of whom Futteh Aly Shah, the
present monarch,

is

the second of that dynasty.

* See
Appendix.
t See Travels by Chardin, Hanway, Morier, and Ousely

;

also Malcolm's History.
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Arrival of

I

think

Shah Tahmasp's letter, and the march of Humayun towards Meshehed.
A. H. 950-1.— A. D. 1543-4.

it

requisite to repeat, that after the

of Khorasan,

and had arrived

that country, he

(Atalyk) of the

who had

II.— CHAPTER XIV.

King had entered the province

at the city of Herat,

which

is

the capital of

Muhammed Khan, the preceptor
Muhammed (eighth son of Tahmasp),

was waited upon by

young Prince Sultan

from seven
previously given orders that every person of the city

to meet his Majesty; in consequence
years of age to seventy should advance
of which, the Prince, the preceptor, and an immense crowd of people, had
the honour of paying their respects to the King, for

was formed
After

in the

Murad Bagh (Garden

we had remained about a month

whom

an encampment

of desire).
in this delightful situation, another

from the Persian monarch, inviting the King to proceed to
Meshehed-Sheryf,* where he would have the honour of meeting him.
At this time Bubek Beg, one of the nobles of Aby Khan who had taken

letter arrived

as
refuge with his Majesty, represented, that

it

was

his anxious

wish to

make

the pilgrimage of Mecca, he requested permission to attend the royal stirrup
to Arabia

;

but that

if his

Majesty should alter his intention, he might be

assured that while
permitted to accompany him as far as Meshehed, being
under his Majesty's protection the Persian monarch would not be displeased

;

and that from Meshehed he would proceed on the pilgrimage by

To

this proposal the

King very good-naturedly gave

himself.

his consent.-f-

* See
Edinburgh Gazetteer.

was one of the King's objects in going to Persia, to proceed on the pilgrimage to Mecca,
not supported by Shah Tahmasp in the recovery of his dominions.
t

if

It
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In short, after various marches

we

*

arrived safely at the

Holy Meshehed
of
the city, named Shah Kuly Sultan, having come out to meet
the governor
the King, had the honour of paying his respects, and performed all the rites
;

of hospitality.

We
of his

remained forty days in that city when one night it entered the mind
Majesty, that he would go privately and make his prostrations at the
;

Imam

whom

be the peace of God
He
therefore selected five persons to attend him on this solemn occasion:
their names were, Doust Baba, the Kourbegy (Chamberlain), Mehter

tomb of

the

Vasil, the

(Butler),

was closed
:

the tomb, the porter attempted to open the gate, but the chain
;

the door-keeper then represented that

the

it

was impossible to open

in consequence retreated a few steps, but afterwards

King
"

returned, and said,

vows

!

Tushekbeg (Keeper of the wardrobe), Yakub Beg, the Suferchy
Kuchekbeg, and the humble servant Jouher, the Aftabchy. When

we reached
the chain

Aly, son of Musa, on

O

Imam, every person who has

ever offered up his

your shrine has obtained the object of his wishes your slave has
also come with similar hopes to your tomb, in expectation of succeeding in
his request." Having said this, he laid his hand on the door, when instantly
at

;

might even be said it was cut in two on which
his Majesty entered the holy tomb, walked round it, and then offered up his
prayers, after which he sat down at an appointed place, and began to read
the chain was unlocked

;

it

:

the Koran.

The superintendant of the tomb then

may

snuff the

do so

;"

lamp

;"

his

said to the King,

Majesty replied,

"

and cut

off the snuff of the

prayers, he came out, but

commanded

lamp

if

you

like

you

not too great a liberty, I will

if

the officer said, " you have leave."-f-

the scissors,

"

The King
;

after

therefore took

up

which having said

his

that one of the royal

bows should be

suspended on the gate as an offering.
Soon after this event another letter arrived from the sovereign of Persia,
*

It

was formerly

Musa, who was

called Tus,

and contains the tomb of the eighth Imam, Aly, the son of

held in the highest respect by the Persians, and pilgrimages

made

to his grave.

t Although Timiir was a furious Shiah, his descendants early adopted the Sunny doctrines.

Huraayun was therefore considered a heterodox Mussulman, and consequently had no
the mausoleum.

right to enter
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consequence of which we marched
from Meshehed, and after two journeys reached Nishapoor from thence,
It so happened that Amyr Shemsafter six days, we arrived at Subzwar.
inviting the

King

to proceed to Cazvin

;

in

;

addyn Aly, the governor of Subzwar, was a relation of Myr Berke, between
whom and the King there existed a great intimacy on which account we
;

remained

in that city for forty

Damghan, and

thence, in two

Semnan, thence

days

more

;

thence, in three days,

days, proceeded to

Bustam

we reached
;

thence to

Ayhzvar, thence to the fountain of Alhak,
of Mesmyeh, where we encamped under a large walnut-

to the fort of

thence to the fort

Majesty was admiring the prospect from this situation, he
saw a messenger advancing quickly towards him. When the man came up
and made his salutation, the King said, " whence come you f" he replied,
"
" from the fortress of Bezan
Suger ;" the King said, have you any thing
"
"
for me r" the man replied,
bring it :" on
yes, I have ;" the King said,

tree.

While

his

which he gave into his Majesty's hands a letter from Myrza, Soliman, Chief
" these
of Badukhshan. The King having read the letter, said,
people are
very extraordinary foster brothers, witness the impropriety of their conduct
to my late father (Baber), and are now guilty of want of loyalty towards

me, for the foster brother (Kuke) of Myrza Soliman, named Allah Kxily
Inderaby, has seized by order of Kamran the Myrza, Soliman with all his
family,

His Majesty then wrote an answer to
"
the contents of which were, Accept my blessing, and be hopeful.

and carried them

the letter,

to Kabul."

Please God, in a short time our affairs will improve."
"
letter, he gave it to the messenger, and added,
give

Myrza Soliman, and say
on

my account

;

but

let

I

am

Having sealed the

my

compliments to

sensible that he suffers all this inconvenience

him be hopeful

that every thing will yet turn out

according to our wishes."*
After the second prayers we again inarched ; and as it happened that the
King always travelled with a bottle of lemon juice, when we (the servants)
"
were about to mount our horses, the Mehter (Groom) Dula said, give me
the bottle, and when you are mounted I will return it to you." The humble

servant Jouher, Aftabchy, would not agree
* The Orientals seldom commit

;

on which the Groom

their sentiments to writing

complimentary, and the verhal message

is

:

the letter

the important communication.

"
said,

it

was therefore merely
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does not signify

;

after I

have got on

Having mounted, he attempted
was broken. When we arrived

to

do

horse I will take up the bottle."

my
so,

when

it

dropt from his hand and

at a certain place

it

was about the time of

evening prayer, and as soon as his Majesty had performed his ablutions, he
called for the lemon juice, in order to make some Sherbet ; it was therefore
requisite to explain that the bottle

angry, and ordered that the
After

Groom and

we had marched about two

was not Jouher's, therefore

had been broken.

let

I

The King was very

should travel in future on

foot.

"

coss, his

Majesty kindly said, the fault
him mount but the Groom shall walk all
;

the way."

We

soon after came to the fountain of Savuk Belak, and from thence to

At

another letter arrived from the sovereign of
Persia, stating that he was at Cazvin, and that the King should now send
forward Byram Beg as his ambassador. In consequence of this message,

the fort of Ders.

Byram Beg was

this place

despatched, attended by ten horsemen to the imperial

In a few days after his arrival at court, Shah Tahmasp ordered
him to cut off his hair, and wear a Persian cap Byram Beg represented
that he was the servant of another person, and could only obey his orders.
presence.

;

The monarch was very angry, and said, " you may do as you please ;" but
in order to frighten him into
compliance commanded some prisoners to be
brought up and executed in his presence. Shah Tahmasp then marched to
the fountain oiJekyJehy,

he was

till

and wrote

he should send for him

;

to the

King Humayun

to remain

where

but sent Bubek Beg to be Mehmander

to his Majesty.

Some time

afterwards another order arrived from the Shah

King should advance to Cazvin, and having rested there
might then come and pay his respects to the monarch.

the

Tahmasp

that

for three days,

In consequence of this invitation his Majesty left Ders
and when he
reached Cazvin,* the governor of that city came out to meet the King, and
lodged him with his suite in one of the palaces of the Persian monarch. On
;

the

day a great entertainment was given to his Majesty in the house of
the governor the second day, the Cazy had the
pleasure of exhibiting his
first

;

* Kazvin or
Cazvin, formerly a magnificent
quake.

See Morier's Travels,
page 254.

city,

but

now

in ruins, in

consequence of an earth-
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and on the third day, the principal inhabitants had the honour

of supplying the feast.

The day following

his

Majesty

left

Cazvin in the afternoon, and travelled

towards morning, the King being tired, ordered his attendants to
look out for a place where there was water, that he might halt whilst we

all

night

;

;

were employed in searching for water, intelligence was

brought that

Byram

Shortly after the aforesaid

ambassador) was approaching.
of paying his respects and represented,
personage arrived, and had the honour
" that the
at hand ;" but the King
stage or place of halting was very near
" he would not then
proceed any further."
said,

Beg

(the King's

;

now

broke, the King, having performed his abluShortly after the Persian
tions, and said his morning prayers, fell asleep.
the road, began to sing
(bildars) pioneers, who were employed in smoothing

In short the day having

Majesty and supposing that
as he had
they were his own people, he ordered that they should be silenced,
been travelling all night, and therefore wished to sleep the humble servant
" that
of the Persian monarch,
were the
Jouher
in their usual

manner

their noise

:

awoke

his

;

;

they

represented

pioneers

who were repairing the road to the next stage, and could
The King then ordered me to call Byram Beg when
;

not be interrupted."
the aforesaid person

came, he represented that the officers deputed by the Persian monarch were
now approaching to meet his Majesty, and it was requisite to prepare for
consequence the King, having bathed and dressed, and
the tents being pitched, sat in the Divan Khane.
In a short time the deputies of the Princes came after those a deputation
their reception

:

in

;

Syeds* and were particularly noticed after this the King mounted
He was soon after met by the retinues of the
his horse, and advanced.
Princes and Nobility. But when Sam Myrza, (the son of Shah Tahmasp)
of the

:

arrived within the distance of the flight of an arrow from his Majesty, he

on which the King also alighted, and they embraced
each other with the greatest respect and friendship after which ceremony
the Prince returned to where he had alighted, and again mounted his horse.
alighted from his horse

;

;

Immediately after

this

Bahram Myrza

(third brother of

Shah Tahmasp)

came, and having brought with him a dress of honour and a Gezaleh (un* Descendants of Muhammed.
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broke) horse, the master of the ceremonies having arranged the ranks, and
spread a carpet, his Majesty was then clothed in the dress, except the cap,*
and, having mounted the unbroke horse, proceeded. It so happened that this wild horse, which the Turcomans (Persians)

which he would not put on

;

had brought to try his Majesty's skill in horsemanship, was perfectly tractable, which astonished them all exceedingly, and was considered an auspi-

number

After this the Kurjy Bashy, and a

omen.

cious

mounted on Carmanian

horses,

came and made

of inferior people

their salute

their being introduced was, to prove that all the Persians,

low rank, were

or

When

all

;

the object of

whether of high

on a footing with our King,

Majesty entered the paradise- like court of the monarch of
Persia, the latter advanced to the edge of the carpet, where the two Kings
his

embraced

and they

which the Persian monarch placed Humayun to his right,
down on the same cushion. He then made several kind

after

;

sat

of his journey. He
enquiries respecting his health, and the circumstances
" that
then said, " you must put on the Persian cap ;" Humayun replied,

an emblem of greatness I will with pleasure wear it."
Tahmasp then with his own hands placed the cap on the King's head on
which all the trumpets of the royal band sounded, and all the Nobility,
a Taj (crown)

is

;

;

"
having prostrated themselves, said, God be praised !" such is their custom.
The King then requested that the Princes might all be seated, but the
" that would be
to our
Persian monarch
contrary

replied,

After this, orders were
the Persian
table cloth

regulations."

given for the entertainment to be brought in

;

but

monarch desired that the King's Suferchy (butler) might lay the
on which Yakub (the butler) came forward and spread the

;

and the two Kings sat down to eat when they had finished, the trumthemselves. But
pets were again sounded, and the attendants prostrated
cloth,

*

:

Taj, properly Taji Hyder, a tiara of crimson silk,

wrought with gold, and

richly

ornamented

with jewels, worn by the kings of Persia, so called from Hyder, the father of Shah Ismael, by

whom

it

was

first

adopted.

honour of the twelve
officers

Imam

of a high conical shape, and divided into twelve segments, in
from whom he claimed descent. In the course of time the Persian
It is

and soldiers were ordered

the Turks, Kuzel Bash, red heads.

but

why Humayun, who was

to

wear caps of this pattern, from which they were nicknamed by
natives of Hindustan have a great dislike to caps or hats

The

the son of a Tartar, should have objected,

being the invention of a Shiah.

;

is

extraordinary, unless its
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to return thanks, that the

Humayun

to take refuge at

the foot of the imperial throne.

some other ceremonies, Shah Tahmasp

After

your Majesty's abode

be either with the Prince Bahrain or the minister Budder Khan," he

to

is

"
said,

then gave him leave to
his house,

The Prince Bahrain then took

retire.

where, having enjoyed the hot bath, he had his hair

the Prince having sent

him three honorary

dresses, put

the

King to
cut off; and

one of them on

;

and carousing.
The next day the Persian monarch marched to the city of Sultanyeh ;*
and as he was passing the King's residence in the morning, his Majesty came
after

which they passed the night

to the door

and made

manner

King was much

the

seated himself in the

in feasting

his salutation

hurt,

dome of

;

but as

and on

Sultan

it

was not returned

in a polite

Sultanyeh went and
Khodabundeh, the founder

his arrival at

Mohammed

of the Shiahs in Persia, and began to reproach himself for having sought protection with
It

been

Shah Tahmasp, whose behaviour was not

further happened, that one day

when a

sufficiently courteous.

large quantity of

sent to the King's residence for the use of the followers,

wood had

Shah Tahmasp

" unless he and all his
sent a message to his Majesty, saying,
adherents
would
make
funeral
a
would become Shiahs, he
pile for them with that
(See Sir J. Malcolm's panegyric in Advertisement.)

wood.'-f-

The King returned

the message, " that he

firmly attached to their

own

religion,

and

his adherents

were

all

and would not deviate therefrom

;

that the Persian monarch might do as he pleased, but that their lives were

hands of God, without whose permission no injury could reach them,
and on his protection they alone trusted."
in the

Thus
and

his

Mecca
his
*

;

Majesty continued firm in his faith, and only requested that he
followers might be permitted to proceed on their pilgrimage to

his

to this

it

was

replied,

" that
he, Shah Tahmasp, would shortly draw

armies against the Sunnies (the Turks) and annihilate them, but that as
Formerly a

fine

city,

but

now

in

ruins, in

consequence of an earthquake.

See Morier's

Travels, page 257-

t The animosity between the Sunnies and Shiahs

between the Papists and Protestants.

is

as great, as that which formerly existed

See Preface to Sale's Koran.

K
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Humayun had

own

entered Persia of his

accord, he must

now adopt

the

religion of that country, or take the consequences."
Soon after this event Cazy Jehan, the agent of Tahmasp, who was a highly
"
you are not alone
respectable person, waited on his Majesty, and said,
;

there are seven hundred Sunnies here,

circumstances now

who

will all share your fate

but

;

require that you should temporise with your oppressors

;

and
they importune you, from which God and the Prophet protect you
you must say, that being helpless, you will do as they wish." The King
if

said,

!

" what

their object?

is

bring

to

it

me

Some

in writing."

time

after,

the
again, and brought three papers from Shah Tahmasp the
King having read two of them pushed them away but when he had read
the third he got up, came to the door of the tent, and was about to call out

Cazy came

;

;

Cazy followed and begged him to be quiet that
there was now no remedy, and that he must temporise after which the
King became more tranquil, and signed one of the papers wiiich the Cazy

to his people,

when

the

;

;

carried to the Persian monarch.

Some time

after this nefarious transaction,

Shah Tahmasp ordered a

hunting party, and directed Cazy Jehan to attend his Majesty. In the
course of three days a great number of animals were surrounded, and many
of them killed

;

but

it

so happened that several deer

that part of the circle where

we were

;

for each of

manded ajine of a horse and one Tuman*
The next day Shah Tahmasp gave orders
escort the

King

to see the

their escape at

which the Persian de-

that the Prince Bahrain should

Throne of Soliman

we marched

made

(ruins of Persepolis)

;

in con-

and arrived there early in the
morning. The Prince then proposed, that as there were a number of animals
enclosed there, the King should amuse himself in shooting.-f- We, therefore,

sequence of which

continued our sport

till

f The

mode

night,

after mid-day,

alighted to say his prayers
* About one
pound

all

;

when

the

King being very tired,
but when he performed his ablutions, the only

sterling.

of hunting practised by the Persian monarchs was by sending an army, principally

of cavalry, to surround a district, and drive

all

Wooden enclosure had been previously made.
his invasion of Russia, his

army

lived for

many

the animals of

it

It is related in the

to a particular spot,

where a

History of Timur, that during

days on the animals thus collected.
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were myself and the butler ; his Mapersons of his attendants then present
then ordered me to champoo him, which I did till he was recovered

jesty

from

his fatigue

;

after

which he again mounted

his horse,

and proceeded

to

join the army.
It

was customary with

and rubies

in a purse in his

tions he generally laid

Majesty always to carry his valuable diamonds
pocket but when he was performing his ablu-

his

;

them on one

side

;

he had done so this day, and forgot

King was gone, and the humble servant
Jonher was about to remount his horse, he saw a green-flowered purse lying
on the ground, and a pen-case by the side of it he immediately took them
the King, presented them. When his
up, and as soon as he had overtaken
and said, " Oh,
Majesty saw these articles he was amazed and astonished,
them

:

so happened that

it

when

the

:

if these had been
boy, you have done me the greatest favour possible
meanness (rezalet) of this Persian
lost, I should have ever been subject to the

my

;

monarch

Now

:

do you in future take care of them."

the reason that his Majesty kept these diamonds

and

rubies about

his valuables to Rushen Beg,
person was, that he had formerly entrusted
who had been guilty of dishonesty on which account the King thought it
his

;

too great a temptation to be given in charge of any other servant.
Whilst we were on our return to the camp, his Majesty took the opportunity of viewing the ruins of Persepolis.

saw a cave, hollowed out of a mountain,

Among
in

other curious things

which they used to confine

we

state

After viewing this wonderful place, the King proceeded to the
camp, and arrived there as they were saying the evening prayers.
The next morning the King again joined the hunters, and, having proprisoners.

ceeded to a place about four coss from the Tukhti Soliman, began the
no person but himself
sport but the orders of Shah Tahmasp were, that
;

and the King should discharge an arrow without express permission.

After

a short time, a deer came bounding towards his Majesty ; when the Persian
"
shoot." On which his
let us see how
called

monarch

out,

now, Humayun,

you

the ear, and
Majesty discharged his arrow, which struck the animal behind
Persians were astonished,
it fell
struggling on the ground ; at which all the
and said, " certainly Humayun will be a fortunate prince." The party soon
after returned to the tents,

and nine deer were sent as a present

to the King.
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We
this

remained several days encamped on the hunting grounds during
time his Majesty ordered his diamonds and rubies to be brought to him
;

;

and having selected the largest diamond, placed it in a mother-of-pearl box
he then added several other diamonds and rubies and having placed them
on a tray, gave them in charge of Byram Beg to present them to the Persian

;

;

" that
monarch, with a message,
they were hrought from Hindustan purposely for his Majesty."*

When Shah Tahmasp saw

these precious stones he

sent for his jewellers to value them.
all price

on which the Persian

;

Byram Beg
standard.
time, for

the

title

The

was astonished, and

jewellers declared they were above

signified his acceptance,

and conferred on

of Khan, with permission to use the kettle-drum and

The diploma and

were sent the next day but from that
two months, there was no intercourse of any kind between the
insignia

;

monarchs.

CHAPTER XV.
Of other

causes of diasention between

Shah Tahmasp and

A.H. 951.—A.D.

his

Majesty Humayun.

1544.

subjects which caused the dissention between the

The

were these

some of the

two sovereigns

disaffected nobility of Hindustan,

who, although
the
Prince
with
taken
servants of the King, had
Kamran, and who had
part
afterwards gone on the pilgrimage to Mecca, returned from thence by the
:

first,

route of Persia, viz.

Diwan, and Sultan

Rushen Beg Knheh

Muhammed

(foster brother),

(the spearman),

all

access to the Persian monarch, insinuated that
for a

king

;

in

*

When Humayun

had been
sented

not talents

his brothers

:

took Agra, he found there the family of Raja Bickermajeet of Gualior,

killed in the battle.

him with

if

Humayun had

had not supported him
Shah Tahmasp would imprison his guest, and

consequence of which

they also proposed that,

Khuaje Ghazy

of whom having obtained

who

In consequence of his kind treatment to the prisoners, they pre-

among these was
father, who returned it

a quantity of jewels

mishkals, which he offered to

This probably was the diamond

his

;

he presented to

Tahmasp.

a famous diamond, weighing eight
to

him

:

its

value was incalculable.

Memoirs of Baber, page 308.
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would soon take Candahar,* and

deliver

it

over to his Majesty.

The second cause

of ill will was this
some of the Turkoman officers said
"
that Sultan Baber, the father of Humayun, had very
to their monarch,
;

unjustly put to death one of their countrymen,

named Jennum Beg, and

any of them to assist Humayun in the recovery of his dominions, he would probably murder them in the same treacherous manner." But there was a third, and more powerful cause of offence,
that if his Majesty should order

of a long standing, which was this

:

soon after

Humayun had

defeated

Behader-Shah, of Gujerat (A. D. 1535), and had returned to his capital,
Agra, he was one day amusing himself with divining arrows.^- He wrote his

own name on

twelve of the

Tahmasp on twelve

class of arrows,

first

of the second class

means communicated

to the Persian

and

;

and the name of Shah

anecdote was by some
In consequence, while the

this

monarch.

two Kings were one day seated together, Shah Tahmasp said
" be so
for
I

good

to

"
King frankly replied, the fact is, that
the extent of our mutual dominions
and as Persia at that

me on such an

then looked to

occasion

;"

the

;

time was only of half the extent of the kingdom of Hindustan,
considered you as inferior to myself." Tahmasp then said, in an
"

Humayun,

as explain the reason of your selecting arrows of the second class

I therefore
ill

natured

was a consequence of your foolish vanity, that you could not
properly govern those extensive dominions you were therefore driven away
by the villagers, and left your wife and family captives :" the King replied,
manner,

it

;

"

we

are

under the controul of

all

decrees of the Almighty."
satisfied.

"
"

God

is

With

and must willingly submit to the
answer the Persian monarch appeared

fate,

this

[Quotation from the Koran.]
omnipotent over all his works, but the greater part of mankind

do not understand."

Some time

after this conversation, the Persian

brother, Bahrain

monarch consulted with

his

Myrza, respecting the destruction (helakyt) of the King

* Candahar
being a frontier garrison between the two countries had frequently changed masters,

and was always coveted by the Persians.

t

A mode

of predicting future events, in use

among

the Arabs and other

Muhammedans.
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Humayun.

On

Myrza was

hearing this proposal, the

that he shed tears

he afterwards went to his

;

sister,

so

much

and said

afflicted

to her,

" the

King Humayun has sought refuge with the Seffy family, and has long partaken with me of the same salt, and our brother has now made me such and
such proposals."*

When
this

the Princess heard this discourse she also began to weep.

time the Persian monarch entered his

Bahram Myrza made

his salutation

and

sister's

retired.

apartment;

Just at

on which

The monarch then

sat

"

down, and asked the Princess the cause of her crying she replied, I am
" what more
prosperity can you
lamenting our adverse fate." He asked,
"
I am constantly emwish for, than that you now enjoy ?" she answered,
;

ployed in prayers for your welfare are you not already encompassed by
enemies ? and are you not engaged in contest with the Turks, the Uzbegs,
:

the Georgians, and the Russians

?

and

I

hear you are

other enemies by your intentions of injuring

now about

to raise

Muhammed Humayun,

up
whose

son and brothers will one day seek revenge. If you will not support him,
at least permit him to go away, that he may apply for assistance some-

where
sister,

The Persian monarch was much

else."

and

said,

"

my

affected

Chiefs have been giving

by the address of

me unworthy

his

advice; but

what you have suggested is certainly more dignified and praise worthy."
Shortly after this, Shah Tahmasp sent the King an invitation to visit him
he went, and arrived about mid-day, and relate in the evening; during which time the Persian monarch

at his hunting

mained

till

encampment

;

behaved with the greatest kindness and as our King was about to take
"
leave, said,
Keep your mind at ease, for I shall very soon send you to your
own country in a proper manner. Cazy Jehan will mention certain sub;

jects, to

which

I

request you will pay attention

;"

up prayers for the prosperity of his Majesty.
The two monarchs then mounted to return to
* About
the time that Major Yule procured this
residing at

Lucknow, who

MS.

their tents

there

received a sm;dl pension from the

on which the King offered

;

but after riding

was a descendant of the Seffy family

Nuwab

Assuf addowleh, and bore the

title of Persian Prince.
Major Yule having lent him the MS. he wrote on the margin
"
The author has here been guilty of falsehood, or he must have been deranged,
passage,

circumstance has never been mentioned by any other historian."

at this

as this
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some distance our King was obliged to alight, having no other attendants
with him than his groom. When he had been some time absent, and as it
was very dark, Shah Tahmasp was alarmed, and

"
said,

what

is

become of

some of my Turkomans* may hurt him ;" and immediately
ordered one of the two torch-bearers that were before him to go in search of

Humayun

the King.

I fear

?

The Kurchy, carrying

the lighted torch, wandered about, and

kept calling in the Turky language. At length the King heard his voice,
and sent the groom to say he was coming. Several of the Persian attendants
then came, and said their master was enquiring most particularly for him
the King then joined the Persian monarch, and they rode together till they
:

came

to

some

tents,

when Shah Tahmasp asked whose

tents they were

;

and

on being informed they were the King's, he then shook his Majesty by the
hand, wished him a good night, and went to his own pavilion.

About midnight the King complained of being very hungry on which
some of the Persian servants who were in attendance went and informed
;

Shah Tahmasp of the circumstance, who immediately ordered that a supper
should be sent to him. Nine dishes were very shortly brought, and his
Majesty regaled himself most heartily, and afterwards went to bed.
The next day the Persian monarch went to visit a valley, or pass in that
neighbourhood, but we halted

Majesty therefore took that opportunity
of assembling his Hindustani/ servants, and informed us of the very great
kindness of Shah Tahmasp, and of the various conversations he had had with
;

"
him; he added,
Cazy Jehan
(conversion)."

On

will

speak to you also on a certain subject

hearing this discourse

in prayer for his Majesty,

He

his

and were

all

all

the servants raised their hands

highly delighted at his prospects.

then ordered us to attend him when he went to join the Persian

monarch.
Majesty again joined the hunters, who had formed
an enclosure of wild animals in the vicinity of the ruins of Persepolis and

The next morning

his

;

numerous were the deer that they had not room
quently the two Kings having seized the horns of a

so

the enclosure

and

let

him go

;

in short, the

* As a
great part of the Persian armies was
are frequently, but improperly, called

;

stag, pulled

whole day passed

composed of

Turkomans.

to escape

soldiers

so that fre-

him out of
in

hunting

from the Turky hordes, they

See Morier's Travels, pages 240 and 288.
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then pitched among the aforesaid ruins.
All this time Shah Tahmasp was considering of the best

sumptuous entertainment to the King;
given orders to his officers to
requisite for the purpose.

On

the

fifth

which were

in the evening the party returned to the tents,

and shooting, and

day

make a

in

mode

of giving a

consequence of which he had

selection of every thing that

after his Majesty's arrival at Persepolis, he

might be

was informed

Shah Tahmasp had passed judgement on the conduct of Rushen Beg,
Khuaje Ghazy, and Sultan Muhammed, who had endeavoured to sow disthat

was formerly related (see page 68), and
be confined.
[Extract from the Koran.]

sention between the monarchs, as

had ordered these persons to
"

He who

digs a pit for his neighbour shall

fall

into

it

himself."

In short, Shah Tahmasp commanded that some of the longest ropes
should be taken from the tents, and that these three culprits should be let

down

into the caverns or pits, called the prison of the

before described

but

;

if

Diwan

of Soliman,

the ropes were not long enough to reach the bottom,

they (the culprits) might be hauled up again.

When

circumstance was communicated to the prisoners, Rushen Beg
wrote a petition to the King, acknowledging his crime, expressing his conthis

and imploring him in the name of his mother, whose milk he had
sucked,* to pardon and intercede for him. In consequence of which, the

trition,

good-natured King wrote, and implored the Persian monarch, by the tomb
of his father Ismael, to release the prisoners. When Shah Tahmasp read the
" doubtless Muhammed
is a
letter he was
and
astonished,
said,
Humayun
man of the greatest forbearance and clemency, thus to intercede for wretches
who have endeavoured to do him the greatest injury." He therefore gave

orders that the prisoners should be delivered over to his Majesty, that he

might do with them as he pleased.

About a week

King
tents

to

come

Shah Tahmasp sent an invitation to the
Three hundred
the entertainment prepared for him.

after this affair,

to

had been fetched

and twelve bands of military music
of which struck up when his Majesty ad-

for this occasion,

stationed in different places, all

vanced; and the whole of the ground was covered with the imperial carpets.
* He was the
King's foster brother.
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day there was a great profusion of every kind of eatables, and
dresses of honour were conferred on the King, and on all the guests.
the

On

first

Shah Tahmasp, having seated the King close to him,
him that the tents, and every thing he saw, were at his service, and de-

told
sired

the second day

him

to

mention any thing

else that

he wished for

;

he also told him,

that he had ordered his son to attend him, with 12,000 chosen cavalry, to
he further said, upon your arrival at Systan,
restore him to his dominions
;

muster these troops, and be convinced of their efficiency.
The Persian monarch then rose, and placing his right hand on his breast,

you

shall yourself

"

added,

Humayun,

O,

generosity to excuse

On

have been deficient in ought,

if I

I trust to

your

it."

amused themselves

the third day the monarchs

in shooting

with bows

but when night came on, a great company was assembled, and
various kinds of wine and liquors were introduced before each of the guests

and arrows

;

;

was placed a bottle and a goblet, that he might help himself; so that there
was no occasion for servants to attend (in order that they need not be under
any

restraint).

As

it

had been determined that the camp was

to break

up next day,
departure went to pay

his

his
morning, but before his
respects to the Persian monarch, and found him seated in the open air on a
small carpet, doubled up and when his Majesty alighted from his horse, as

Majesty rose early

in the

;

him

there was

no place

having cut

off the cover of his quiver, spread

for

The King, pleased with

to

down, a Moghul,

sit

it

for his

this attention, said to

which he replied, " I am a Moghul
"
my service ;" the man replied, I
already in your Majesty's service

;

Muhammed

him,
"

Majesty to
" who are

Kushky,

sit

on.

you

?"

to

you may continue in
am unworthy of it but my master is
whenever you shall promote him, I will
;"

the

King

said,

;

then become your devoted servant."

King proceeded towards Tabriz,
but as the Persian mofour coss from Persepolis

After taking leave of Shah Tahmasp, the

and halted

at a station

;

narch had intimated that he expected a feast from him
manner of cookery, preparations were in consequence

in

the Hindustan}'

now made

for this

ceremony, a number of public singers were collected, and various kinds
of liquors procured. The Persian monarch, and the guests having been
L
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and the cup having repeatedly passed round, a tray of the fruit
called the Royal Sachek (species unknown), was produced; on which Shah

seated,

Tahmasp

said,

"who

is

to divide the Sacheks ?" the

King

replied,

" whoever

your Majesty shall order :" Tahmasp directed the chief eunuch to do so.
The Khuajeh then placed a whole one before the Persian monarch, a whole
one before the King, and half a one before each of the other guests,* (or a
plate/?/// before each of the monarchs.) After this ceremony various kinds
of food and drink were presented,

and every body

heartily participated

Shah Tahmasp was more pleased with the dish of

rice

;

but

and peas (Dal

Khuske) than any of the others, it being a mode of cookery unknown in
After dinner both monarchs made a short march.
Persia.

The next morning the Persian monarch ordered

that the King's tents

should remain at that station, but that his Majesty might accompany him
In consequence of which the King rode ten coss with
to the next stage.

Shah Tahmasp, and remained with him that night
which time it rained very hard.

CHAPTER

in his pavilion, during

XVI.

Account of the taking leave of the two monarchs, and the departure of the King
Candahar. A. H. 951-2.—A. D. 1544-5.

for

The next morning, as soon as the rain had ceased, Shah Tahmasp stood
"
Now, Humayiin, you may go, and the blessing of God be
up, and said,
with you !" he then presented him with two apples and a knife, and placing
a ring on the King's finger, gave him his dismissal.
that the Prince Bahrain should
his tents

accompany

his

He

then

Majesty to the stage where

were pitched.

The King having made

his obeisance,

mounted

his

horse, and, being

accompanied by the Prince and a number of people, proceeded on

When
*

Nadir Shah invaded Dehly, and was seated with

duced, and the servant doubtful

cup

his journey:

they came within sight of the tents, the Prince requested his dis-

When
to

commanded

Muhammed

Shah

(his

how

Muhammed

Shah, coffee was intro-

to act, presented the cups to the Vizier,

master), requested him to present

avoided giving offence to either party.

it

who

to the conqueror,

presenting a

by which he
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upon which the King, having cut an apple in two, gave one piece to
Bahrain, and eat the other himself: he then drew from his pocket a diamond
missal

;

and gave

ring,

it

mother's, preserve

remembrance of me; such

in

is

my

friendship for you,

;

stake,
will

it

was a keepsake of my

would willingly remain with you all my life but my reputation is at
and obliges me to leave you." The Prince replied, " be assured that

that I

I

to the Prince, saying, " this ring

keep the ring in remembrance of your friendship

of success in

;

depart in confidence

all

your undertakings."
That day the King made a short march, and in three more days reached
Tabriz.* We remained there five days, during which time his Majesty
visited the bazar of Cresarea and the dome of Syria, so called from the matehaving been brought from Syria. In going through
the market he saw two Turks, who having saluted him, he said, in Turkish,
rials

of which

"

my

give

it is

and

The

week.

they replied, in the same lanThe King then proceeded towards

compliments to your sovereign

" most
guage,
Ardebyl,-}-

built,

certainly

we

in four nights

objects of

mil."

reached that

coming

;"

city,

and remained there a whole

to Ardebyl were,

first,

to visit the

tombs of

Shaikh SetFy,J upon whom be the peace of God and of Shah Ismael at
the gate of which there is a chain, by getting inside of which any culprit is
saved from the pursuit of the officers of justice, whatever may have been his
!

the other object

was

;

ceremony of betrothing a niece
of the Persian monarch, the daughter of Masum Beg, who had been promised
crime

:

to perforin the

to him.§

After this ceremony his Majesty proceeded to

Derya

Kuhum

(the Caspian
a
thick
or
mist.
constantly
Having satisfied
fog
his curiosity, he returned to Ardebyl
from thence he came to Kherdebyl,

sea), over which there

is

;

from thence

to

Tarun, thence to Serkhab, and from thence, after several

inarches, reached Cazvin.
It so

*

The

happened that the Persian monarch, who had been making an excapital of the province of Azerbijan,

and now the residence of Abbas Myrza, N. Lat.

38,10. E. Long. 46,37.

t See Edinburgh Gazetteer.
%

The founder of the

§

As we do not hear any more of

family.

His tomb was an asylum for
was probably never consummated.

See Advertisement, page 57
this

marriage,

it

.

culprits.
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same day

cursion in the country, returned the

King's tents, asked to

encampment

of

He

country?"

whom

and seeing the

to Cazvin,

when

told they were the
they belonged
" what has
he
he not yet left this
said,
King Humaytin,
Mehter
to
come
then ordered
and desire that his
Khyaly
;

!

Majesty would make a march of twelve ferseng (leagues.)

In consequence
of this message the King made several marches, and had nearly reached the
fort of Aris, when four horsemen were seen on the Desert, who came up and
killed

Yakub

the Suferchy (butler.)

As soon

men

the circumstance, he ordered the

"

to

came up with them, they said,
why
acted by Shah Tahmasp's orders."

Now

the reason of the murder of

quarrel between
of the Persian

him and

be pursued

Yakub was

the chamberlain,

Hussyn Aly took

;

when our people
us ? we have but

but

are you following

this

:

there had been a

Hussyn Aly Aka,

monarch having one day sent

swords, one of which

King was informed of

as the

to the

for himself;

in

consequence

King a present of

several

Yakub having obtained

information of this dishonesty, mentioned it to his Majesty, in revenge for
which the Aka complained to his master, Shah Tahmasp, that Yakub had

spoken disrespectfully of the Persian cap.* This was the
murder of poor Yakub, which much annoyed his Majesty.
After this the

King continued

ordered that the Begum, with

his

march

to Sebzvar,

real cause of the

and

at this place

the heavy baggage, should proceed

by the
route of Tebesh, (or Tubbus of the map,) while he should go to Meshehed, and
"
upon whom be the
again visit the tomb of the Imam Aly, son of Musa,

God

all

His Majesty accordingly marched to Meshehed, and received back the bow, together with the string, which he had suspended on

grace of

!"

by which circumstance he was much
that the Imam or his servants were auspicious to

the

tomb

;

gratified,

it

being a proof

his affairs.

During the period of seven days that his Majesty remained at the holy
sanctuary, it snowed the greater part of the time.
At length the snow having ceased, the King marched to Ravut Terk, and
from thence to Lengur, where is situated the tomb of Shah-Casim-Anvar
from thence to the fort of Kah or Gfih, where one of the twelve holy Imams

;

disappeared.

It is said

that even to this day, the sounds of
* See
page 64.

drums and
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who has any wish untrumpets are heard from the tomb ; and every person
to repair thither, and having offered up his petition in a
gratified, has only
and humble manner, the Lord God causes it to be fulfilled. After repious

maining there one night, his Majesty proceeded to Tebesh
from thence after several marches entered Systan.

CHAPTER
The King re-enters his own dominions, and

(or

Tubbus), and

XVII.

takes the fortresses of Bost and Candahar, &c.

A. H. 951-2.— A. D. 1544-5.

Having entered the province of Systan, his Majesty halted for fifteen days
the reason of which was, that when he took leave of the Persian monarch,
;

the latter had told him that on his arrival in Systan, the

him

to his dominions

would assemble there

army

sent to restore

for his inspection.

In conse-

different quarters,
quence of these orders, the chiefs having assembled from
the King took a muster of the troops, and found that instead of 12,000

there were actually 14,000 cavalry present at the review.

After the business of the muster had been settled, the King said to the
" at the distance of about
Persian chiefs,
thirty miles from hence is the
fortress of Bost,*

commonly

Nushirvan the Just, which

is

called Medain, and formerly the residence of

now commanded by Myr

Khelj, one of the

wish you to proceed thither, and summon him
to give up the fort ; if he does not, you must take it by force, and even put
"
him and the garrison to death." The chiefs replied, this is contrary to the
"
I will write to
orders we received from our monarch ;" the King said,
officers of

Myrza Askery

:

I

Shah Tahmasp on the subject."
But on the arrival of the King

in the vicinity of Bost,

Myr

Khelj having

was grasuspended a scimitar on his neck, came out, paid his respects, and
marched towards Candahar ; and
ciously received ; from thence his Majesty
on his arrival there sent Byram Beg as his ambassador to the Prince Kamran
at Kabul.

But

would not give
*

as Myrza. Askery,
it

who commanded

up, the consequence of which

It is situated

the fortress of Candahar,

was a severe

on the river Hyrmund, about 32,20 N. Lat.

contest,

and
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several officers were killed
fort

by

assault,

against

so that the

King finding he could not take the
gave orders to lay regular siege to it, and to erect batteries
;

it.

time Alek or Aleg Myrza, a cousin of the King's, who had
been confined by the Prince Kamran, and had been given in charge to Shere
Afgun, persuaded his keeper to escape with him, and they both arrived in

During

this

safety at the royal carnp.

One day while
climbed a

hill,

King was examining the progress of the siege, having
he saw a part of the building in the fort where the council
the

and gave orders that a great gun should
when the gun was discharged, the shot struck the

chamber of the Prince was
be pointed against
lattice

work

it

;

situated,

of the council chamber, which caused a great uproar in the

and frightened the garrison exceedingly.
About this time the Prince Kamran wrote a letter from Kabul

place,

zadeh, sister of the late

Emperor Baber, requesting her

to

Khuand-

to intercede with the

consequence of which the aforesaid lady wrote
which being granted,
to his Majesty begging he would pardon Askery
the Myrza, came out of the fort, and had the honour of paying his respects
for

King

Myrza Askery

;

in

;

(kuddum busy).
In short as soon as Candahar was taken, the Persian chiefs claimed the
treasure for their master,

manded

Shah Tahmasp

;* or, if this

the Prince Askery should be sent to him.

was refused, they deThe King would not

acknowledge the justness of the claim, but said the money should be sent as
an offering of friendship. He therefore went into the fort accompanied by

some of the Persians and

all his

own

humble servant Jouher Aftabchy

attendants

;

amongst

whom was

and, shortly after alighting at

;

Askery's house, gave orders that the treasury should be opened,

money brought out and examined

the

Myrza

and the

he then, in presence of the son of the
Persian monarch, of Shah Kuly Khan, governor of Kerman, of the general
Bedagh Khan, of Hussyn Sultan, governor of Senjab, and of Ahmed
:

Sultan, governor of Systan, directed that the chests should be locked
sealed with his
*

It

own and

was one of the

belong to Persia.

the seals of the above-mentioned chiefs

stipulations

between the two monarchs that

in future

;

and
and

Candahar should
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of the fort (leaving

them

in possession.)

The Persian

chiefs then deliberated, not only

but also

to Persia,

Shah Tahmasp

to

upon sending off the treasure
of seizing Myrza Askery, and sending him as a hostage

for their

own

safe return.

On

hearing this report the King ordered a muster of all his own troops
and many of the Hindustanies having by this time joined him, they all
;

passed in review. This event alarmed the Persians, and they said
" the intentions of the
themselves,
King towards us are not good

among
;

as his

Baber delivered over Nejem Beg into the hands of the Uzbegs, who
put him to death, he probably means to do us some mischief." They therefore sent off the treasure to the distance of twelve coss, and by continued
father

Shah Tahmasp, who was so much gratified
by the circumstance, that he sent an honorary dress and a rich dagger to his
Majesty, which were duly received and honoured.
marches delivered

it

in safety to

After the fort had been
nity of Candahar,

made

over to the Persians, the King

and encamped

for

left

a month at Khuljeh Bagh

;

the vici-

but the

Persian officers being jealous of the King's remaining so long in their

neighbourhood, took measures to prevent our camp being supplied with
provisions.

On hearing of this

circumstance, his Majesty called a council of his officers
to deliberate on what measures were best to be taken.
The council were of

a supply of horses to mount our
was known that the Persian garrison of Candahar had sold

opinion, that the

men and
;

as

it

first

object

was

to procure

some merchants who were encamped with them outside the
walls of the fort, it would be advisable to seize them.
In consequence of
their horses to

this advice the

King, preceded by several

to Candahar, seized seventeen

officers,

returned by a forced march

hundred horses, and immediately returned

camp, which he reached at midnight.
The next morning he had all the horses brought out, and marked with
the royal stamp
after which he called for the merchants, and gave them
to his

;

his

bond

to repay the price the first opportunity.

hundred and

fifty

horses for the Princes Hindal

divided the remainder

among the

He

then selected one

and Yadgar Myrza, and

troops, according to their respective ranks.
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CHAPTER

XVIII.

Account of the death of the Persian Prince, of the recapture of Candahar, and of the
King's journey to Kabul. A. H. 952.— A. D. 1545.

After the division of the horses, the King was

making preparation to
information was brought to him that

march towards Kabul, when private
the young Persian Prince* had died in Candahar.
council of his chiefs,

when

He

immediately called a
was resolved to endeavour to recover that

it

possibly be done ? Hajy Muhammed
"
Khan Kiiky replied, leave the business to me, and I will engage to do it."
The King having agreed, gave him his blessing. The Hajy then marched

The King asked how it could

fortress.

with a select body of troops at midnight and having arrived at Candahar,
just as they were opening the gates of the town in the morning, took the
;

Persians

by

surprise

and entered the place; but the general, Bedagh Khan,

took refuge in the citadel.

When

King arrived within a few miles of Candahar he was met by a
servant of Hajy Muhammed, who informed him of his master's success, and
the

congratulated his Majesty on the capture of the town. On entering the city
the King took up his residence in the Akshai bastion, and sent a message to
the Persian general, asking

death of the young Prince

;

him why he had endeavoured to conceal the
that his father had given the boy to him that
;

he considered the boy as his own son, and had he been informed, should imhe added, " I will
mediately have come to perform the funeral ceremonies
:

not allow you to go out of the gate, nor will
fear

my Moghuls may

injure

you

;

but you

I

permit you to

visit

me, as

I

may go away unmolested on my

consequence of this hint, Bedagh Khan, during the night, had part
of the wall at the back of the fort thrown down, and marched quietly off.

part." In

The King then divided the
cers

-,

Candahar among

his principal offi-

but as the Persians had collected the revenues for the

quarter, he permitted

which they were
*

district of

The Author

them

Rubby

or spring

to take only the remaining three quarters, with

satisfied.

does not give the

name

;

but

in

Dow's History of Hindustan he

is

called

Murad.
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her attendants into the

all

fort,

which

under charge of Byrain Khan, and then proceeded towards Kabul.

During the course of the journey to Kabul, his Majesty received letters
from several of the chiefs of Kamran Myrza, expressing their loyalty, and

When we

encouraging him to proceed.

reached the town of Tyry, which

is

situated in the Hezareh mountains, and was the Jagyr of Aleg Myrza, the
Prince Hindal and Terdy Beg came and paid their respects to his Majesty.

place information was brought that the Prince Kamran had
marched from Kabul, and had taken possession of the passes on hearing

At

this

:

King ordered the troops to put on their armour, and proceeded
towards Kabul. It was shortly after reported that Casim Berlas, the Prince's

this, the

general, had advanced as far as the pass of the Ass
tion of giving battle

on which

;

his

(Hemar) with the inten-

Muhammed

Majesty ordered Hajy

to

advance with a considerable force and disperse the rebels. The royal troops
having reached the aforesaid pass, attacked the rebels with such vigour, that
they in a short time took to

flight,

The

obtained a complete victory.
all

congratulated by

About

and, by the blessing of God, his Majesty
King then advanced to the pass, and was

the officers on his success.

time several of the chiefs interceded with his Majesty to pardon
" let us
the Prince Kamran : the King replied,
go on, and see how matters
this

are likely to end

;

I will

then decide

:"

he then ordered the drum of march

be beaten, and proceeded on his journey. During this time Allah Kuly
waited on his Majesty, and, in tears, represented that his father, Hyder
to

Sultan,

called to the Divine mercy.
On hearing this the King
"
Please God, I will in future be your father, and
him, and said,

had been

embraced

will take care of

you

;

be not

afflicted,

but act as a man."

With

this

con-

young man returned home. The King then continued his
march to Khoujeh Bastan, which was three coss beyond the place where the
battle had occurred.
solation the

he was met by two holy men, who said they were come to
make peace between the King and his brother. On hearing this his Majesty

At

this place

alighted,

and embraced them

in the

most affectionate manner

he afterwards

;

joined them in the morning prayers, and then civilly dismissed them. On
" we are most anxious to effect a
if the Prince
peace
departing, they said,
;

ii
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our advice, we will return by mid-day but if we do
not return, your Majesty will act as you think proper." The holy men
could not prevail on the Prince to submit, and therefore returned to Kabul

Kamran

will attend to

;

;

so that when the prescribed time had elapsed without their appearance, his
Majesty ordered Rosheng, the keeper of the wardrobe, to go with the fol-

" We are
if you
travellers, you are resident
lowing message to his brother,
to
rule
but
if
it
will
be
we
will wait on us,
will come to
not,
according
;

;

Rosheng was graciously received by the Prince, and delivered the
message word for word but as the Myrza was then performing his ablu" that he was
tions, he merely said,
coming."

you."

;

Rosheng however discovered that the followers of Kamran were in a very
perturbed state, and that many of them were making their escape to Kabul
;

he, therefore,

came away without waiting

to take leave,

and reported

all

he

On

hearing these circumstances, the King ordered
a body of seven hundred lancers, under the command of the Prince Hindal,
to advance ; and seizing a spear in his own hand, rode on in the midst of

had seen to

them.

his Majesty.

After a short time he was met

who came

to

beg forgiveness, and

by a deputation of Kamran's

offer their services.

CHAPTER
Account of the

flight

war between

of

his

chiefs,

Kamran Myrza towards

XIX.
Bhiker, the taking of Kabul, and of the

Majesty and Soliman Myrza.

A. H. 952.

—A. D. 1545.

Whilst his Majesty thus advanced in formidable array towards Kabul,
the Prince

Kamran being

terrified, first retreated to that fortress,

and having

collected all his family, then proceeded towards Hindustan.

As soon

as the Prince

had

effected his escape, Caraja

Khan, the governor,

waited on the King, and requested him to enter the fort, which, although it
was then night, he did, and alighted at the Diwan, or council room. As his

Majesty had not eaten any thing the whole day, he was very hungry, and
sent a message by Vasil, the chamberlain, and myself, to Rayke Begum,

widow

of the late emperor, to request

send him some.

if

she had any provisions prepared to
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We went

and delivered the message with the King's compliments the
Begum made her acknowledgements, and immediately gave us some beef
broth, and a curry made of the same meat with vegetables. Having carried

them

;

to the council room, the chamberlain spread the table-cloth,

and found that

aloud,

"

Oh

it

unfortunate

;

Kamran

was

!

mode

this the

and did you feed the Asylum of Chastity on the
you not afford to keep a few goats
even for the devout persons

who

of your

flesh of

for her subsistence

wait on the

tomb

all

own

cows

?

this

?

is

existence

the officers and chiefs of the Prince

?"

?

what could
!

not

of our father.*

could not we, his four sons, support his relict as he did
swallowed a cup full of Sherbet, and did not break his
In short,

laid

but no sooner had he put his spoon into the
was beef, than he drew back his hand, and said

the supper before his Majesty
dishes

and

fit

food

What

!

His Majesty then
next day.
waited on his

fast till

Kamran

Majesty, and were all received in the most gracious manner after which he
ordered the town crier to be sent round the city to proclaim pardon and
;

He

safety to all the inhabitants.

then

made a

division of the district in

Jagyrs to all his chiefs according to their respective ranks.
As soon as the King found himself peaceably established in Kabul, he

Firman

sent a

" I
were,

to

Myrza Soliman

of Badukhshan,-f- the contents of which

am

informed, that in consequence of your friendship for me, my
brother, Kamran, has caused you a great deal of trouble.
Now, thank

God, the posture of
I

affairs is

request you will favour

changed

me

with a

;

and as

visit,

wish to prove my affection,
as I have a longing desire to see
I

The Myrza. however would not accept this kind invitation, but wrote
back, that Kamran had exacted from him a solemn vow, that he would not
you."

"

visit his

Majesty

till

he

first

had a

As the King was then employed
son,

Muhammed

battle with him."
in preparation for the circumcision of his

Akber, he at that time took no notice of

this insult,

but

ordered Caraja Beg and some other chiefs to proceed to Candahar, and
convoy from thence the Queen, Hemyd Banu Begum, that she might be
present on this joyful occasion.

During

this

time his Majesty employed

* Baber was buried at
Kabul, which had been his favourite residence,
f

He was

either a descendant of

Jengyz Khun or of Timur.
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himself in sporting on the river Baran,* and on his return encamped in a
large garden called Suret Khane, where grand preparations had been made
for this indispensable

The Queen having

ceremony.

arrived, the

number of stools were placed near
The King then mounted the throne, and

throne was raised, and a

it

and Nobility.

all the

royal

for the Princes

grandees
were seated according to their respective ranks. The Prince Akber was then
brought in, and circumcised according to the Mussulman law after which
;

dresses of

honour were conferred on

all

the chiefs,

and a sumptuous

enter-

tainment was given to them and all their attendants.
The King soon after found himself at leisure to think of Myrza Soliman's
in consequence of which he appointed Myr Muhammed Aly to be
affair
:

governor of Kabul, and marched out to the fort of Zuffer, where he mustered
The Myrza Soliman having
his forces, and thence proceeded to Anderab.

same time advanced, the contending armies met at the village of Tyrgeran, and a battle took place but, through the Divine favour, we gained
the victory, and the Myrza was compelled to flee.
at the

;

After this event his Majesty marched to Keshan, where he remained for

Immediately on quitting Keshan he was taken ill, and was
one day in so dangerous a state that he was insensible, and several of

three months.
for

the chiefs prepared to desert.
lion,

During

this

time Caraja

Khan

fearing a rebel-

But the Queen, although
personally attended the King, and having squeezed some

confined the Prince Askery in his house.

greatly distressed,

pomegranates, poured the juice into his mouth, which, through the grace of
God, restored him to his senses he then opened his eyes, and asked the
:

Queen what was the

state of affairs

greatest anxiety and perturbation.
" I
said to him,
feel much better

the

Khan came

out,

;

she told him, that every body was in the

He
;

therefore sent for Caraja

go and comfort

and informed the

my

chiefs that his

Khan, and

people."

On

this

Majesty was again

In a few days the King recovered, and returned to the fort
of Zuffer, whence he despatched Mehter Vasil, and some other officers, to

quite sensible.

bring from Kabul the tents and arms requisite for marching into Hindustan.
*

The

river

Baran

is

of wild fowl, page 153.

described by Baber, in his Memoirs, as abounding with fish and

all

kinds
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CHAPTER XX.
An Account

Kamran from Bhiker, and of his
A. H. 953.— A. D. 154G.

of the return of the Prince

by

surprise.

retaking

Kabul

Whilst the King was encamped at Zuffer, the Prince Kamran having
made forced marches from Bhiker, first took the fort of Tyry, and put out
the eyes of the governor he then took Ghizni, and slew its governor after;

;

wards he proceeded rapidly to Kabul, and having found the governor and
other officers off their guard, took the place by surprise, and either blinded
or put them to death

;

after

which he again got possession of the Prince

Muhammed Akber.
On hearing of these

lamentable events, the King made peace with Myrza
Soliman, and gave him the fort of Zuffer but Kundez, which was formerly
included in the district of Zuffer, he separated from it, and gave it to the
;

Prince Hindal

:

he then encouraged his army, and proceeded towards

Kabul; but several of the chiefs deserted, and joined Kamran.
When his Majesty had reached Talican it snowed heavily for several days,
which compelled him to halt at that place for some time but when the
;

weather cleared up he again marched, and having arrived at Kundez, was
hospitably entertained by the Prince Hindal.

At

this

time Caraja

Khan

represented to his Majesty, that, in consequence

of the desertion of the chiefs,

minds, and that

it

was

many

of the soldiers were wavering in their

encourage them.

requisite to

His Majesty therefore

went amongst the men, spoke kindly to them, and held out hopes to them
of better days and even I, the humble servant, successfully used my influ;

ence with some of the soldiers.
In short, the King having taken the route of the Chehar der (four gates),
proceeded towards Kabul it was then the depth of winter, and such a
we were
quantity of snow had fallen that the roads were quite blocked up ;
:

therefore obliged to

ram

the

snow well down

camels were enabled to move on.

When we

haran, news arrived that the Prince

;

after

which the horses and

reached the station of Chareh-

Kamran was

resolved to risk the conse-
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quences of another engagement we therefore marched on to Ama Khuatun.
Here the men were ordered to put on their armour, and we advanced in
Here his Majesty alighted, and
battle array till we came to Auret Chalak.
;

having finished his ablutions and prayers, performed some of the ceremonies
used in discovering omens, which he found to be auspicious he, therefore,
;

again mounted

and advanced.

When we

reached the villages of
the Afghans, Shyr Afgun made his appearance at the head of the advance
guard of the rebels, and was immediately attacked by a detachment under

command

his horse,

Whilst the two parties were warmly
engaged, his Majesty, perceiving that the young Prince was nearly left alone,
was about to proceed in person to his assistance but Caraja Khan requested
the

of the Prince Hindal.

;

and allow him to attack the enemy

would keep
and Caraja having charged the rebels, engaged in
the King consented
single combat with Shyr Afgun three cuts had been given on either side,
in the rear,

that his Majesty

;

;

:

when

the rebel chief

making a

violent lunge at his assailant,

horse; Caraja then rode over him, took
his Majesty,

who gave

him

prisoner,

fell

from his

and brought him to

orders that he should be taken care of; but Caraja

represented that the prisoner was a deserter and a rebel, and, therefore, ought
to be put to death : in consequence of this remonstrance he was beheaded,

and the

rest of his party fled.

thanked the

The King then lauded Prince Hindal, and

soldiers.

Shortly after this event information was brought that the Prince

Kamran

was again endeavouring to escape from Kabul ; his Majesty, therefore, gave
orders that small parties should be placed on every side of the fort to prewere also sent into the town to obtain intelligence.
The King then went and alighted at the tent of Caraja Khan, when mutual
tokens of friendship were exchanged.
vent his egress

At

this

spies

;

time the Prince

him

Kamran sent a message

to Caraja, " that he wished

he did not come, he should put his son, Sirdar
Beg, to death." Caraja represented the circumstance to the King, who said,
" if he
" I consider
does, I will be your son ;" to which the other replied,
each hair of your Majesty's head worth the life of a son."
to speak to

;

and that

if

The next morning, as soon as the sun
round the fort, and took post himself at

rose, the

King placed

the Eagle's

his troops all

Mount (Kuh Akabyn),
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which he ordered the great

fortress, after

Kamran having

threatened to expose the

to the fire of the

cannon, his Majesty forbade their
being used, but directed the troops to preserve a strict blockade.

Note.

—The long

contest between the

to a horrid catastrophe

it

King and Prince Kamran

is

very tiresome

but as

;

it

led

cannot be properly abridged.

CHAPTER

XXI.

Account of the escape of the Prince Kamran from Kabul, and of his Majesty again
A. D. 1547.
taking possession of it, with other occurrences of the time. A. H. 954.

—

After the fortress of Kabul had been besieged in this

manner

for three

months, the Prince Kamran, taking the advantage of a dark night, effected
his escape, and took the route of Zuffer.
The King then gained possession
of Kabul, but sent the Prince Hindal in pursuit of his brother

came up with the
back of a

me

man

refugee,

:* he

and was astonished

was about

Kamran, who

to seize

your prisoner the King will certainly take

gain by

that

?"

to find

The Prince was much

my

:

he shortly

him mounted on the

life,

"

you make
and what will you

cried out,

if

affected at seeing his brother in that

deplorable situation, presented him with a horse, and turned back.

The King, having been much incensed

against the inhabitants of

Kabul

be surprised by the rebels, permitted his troops
to plunder them for a whole night
after which a crier was sent round the
town to order them to desist, and that any person found plundering after
for allowing themselves to

;

that hour should be punished.

The Prince Kamran having arrived at Zuffer, attempted to take it, but
was repulsed by Soliman he therefore went and took refuge with the
Uzbegs, who having assisted him with troops, he returned and laid siege to
;

Kundez, now garrisoned by the Prince Hindal but having written a note
to Hindal, which fell into the hands of the Uzbegs, they suspected a collu;

*

It is related

not an

by Foster, or some other

uncommon mode

to their knots or

pads

:

of travelling.
it is

writer, that

The

through the province of Cashmire

this is

porters are very strong, and have small chairs fitted

said that a porter of

Bussora

will carry a pipe of

wine on his back.
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sion between the brothers,
in getting possession of

and

effected their retreat

;

thus

Kamran succeeded

Talican and Zuffer.

time an unfortunate difference took place between his Majesty
and Caraja Khan, the circumstances of which were nearly these one day

About

this

:

Caraja having urged the King to confer ten Tumans (the trifling sum of
ten pounds) on a certain officer, his Majesty consented
in consequence of
which Caraja wrote the Perwaneh (order) on the treasury but when it was
;

;

presented, the Diwan, Kuajeh Ghazy, refused payment, and represented to
" that as he was answerable for the
the King,
expences of the army, he,

any other person to interfere." The officer having
carried back the Perwaneh to Caraja, the latter remonstrated with the King,
therefore, could not allow

who

not taking any notice of the affair, a coolness ensued between them,
and Caraja endeavoured to seduce several other chiefs to desert with him to

Kamran.*

the Prince

His Majesty having received a hint of these circum-

and being very desirous of a reconciliation, ordered his son Akber
to go to Caraja and the other chiefs to make friends of them, and bring
them back with him but the eunuch, Amber, represented that such a misstances,

;

sion for the Prince
that they

might

would be derogatory

seize the

to the royal dignity, and, perhaps,

The King, therefore, sent a
requesting him to overlook what had

boy as a hostage.

message by another person to Caraja,
passed, and to feel assured that he had the greatest regard for him.
"
replied,

may

if

such

is

deliver over the

Diwan

Caraja

to me, that I

The King sent back another message to him, saying,
and deputy the Diwan is under your controul, and on

take satisfaction."

"

you are my vizier
some other opportunity you can
reconciled

to

him

the case, let

;

him

Caraja would not be
but, having persuaded two other chiefs and a party of Moghuls

accompany him, marched

When

;

call

off in full

to account."

armour.

unlucky affair was brought to the King, he
ordered out a party of cavalry, and pursued the deserters in person he came
up with them at a place called Ashter Keram, when a skirmish took place
but Caraja soon fled, and joined the Prince Kamran; on which his Majesty
intelligence of this

:

;

returned to Kabul.
*

Humayun seems

Scots was.

to have been similarly placed with regard to his chiefs as

Mary Queen

of
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Sultan Myrza. (probably a cousin of the
" Kamran is now

The Myrza

replied,

of Caraja and the other chiefs
puffed up with pride by the junction

whichever of you

first

pass the mountain of

The King immediately
first

said,

cross the mountain,

Hindu Kush

" Pride must have a

and be

victorious."

fall

He

;

will

if it

but

;

be successful."

please God, I will

then offered up prayers for

and on Tuesday having mounted, he proceeded to the station of
Auret Jalah, and despatched a messenger to Ghizneh to summon Hajy
his success,

Muhammed Keshky to

join

disaffected chiefs, waited

on

him

;

who, contrary to the wishes of the other

his Majesty.

CHAPTER
The King

seeks for an auspicious omen, and in consequence lays siege to the fort of
Talican, &c.

It

XXII.

was the custom of

his

A. H. 955.— A. D. 1548.

Majesty always to keep a Cock

awaking the servants early in the morning
white bird, and the King used frequently to feed it with
while his Majesty was standing in the Ewry, he said to
the purpose of

:

the will of fortune to favour me, the cock will

to

crow

;

it

Ewry,

for

was a beautiful

raisins

:

himself,

mount upon my

one day,
" if it is

shoulder,

and

an instant the bird flew on the King's shoulder, and
on which his Majesty was much pleased, took the cock in

evince his delight

began

in the

;"

in

and put a silver ring on its neck.
The next day we marched to Cara Bag, thence

his hands,

to

Keram, thence

to

Gul

Behar, thence to Penj sheher,* which is situated in a delightful valley,
abounding with all kinds of luxuries, the inhabitants of which are nearly

connected with the unbelievers, who wear black clothes (Syahposhan) but
From this place we again
it is considered as a dependency upon Kabul.
;

marched, and entered the mountains called Hindu Kush (the Hindu slayer)
the next day we got through the pass, and encamped on the banks of the

;

river

At

Bengy.
this place a messenger arrived from the Prince Hindal, bringing
* See Rennell's
Map of the places between Delhi and Candahar.

N

a letter
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and a present of some fine melons. The next day we marched
ing prayer, and continued our journey till after sun-set, when

after

morn-

intelligence

The Prince was about to
was brought that the Prince Hindal was
dismount to pay his respects, but the King requested he would not take the
trouble in short, they embraced on horseback, and the King spoke to him
arrived.

;

in the

most affectionate manner.

what was become of
"

Prince replied,

their

During their discourse his Majesty enquired
brother Kamran, and the other insurgents r the

that they were in possession of the fort of Zuffer."

travelling a great part of the night,

we halted on

After

the bank of the river

Helcana.

During the next day, the Prince Kamran, having made a forced march of
fifty miles from Zuffer, arrived, when a watch of the night had passed, in
front of our

encampment, where he drew up

day broke, the King ordered

his troops to

in battle array.

form into

line,

As soon

as the

and oppose the

enemy.

When Kamran saw

our army drawn out, he made a violent charge, but

was strenuously opposed by Hajy Muhammed Khan, who was posted on the
left of the King, but who was obliged to
I have heard that on
give away.
that occasion the Prince

Kamran

with his

own hand

clove the skull of one

of the Hajy's followers from the top of his head to the nose; in short, that

was routed, and Kamran's followers having obtained much booty,
with it to the fort of Talican, of which they had previously gained

division
retired

On

hearing of this event, his Majesty enquired what they had
done with the library, and was informed that it was quite safe.

possession.

In short, after the rout of our

own standard

to be unfurled,

left division,

and the

kettle

the King, having ordered his

drums

to be beaten,

advanced

person against Kamran, who being thereby terrified, made his retreat to
Talican.
His Majesty then advanced close under the walls of the fort, and
in

gave orders to put to death every follower of
but after several of them had been
prisoner
;

the remainder,

and

let

them

The King then encamped

Kamran
killed,

that should be taken

he had compassion on

go.

a grove at a short distance from the fort, and
wrote the following note to the Prince " Oh, my unkind brother, what are
in

:

"

you doing

?

every murder that

is

committed on

either side,

you

will

be
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mankind may
messenger, named K
errand, he

had read

Kamran.

Day

-

.»

When

was allowed

nd

.

the messenger

to enter,

he remained silent

it.

;

He

told

came

him

to carry the note to

to the fort,

and he delivered the

note.

and told

shall obtain the bride of the

known

verse

his

After the Prince

on which Nesyb requested an answer

Prince then repeated the following well
"
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^ement: come, and make peace, that
.died a
be no longer oppressed by our contest." H

for at the

•*

the Prince

N

the

:

;

kingdom who embraces

her

a*

edge of the sharp sword."
N
>yb then made his obeisance, came away, and reported the circumstance
to his Majesty.

The King then gave orders

to station the troops

and on

erect batteries at several places,

this occasion

round the
ordered

me

fort,

and

to

^the author)

one of them before he returned to that spot. His Majesty was
employed the whole night in fixing the batteries, after which he gave orders
to erect

For nearly two months a fire was kept up
.inst the fortress
at length Kamran being reduced to great extremit
made it known that if the King would send his Almoner into the fort, he
for the

guns

to be

mounted.

-

;

might there proclaim him as the rightful sovereign.
In consequence of this information, on the first Friday. Mulana Abd
Baky. the Smdder. went into the fort, and read the Khuthoh in his Majes:

al
-

name.

On

the following

c.

I

Khan, and the other

chiefs

who had

deserted,

came with quivers and swords tied about their necks, and threw themsel
at his Mailt. who was
On that night the
pleased to pardon them.
Prince Kamran made his escape from the fort, and halted on the hank oi
>

-

-

Hero he was attacked by the troops of Myrza Ibrahim
Hussyn. son of Soli man. King of Ridukhshan. and taken prisoner. On

the river Bengy.

hearing this circumstance, his Majesty sent an agent to Hussyn to demand
his prisoner
he also sent an honorary dress and several presents to Kamran.
:

all

of which he respectfully received; and having put on the dress, agreed

to wait

on the King, who

in the

mean time took

possession of Talican.
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CHAPTER
Of

XXIII.

the arrival of the Prince Kamran, the division of the country, and of the King's

return to Kahul.

When

the

A. H. 955.—A. D. 1548.

King was informed of the

intentions of

Kamran he was much

and gave orders that the chains should be taken off Myrza Askery,
who had remained in confinement since the indisposition of his Majesty.
pleased,

When

the Prince

Kamran

approached, orders were given to

all

the chiefs to

go out and meet him ; tents were also pitched for his reception, and the
bands of music stationed at the proper places to give notice of his arrival.

On

camp, he was carried to the tent of Prince Hindal
but without giving him time to sit down, he was informed he might proceed
As soon as
to the tent of audience, as the King was ready to receive him.
his first entering the

;

he stepped on the carpet of the royal pavilion, he took a handkerchief from
one of the attendants and tied it round his own neck (as an acknowledgement of his crimes) his Majesty, on seeing this, said, " oh my dear brother,
there is no necessity for this, throw off the handkerchief." The Prince then
;

made

three salutations, after which the

to sit

down on

his right hand.

King embraced him, and caused him
After he had made some excuses the King

" what has taken
place was a ceremonious meeting, now let
us meet as brothers ,-" they then reciprocally embraced each other : upon
arose,

and

said,

which the trumpets sounded, and the whole assembly were much delighted
a cup of sherbet was then brought, half of which was drank by the King,
:

the other half by the Prince

they then entered into familiar conversation.
After which the Princes Hindal and Askery were seated on the same carpet
;

with them, and the four brothers eat salt together
prayers for his Majesty's prosperity.

which were passed

On

The

feast

;*

they then offered up

was prolonged

for

two days,

in every kind of rejoicing.

King marched from Talican, with his three brothe fountains of Ashek Meshek, where they remained for a week

the following day the

thers, to

;

during which time the King made a division of the country between them
* This was considered as a renewal of their vows of
friendship.
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Kulab he assigned to the Princes
Kamran and Askery, burthened with a pension to Chaker Beg, one of the
generals of Kamran. The forts of Talican and ZufFer, with their dependenand the other

chiefs.

districts of

were given to Myrza Soliman, and that of Candahar to the Prince
Hindal. After this division they all took the vow of fealty, and were dis-

cies,

missed to their respective governments

;

and the King, having

the fort of Purian, which belonged to the Syahposhans, gave

it

first

in

taken

charge of

Mulk Aly, and then returned to Kabul.
Some time after this it was reported to the King that a dispute had taken
place between the Prince Kamran and Chaker Beg that the former had left
;

the country of Kulab,* but had previously inflicted a severe chastisement on
the latter. In consequence of this information, his Majesty sent

Myrza Shah

Sultan to reprimand Chaker Beg, but forwarded a letter to the Prince, inviting

him to come

to Kabul,

and that he would bestow on him a more

valuable district. The Myrza went and delivered the letter, but the Prince
" I have now abandoned the affairs
of this world, and have no wish for
said,

any further employment in it." Although this was his verbal answer,
heart was still full of deceit, and he meditated some other schemes.

The King, ignorant

his

of his brother's plans, resolved

province of Balkh, with an intention of making

it

upon conquering the
over to Kamran. With

view he marched, accompanied by the Prince Hindal, Myrza Soliman,
and a number of other chiefs towards Balkh, expecting that his brother
this

would join him on the

hope he was disappointed.
When the army reached the fort of Aybek, which was garrisoned by the
troops of Pyr Khan, the Uzbeg chief, the King laid siege to it; in a few days

and having found there the family of the Prince Kamran, sent them
Kabul of the Uzbeg prisoners, some he released, and some of them he

took
to

route, but in this

it

;

:

camp one of the chiefs, named Atabeg Beg, he took into his
own service, who strongly advised him not to proceed against Balkh, as he
kept in the

:

would thereby rouse the whole tribe of Uzbegs against him but the King
would not listen to his advice, and marched on. When the army arrived in
the neighbourhood of Balkh, some of the Uzbegs came out of the fort, and
;

* There
place.

is

a town called Tulab, mentioned

in

Baber's Memoirs, which

I

suspect

is

the

same
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engaged us, but in a short time were driven back. On this occasion the
Prince Hindal followed them as far as the stone bridge, and sent a message
to his Majesty,
city

by storm

;"

"

he would support him, they might then take the
" he would
attack the place
but the King refused, saying,
that

if

next morning."

During the night intelligence was brought that the faithless Kamran had
made a sudden march with an intention of again surprising Kabul. On
hearing of this news, the chiefs and soldiers, whose families had been left in
that fortress, were quite dismayed, which circumstance compelled the King

and being pursued by the Uzbegs, we were thrown
and the troops suffered exceedingly, but reached Kabul

to retreat in great haste

into great disorder,
in

;

time to avert Kamran's evil intentions.*

CHAPTER XXIV.
Battle of Kipchak, in which the

King was

severely wounded.

A. H. 957.

—A. D. 1550.

The King having again entered the city of Kabul remained there for three
months, when intelligence was brought to him that the Prince Kamran was
wandering about the country with bad intentions. His Majesty therefore having collected a few of his troops marched from Kabul. On the first
still

day he halted at Cara Bag ; the next he proceeded to Charehkaran, and on
the third reached the bank of the river Baran he continued his march to
:

the pass of Kipchak,

and came

to a river, over

which he swam

his horse.

On

not one of the chiefs followed him, but went up the bank till
" Oh
they found a ford; on which his Majesty, being angry, said,
ye blockheads when Shah Ismael of Persia threw his handkerchief down a preci-

this occasion

!

immediately precipitated themselves
after it, and were dashed to pieces: you have allowed me, your King, to
pass the river alone, and not a single soldier has followed me what good can
pice, twelve

thousand of

his followers

;

I

expect from such troops ?"

The King then consulted with Caraja Khan what was next
* Here follows a
long anecdote of Sultan
fortune, but

it is

omitted in the Translation.

Muhammed

to be

done

:

Ghiznevy, to evince the fickleness of
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" there are several
passes in this part of the country

replied,

advise your Majesty to secure them,

Prince Kamran, and put an end to

all

;

I

by which means we may seize the
farther commotion and disturbance."

In consequence of this advice the King sent off Hajy Muhammed, his
foster brother, with a division of the army to secure the pass of Syrtun,
while he with the remainder of the troops crossed the pass of Kipchak, and

encamped about a coss on the other side of it.
While in this situation, intelligence was brought that the Prince Kamran
was

and was forcing the pass. On this the King
a few hours was opposed by the Prince in a

in the rear of his Majesty,

re-entered the pass,

and

in

:

Muham-

short time several of the loyal chiefs were cut

down

med Amyn was

but the King presented him

with one of his

also rendered unserviceable

own

and said

led horses,

;

"

to him,

;

as

the horse of

I

know your

father

is

one of Kamran's confidential followers, you had better go and join him ;"
"
Amyn replied, I care not for my father; I will never quit your Majesty."

About

time one of the scoundrels of the enemy approached the King,
and struck him on the head with his sword, and was about to repeat the
"
blow, when his Majesty looking at him, said, you wretch ! how dare you r"
this

upon which the fellow

desisted,

and some other

officers

coming up,

led the

King out of the battle but he was so severely wounded, that he became
weak from loss of blood, and therefore threw off his Jubba* and gave it in
;

charge of an Abyssinian servant but the servant being obliged to make his
escape from the battle, threw away the Jubba, which having been found by
;

some of Kamran's

followers,

it

was brought to the Prince, who immediately

proclaimed that the King was killed.
At this time there only remained with his Majesty eleven persons, including servants, and the author of these pages. We therefore took him out of
the battle

ambling

;

and as

steed,

his

own

two of the

horse was unquiet,

chiefs supporting

we mounted him on a

him on

either side,

vouring to console him by anecdotes of former Princes
similar adversity,

the
*

and encouraged him to exert

enemy might pursue him.
A

coat,

made of very strong

sword, or a spent

ball.

On

hearing

this,

quilted silk or cotton, used as

and endea-

who had

himself, as

it

small

suffered

was probable

he resumed his fortitude,
armour

:

it

will turn the sharpest
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and proceeded towards the pass of Syrtun* On the march we were joined
by some of the chiefs, and at nightfall reached the entrance of Syrtun. As
it was then very cold, and his Majesty suffered much from weakness, a
sheep-skin cloak was brought and put on him.

In the morning we reached the top of the pass
warm, the King dismounted on the bank of the

wound

and as

;

river,

it

was then getting

performed

his ablu-

but as there was no carpet for prayer to be
found, the humble servant, Jouher, brought the cover of a stool of scarlet

tions,

and washed

his

;

and spread it for his Majesty, who knelt thereon, and performed
devotions, and sat down facing the Kibleh (Mecca).
cloth,

his

Muhammed came

up, and having made his
"
he was willing to offer his
salutation, walked round the King, and said,

While

in this situation Sultan

own life for the preservation of his Majesty's."
The King then enquired if he had any news

of the other division of the

he replied, " that

army ?
and would very
his horse the

shortly

Hajy

Hajy Muhammed, with his division, was coming,
join him
just as his Majesty had again mounted
by three hundred well equipped cavalry,
respects, and of congratulating the King on his

arrived, followed

had the honour of paying
narrow escape.

The King was

:

his

at this time suspicious of Sultan

Muhammed and some

he therefore resolved upon returning to Kabul. After riding for
some time, we arrived at Zohakmaran his Majesty then dismounted under
other chiefs

;

;

a

tree,

and calling

for

pen and

ink, he wrote a letter to his family, explaining

the circumstances of the battle, and his fortunate escape
followers also wrote to their families.

Muhammed and Shah Muhammed,
delivered

them

He

then sent off the

fortress against the attacks of the Prince
officers,

At

several of the
letters

by Hajy

with orders that as soon as they had

at Kabul, they should proceed to Ghizneh,

Having despatched these
Purwan, where he alighted.

:

and secure that

Kamran.

the King again mounted, and rode on to

only tent that could be procured was a small Shamianeh (canopy), sufficient only to skreen one person
under this his Majesty lay down and slept. In the morning the author of
this place the

;

these pages

awoke

his Majesty,
*

It is in

and told him

it

was the hour of morning

the vicinity of Bamian, or Alexandria.
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I

cannot bear to

had got some warm
ablutions, and said his

I represented that I

water ready for him he then arose, performed his
prayers. He afterwards mounted his horse, but had not ridden far when he
:

complained that the clotted blood on his clothes hurt him, and asked of the
servants if they had no Jameh (coat) they could lend him Behader Khan
" he had a
Jameh, but it was one his Majesty had discarded and
replied,
"
never mind that, bring
given to him, and he had worn it ;" the King said,
:

it :"

his

and gave the dress which was stained with blood to
humble servant Jouher, the Aftabchy, and said, "take care of this dress,
he then put

it

on,

and only wear it on holy days."
From Purwan we proceeded to Kehemrud, where Taher Muhammed had
the honour of paying his respects he had pitched an old tent for the King,
;

and had prepared an entertainment for him but the blockhead did not
bring any present, not even a spare dress. His Majesty ordered his followers
to partake of the dinner, but went himself to the edge of a fountain, where
;

they pitched an old tent, grimed with

smoke and

soot, for

him

;

but as there

was no necessary tent, the humble servant went and procured two hurdles,
which he fixed up as a privy. At this time an old woman came and offered
"
Majesty a pair of silk trowsers ; he said,
although these are not proper
for a man to wear, yet, as my own are defiled with blood, I will put them

his

He

on."

then enquired what the

woman had

and on being
demand any tribute from

for her support

informed, wrote an order to the Collector not to

;

her in future.

was now brought that a caravan of three hundred horses had
the King therefore ordered two of the chiefs to bring the horses to

Intelligence

arrived

;

"
they went and returned, saying, there were seventeen hundred more horses come ;" his Majesty said, " I will go and settle the business

him

to look at

:

myself:" he then mounted, and having given orders to secure the end of the
pass,
fully

which prevented the merchants from attempting to escape, they respectwaited on the King, and the senior of them having presented a bow

and nine arrows, offered up prayers for his success. After that the horses
were valued, and his Majesty gave the owners his bond for the amount
"
saying,

if it

please

God to give me the victory,
o

I

will

immediately pay you."
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The next day we marched

to Alenjeh,

which was then the residence of one

and remained there

of the wandering tribes,

for seven days, during

which

period the chief of the tribe daily presented his Majesty with sixty goats or
sheep, and sixty skins of buttermilk, which was distributed among the followers

:

the

King

also gave one or

more of the horses

to each of them.

We

then marched, and encamped on the banks of the river Bengy. Soon
"
after we were halted, a person came and called out,
O, people of the

can you give

me any

information respecting the King Humayun ?"
On hearing this, his Majesty desired that no answer should be given but
that they should enquire who he was, who had sent him, and what news he
" that he was sent
by Besal Alenky, of the tribe
brought the man replied,
of Beshy ; that it was reported there had been a battle between the King

caravan

!

;

:

and the Prince Kamran

had been wounded, and compelled
that the King's Jubba had been found in the jungle, and had
to retreat
been brought to the Prince, who was thereby convinced that the King was
;

that the former

;

no more."
His Majesty then ordered the
" do
you

know me

?"

the

man

man

"
replied,

yes, I

compliments to Besal Alenky, and
way to wait on me."

give

and asked him,
the King said, " go and

to be brought to him,

my

do

tell

;"

him,

when

I

come back

this

About mid-day his Majesty said to Hajy Muhammed, his foster brother,
we have a number of spare horses with us, I wish you to search for a

" as

and when you have found it, return and take me with you." The
aforesaid person went, and having found a ford, sent a message by his servant that he had done so, then crossed the river, and requested the King to
ford

;

follow

go,

;

but as he did not return himself as he was ordered,

to suspect that he also

had deserted

his

Majesty
however, mounted his horse,

began
and seeing me, made a signal for me to follow him after which we were
joined by Allah Kuly Khan. Nearly a watch of the night had passed when
we crossed the river, and were there met by Hajy Muhammed, and the re:

he,

;

mainder of the night was spent

in conversation.
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CHAPTER XXV.
Account of Myrza Kamran again getting possession of Kabul, and of the young Akber, &c.

A.H. 957.— A.D.

The next morning
Khenja

:

the King, having

1551.

mounted

his horse, rode to

Aulia

here the Prince Hindal also arrived, paid his respects, and offered

King all the insignia of nobility which he used after which we again
marched, and reached the fort of Anderab, where the King fixed his resito the

;

We

must now return

Kamran, who after
the next morning he made a long march,
the battle encamped at Charkeran
and appeared before Kabul. It must be recollected that when his Majesty
dence.

to the affairs of the Prince
;

Kabul he bestowed the government on Casim Aly, who had formerly
been a servant of Kamran's but, notwithstanding this circumstance, he for
left

;

some time refused

to give

up the

fortress, till

assured by

Kamran

that the

King was dead, who in proof thereof produced the Jubba or coat of mail in
consequence of which the Prince was allowed to enter the fort, and again
;

This news was brought to the King at
Anderab, but he was at the same time comforted by the junction of Soliman
take possession of the young Akber.

Myrza, of Badukhshan, and several other chiefs. After remaining a month
and twenty days at Anderab, intelligence was brought that the Prince
Kamran had left Kabul, and had entered the mountains of Hindu Kush, and
was laying the country waste.
oppose the rebels but he first
to take the oath of allegiance
;

The King then determined on marching to
assembled all his chiefs, and proposed to them
;

Hajy Muhammed Khan

said,

"

it

was also

incumbent on his Majesty to take the oath of confederacy ;" the Prince Hindal
" such a
" if the
said,
proceeding was highly improper ;" but the King said,
chiefs wished it, he would take the oath to satisfy them."
In short, the
oaths were ratified on both sides
the

King

;

and to give the ceremony more solemnity,

fasted all that day.

On Thursday
skirts of the

King marched from Anderab, and encamped on the
mountain Hindu Kush the next day he inarched to Penjchereh
the

;
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(now Penjsheher), thence to Shutergurden, where he found
Kamran drawn up to oppose him.

his brother

to avoid bloodshed, called Shah Sultan, and sent him
with a message to the Prince, saying, " that the district of Kabul was not

The King, anxious

worthy of contending for let us leave our families in the fort, and let us
join and invade Hindustan through the Lumghanat." The Prince was in;

clined to accept these terms, but the scoundrel Caraja dissuaded him, saying,
"

we

will rather be

the gates of Kabul than give

hung on

it

up."

Shah Sultan

returned withanegative to his proposition, and gave information against Caraja.
On this the King called a council of all his chiefs, and deliberated on

what were the measures most proper to be pursued. After the council broke
up, his Majesty gave orders that the troops should next morning put on
armour, mount their horses, and proceed to engage the enemy Myrza
Soliman commanded the right wing, and the Prince Hindal the left the
their

:

;

advance was led by Hajy
the

army

who was

Muhammed

(the King's foster brother)

:

but when

Hajy Muhammed,
Kamran, objected to engage on that

arrived within a short distance of the rebels,

suspected of intriguing with

day, and requested the

King

to postpone the contest

till

the following one.

consented to this proposal, and gave orders for the
army to halt, and encamp but several of the other chiefs came up, and

His Majesty at

first

;

" the
tents were a long way in the rear, that
measure, saying,
the day should not be lost, and we ought to engage." The King then agreed
that, as soon as he had performed his usual prayers, they should advance.

opposed

this

CHAPTER XXVI.
Defeat of the Prince Kamran, and the death of his counsellor Caraja Khan.

A. H. 958.—A. D. 1551-2.

The army

of

Kamran was drawn up on

a high

but his Majesty having
on them, the scoundrel (carabukht)

ordered his matchlock-men to open a fire
Caraja made a charge with his cavalry on our

hill

;

wing, and threw them
" of the
into disorder he again charged our right wing, when by the decree
Almighty, the disposer of all events," a ball struck him, and he fell lifeless
;

left
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soldiers seeing the wretch

loped up, cut off his head, and brought

it

fall,

to the King,

immediately gal" it should
said,

who

be hung on the gate of Kabul, to make good the words of the traitor." Soon
after this the Prince Kamran fled in great dismay, and was pursued by the

The Myrza Ibrahim was ordered immediately

Prinze Hindal.

to proceed to

but the King
Kabul, and Myrza Soliman to remain with his Majesty
marched the next day, and on the second day again entered Kabul in
triumph. But previous to the King's entering the fortress, he was met by
;

young Prince Akber

Majesty embraced the child, kissed his forehead
and eyebrows, returned thanks to the Almighty for his favour, and, in fact,
renewed the meeting of the Patriarch Jacob and his son Joseph.
the

;

his

After a short time intelligence was brought that the Prince
still

loitering

marched

between Kabul and the river Sind;

in that direction

;

Kamran was

his Majesty, therefore,

but when he arrived at Chekry was informed

had taken refuge with the Afghan chief, Muhammed Khelyl
resolved to push on to the territory of that chief. On arriving

that the Prince
he, therefore,

j

at a place called Cheperha, fearing the night attacks of the Afghans, he gave

orders to erect a redoubt, in order to defend the

attack

:

erecting

having fixed on a spot for the

fort,

army

against any sudden

the people were employed in

it.

During

this interval, while the

King and

his brother

Hindal were return-

ing to the camp, three deer passed by them, one of which was shot by

Abu

Mualy, the second escaped, but the Prince transfixed with an arrow the
the
third
it fell on its side, raised its large eyes to heaven, and expired
al

:

;

attendants were astonished at its motions, and said, " this antelope appears
to have laid its complaint before the redresser of all wrongs, may it turn out
well

!"

the Prince then proceeded, and joined his Majesty.

The following night
attack upon our

camp

the Prince
:

the

Kamran induced

King was

in the

the Afghans to

redoubt

;

make an

but the Prince Hindal

was actually going the rounds of the camp, and keeping the people on the
alert, when the assault commenced
having no other arms but the very bow
:

and arrow with which he had shot the antelope, he opposed the enemy but
in the furious onset of the Afghans he was soon cut down, and thus became
;

a martyr in defence of his Majesty.
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The Afghans were, however,

repelled

;

but when the

affair

was

over,

and

Majesty enquired for his brother Hindal, no person had the courage to
He then mounted the highest place of the ground, and called out
reply.
the name of his brother but, although surrounded by at least three hunhis

;

He

then ordered Abdal Vehab to go and
the messenger went but when returning was shot

dred persons, no one answered.
search for the Prince

;

;

by one of our matchlock men, who took him for an Afghan thus by mistake
he was also added to the number of martyrs. After that Abdal Hy was
;

sent,

On

and brought back the melancholy
hearing

it

the

King

intelligence.

instantly retreated to his tent, where he was over-

but the chiefs endeavoured to console him, by saying
that the Prince was blessed and happy in having thus fallen a martyr in the

whelmed with

grief,

service of his Majesty, for

anxious prayers.

From

whose long

this place

we

they joined in offering up their
marched, and took post in the fort of
life

Bysut, but the Afghans surrounded us on all sides and whenever they caught
hold of any of the Moghuls, plundered and put them to death they even
;

;

reproached us for not coming out to fight them.

CHAPTER

XXVII.

—

—

Account of the defeat of the Afghans of the flight of Prince Kamran of his taking
refuge with Sultan Adam, the Ghicker chief— of his being given up to the King, by
whose orders he was blinded- A. H. 960-1. A. D. 1552-3.

—

After

murmur

we had been
at

some days pent up in the fort, our chiefs began to
our want of exertion on which the King ordered out some spies
for

;

they returned with information that the Afghan chiefs were enjoying themselves with their respec-

to bring intelligence of the situation of the

tive clans

;

enemy

;

that they had no fears from his Majesty, and that they had

agreed that the Prince

Kamran should spend a week

with each of the clans

(cabyleh) in succession.

On hearing this report, his
Abu al Mualy, perfumed their
to be prepared for death

;

Majesty, the Prince Akber, and the general
heads, bathed, and said their Friday prayers,

and on the following morning, having mounted
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on the Afghans, who
twelve thousand were shortly dispersed, and

their horses, they sallied out with all their troops

although at least amounting to
left

an immense number of

women and

children

;

cattle

and sheep

but the Prince

in our hands, with

Kamran

again

made

some of their

his escape, re-

entered Hindustan, and sought refuge with Selim (son and successor of the

usurper Shyr Shah).
After this victory the King returned to Kabul,

bestowed largesses on

all

made

great rejoicings, and

the chiefs.

H. 962, A. D. 1554) his Majesty meditated the
invasion of Hindustan, and therefore took measures to secure the fortress of
Candahar (against the Persians) previous to setting out. About this time

The following year

(A.

the King received letters from Sultan Adam, chief of the Ghickers, stating,
" that the Prince Kamran was now in his
territory, and that if his Majesty

would take the trouble of coining

there,

he would give him up."

In consequence of this information the King immediately marched and
having entered the country of Bungish, first seized and put to death a pretended prophet, who was leading mankind astray by teaching them a false
;

which he proceeded to Dhencut (Deencote of the maps) he
then crossed the Nilab (Indus), and, after repeated marches, entered the
religion

after

;

;

territory of Sultan

Adam. When

arrived within ten coss of the residence of

he was met by an ambassador, who requested him to proceed he,
therefore, about mid-day reached Pirhala :* his Majesty then ordered tents
but the
to be pitched for the meeting between him and the Prince Kamran
this chief,

;

;

ambassador returned, and said, " that the Prince insisted upon the King's

coming further to meet him." On hearing this his Majesty was surprised,
and said, " after I have taken the trouble of coming so far, and have prepared
accommodation

for the interview,

it is

strange that he should delay the

visit

;"

were sent on another stage. At this place the
"
ambassador again returned, and said, the Prince was not yet satisfied, and
" after evenrequested the King would still advance ;" his Majesty replied,
but to gratify

ing prayers

About

him the

I will

this

do

tents

so."

time the Ghicker

came and paid

their respects.

Adam, attended by two others,
The King said, " Sultan Adam, you have

chief,

Sultan

* See
Edinburgh Gazetteer.
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"

I should
taken a long time to perform this ceremony ;" the Chief replied,
certainly have done myself the honour of waiting on your Majesty at the

Nilab, but I had a guest in my house, whom I could not leave (Kamran)
"
the King replied,
you have done right, that was of more consequence."

;"

Adam

Sultan

again repeated the Prince's request that the King would
but the Chief said, " the
his Majesty hesitated for some time

move on
Prince Kamran
;

advanced

to

;

you may do as you like." On this the King
the banks of the river (Rud Ab), and sat there on a bed or
is

my

prisoner

;

After about an hour of the night had passed the Prince arrived, and

couch.

advanced with great humility the King, however, received him graciously,
and pointed to him to sit down on the bed on his right hand his Majesty
;

;

then sat

hand

;

down on

Sultan

the bed also, having the

Adam, Abu

due order.

al

young Prince Akber on

Mualy, and the other

some time

his left

were also seated

chiefs,

Majesty called for a water melon, onethird of which he himself took, and divided it with his brother
another

in

After

his

;

third he gave between

Akber and Abu

Mualy, and the remaining third

al

between Terdy Beg and Sultan Adam. After this the Prince Kamran made
an apology in the name of several other chiefs for not having waited on the
"
King, but said they would do so next morning. His Majesty replied, very

them do so;" but Sultan Adam said, " as your Majesty has taken
the trouble of coming so far, it will be more respectful for them to wait on

well, let

you immediately :" he, therefore, sent off a messenger for them and the
chiefs having been introduced, were graciously received.
The King then
enquired if the tents were all pitched and being informed that they were,
having first distributed pawn to all the visitors, he mounted his horse and
;

;

rode to the encampment.

Preparations having been

made

for

an entertain-

ment, and public singers assembled, the whole night was passed in

and carousing.

Early

in the

morning, the

down to rest the Prince Kamran
The next night was also passed in
;

On
to

chief, after

On

which

I will

?

King

own

retired to his

tent,

and did the same.

festivity.

the following day the King's officers

do with the Prince Kamran

jollity

having said his prayers, lay

demanded of him what he meant

he replied, "

do whatever

is

let

deemed

the third day a grand entertainment

us

first satisfy

the Ghicker

proper."

was expressly given

to Sultan
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the standard, kettle-drums,

;

other insignia of royalty were conferred upon him

;

which he

after

was graciously dismissed.

On

the next day the business of

deration

;

and

it

was resolved

in the first place to

from him. Then the King ordered
Arif Beg, Aly Dust, Sydy

attend upon the Prince

you are sent
"
plied,

?"

I said,

your business

Myrza Kamran was taken

five

of his

Muhammed, and

own

remove

into consi-

all his

servants

people, viz. Khenjer Beg,

humble servant Jouher,

his

to

"

;

"

and he said to me, my boy, do you know where
yes and I know your Majesty's (wishes) :" he re;

is

to take care of the interior of the tent

;

you are

desired not to sleep for a moment."

In obedience to the King's orders, I
waited on the Prince about the hour of the second prayer he asked for a
;

carpet, for the purpose of kneeling

on

:

brought one, and spread

I

it

for

him.

In the evening he performed his devotions inside the tent. After that, he
"
"
said,
boy,* what is your name ?" I replied, my name is Jouher ;" he asked,
"
" do
?" I
a little ;"
know the art of

champooing (khademy)

you

replied,

yes,

"

how long have you been in the
then began to champoo him. He asked,
K
I have been nineteen years in his Majesty's
King's service ?" I replied,
"
"
yes :" he then
you are an old servant ;" I replied,
employ ;" he said,
I

asked me, " if I had ever been in the service of the Prince Askery ;" I an" I have fasted six
" no :" he then
said,
swered,
days, during this holy month
of Ramzan can you be my deputy for the remainder of the month r" I re;

"
plied,

I

can, but your highness will do

yourself; keep up your courage

it

;

do not allow melancholy anticipations to take possession of your heart :" he
"
then said, " do you think they will kill me ?" I replied, princes only understand the motives or intentions of princes

man

should commit suicide

passionate personage."

;

and

I

;

know

The night passed

but

this I

am

certain of, that

that his Majesty
in

this

is

no

a very com-

kind of melancholy

discourse.

Early in the morning the King marched towards Hindustan, but before
his departure determined that the Prince should be blinded, and gave orders

but the attendants on the Prince disputed among themselves
who was to perform the cruel act. Sultan Aly, the paymaster, ordered Aly

accordingly

;

* The word
ghulam,

may

be rendered either slave or boy.

P
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Dust

do

to

it

;

the other replied,

"

you

pay a Shah Rukhy

will not

(3s. 6d.)

any person without the King's directions ; therefore, why should I commit
this deed without a personal order from his Majesty ? perhaps to-morrow
to

the

King may

swer could

I

'

why

say,

give

?

did you put out the eyes of

depend upon

it

not do

I will

it

brother

my

?'

what an-

order."

by your

Thus

"

I will go and
they continued to quarrel for some time at length, I said,
inform the King." On which I, with two others, galloped after his Majesty
:

:

when we came up with him, Aly Dust said, in the Jagtay Turky language,
"
no one will perform the business." The King replied in the same language,
abused him, and

"
said,

After receiving this

why

don't

you do

it

yourself?"

command, we returned

to the Prince,

and Ghulam

Aly represented to him in a respectful and a condoling manner that he had
" I would rather
received positive orders to blind him; the Prince replied,

you would at once

kill

me ;" Ghulam Aly

"
said,

we dare not exceed our

he then twisted a handkerchief up as a ball for thrusting into the
mouth, and he with the Ferash seizing the Prince by the hands, pulled him
orders

:"

out of the tent, laid him

down and

thrust a lancet (Neshter) into his eyes

This they repeated at least fifty times but he
bore the torture in a manly manner, and did not utter a single groan, except
when one of the men who was sitting on his knees pressed him ; he then
"
to
sit
do
knees f what is the use of
(such was the will of God).

why

said,

pain

upon

you

This was

?"

all

;

my

adding

he said, and acted with great courage,

till

my

they squeezed

some (lemon) juice and salt into the sockets of his eyes he then could not
" O
forbear, and called out,
Lord, O Lord, my God, whatever sins I may
have committed have been amply punished in this world, have compassion
;

on me

in the next." *

After

some time he was placed on horseback, and we proceeded

planted by the Emperor Firoz Shah, where,

and

after a short period again

being very hot, we alighted

mounted, and arrived

Prince was lodged in the tent of

The Author

it

Myr

to a grove

in the

camp, when

;

the

Cassim.

of these pages seeing the Prince in such pain and distress,

* The usual mode of
over the
blinding Princes was, by passing a hot Myl (needle or bodkin)
pupil of the eye, which did not give
that

it

was done by antimony.

much

pain.

Ferishta and Abul Fazil both erroneously state
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therefore went to

my own

tent,

and

sat

King having seen me, sent Jan Muif the husiness I had been
hammed, the librarian, to
employed on
was finished, and why I had returned without orders r" the humble servant

down

in

mood
ask me

a very melancholy

:

the

"

" that the business I had been sent on
was quite completed ;*
"
his Majesty then said,
he need not go back, let him get the water ready
represented,

for

me

to hathe."

The next day we inarched, and entered the territory of the chief, Piraneh
Januah. The aforesaid Piraneh came and paid his respects to the King
;

but Sultan
it

was so;

about

Adam

having requested that the country might be given to him,

Majesty then entered the country of Raja Sunker, plundered
of the villages, and took a number of captives but these were
his

fifty

;

released upon paying a certain ransom,

by which the army gained consider-

able wealth.

The King now resolved on going

Cashmire

to

;

but the chiefs

"
said,

this

not a proper season for going to such a country as Cashmire;" the King
was, however, obstinate, and Abu al Mualy shot one of the refractory Moghul

is

an arrow, and ordered the others to march on which several of
the nobles seeing the determination of his Majesty, went and complained to
chiefs with

to Sultan

;

Adam, who immediately came

to the King,

and

falling at his feet,

requested him to forego his intention, assuring him that Islam Khan Sur* was
advancing into the Punjab, and that the Afghans, who had for some time

abandoned the

fort of

Rhotas and crossed the Behut

again taken possession of that district

;

river,

had returned and

he, therefore, advised his

Majesty to

return for the present to Kabul and Candahar, and having there recruited

army, he might next year come back and enter Hindustan or Cashmire
but in the mean time to place the river Sind between him and his enemies,

his

and

;

trust to Providence for the furtherance of his wishes.
* Sultan Selim.
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CHAPTER

XXVIII.

Return of the King to Kabul, and of his granting permission to the Prince Kamran
proceed on a pilgrimage to Mecca, &c. A. H. 961. A. D. 1553.

to

—

Adam

having represented to his Majesty that the inhabitants of
that part of the country were suffering much from the presence of his army,
requested that he would issue orders for them to march immediately to the
Sultan

westward. In consequence of

this representation, the public crier*

round to proclaim the orders, and we accordingly marched

to the

was

sent

banks of

King gave permission for the Prince Kamran
to proceed (by way of Tattah) to the pilgrimage of Mecca :-|- after which we
crossed the river, and having reached Pyshavur, the King gave orders for
erecting a fortress at that place and although the chiefs grumbled at keepAt

the Nilab.

this place the

;

Majesty persevered, and the foundation
of the fortress having been marked out that very day, it was finished in a
week and as the grain was still standing in the fields, he ordered it to be
ing the

army

longer in the field, his

;

The Khutbeh was then read

due form,
and the command of the place was given to Sekunder Khan, an Uzbeg, and
a dress of honour conferred on him.
cut

down and

stored in the fort.

army again marched, and

After the second prayers the
after happily arrived at

and passed the new

Some time
for three

Kabul

year's

day

;

Majesty soon

he took up his residence in the upper

in great festivity

King marched

after this the

months

:

his

in

to

and

fort,

rejoicing.

Candahar, and remained there

he then returned towards Kabul

;

Byram Khan accomway between Ghizneh

panied him as far as the river Turung, which is half
and Candahar, and then returned to his garrison but previous to his departure it was settled that, as soon as the winter should be over, he would come
;

to Kabul,

About
in

and from thence attend

this period

Ghizneh was

Hajy

his

Majesty on the invasion of India.

Muhammed

dissatisfied

;

(the foster brother)

and, although the King took measures to recon-

* The mode of
issuing orders by the Orientals,

t

He

who commanded

died near Mecca, A.

H. 964. A. D. 1557-
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him he was not contented, and a coldness continued between them but
when his Majesty made an excursion through the Lungham district, the

cile

;

Hajy broke the kettle-drums, standards, and other

insignia of nobility

which

had been conferred on him, as a proof of his disrespect. On hearing this,
the King sent and confined the Hajy and his brother, Shah Muhammed, and
"
said to them, with great temper,

do you write out a list of all your merits,
and I will write your demerits, and let us see which preponderate if your
claims on me are more weighty than your transgressions against me, I will
;

forgive

you

if

but,

;

the contrary, I will not only dismiss you from

my

ser-

but put you to death." In short, they made out a list of their claims
on the King, and he wrote an account of their faults and, as the latter
vice,

;

predominated, he ordered them both
be

first

to be confined,

and afterwards

to

slain.

His Majesty then returned to Kabul, but frequently went to amuse himself in hawking and fishing on the river Baran and in other places with his
companions. During this period he sent letters to Samerkund, Bokhara,

and other towns, inviting the chiefs and warriors to accompany him on his
invasion of Hindustan to some of the chiefs he sent presents, and letters
:

explanatory of his intentions, with prayers for their combined success.

CHAPTER XXIX.
Account of the King's invasion of Hindustan, and of
A. H. 962.—A. D. 1554-5.

regaining that empire.

his

Verse.

"

O, wise

man

!

the sphere of fortune

is

always revolving it is constantly
Pleasure does not endure for ever,
:

interchanging grief and happiness.
neither does pain continue to the end of time."

When

every thing was arranged for the King's departure he quitted Kabul,

and marched

to Jellalabad

santly floated

down

and sent
* These

off

;

he there embarked on a

the river to Pyshavur.

Here he halted

an express to Sultan Adam, the Ghicker

rafts are frequently

mentioned

in

Baber's

raft,*

Memoirs

timber and reeds, or of the latter supported on skins distended by

:

chief,

and was

plea-

two days,
informing him of
for

they were composed either of
air

:

they are called Jalehs.
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proceedings and further intentions. After that, by repeated marches the
royal array reached the western bank of the Nilab (Indus). It was on the
his

day of the month when the army crossed the river and just as his Majesty passed over, I, the humble servant, saw the new moon, and immediately
last

;

congratulated his Majesty on this auspicious event;
crossed the river, and having re-entered the

moment

of the

new moon's appearance

;

the

kingdom
King

also of his having

of Hindustan at the

"
replied,

God be praised,

This he repeated three times. Amen.
After the troops had all passed the river, we continued our march day
At this place his Majesty
after day till we entered the district of Pirhala.
"
and have the Prince Akber bathed and
his humble

may

it

be propitious

said to

!"

servant,

dressed, and bring him

go,

In obedience to the royal order, I went and
" I cannot
delivered the message to the Prince, who said,
bathe, nor appear
"
naked before you."* I replied, if your Royal Highness pleases, I will call
" call him." After
having bathed (in private)
your valet, Refyk ;" he said,
hither."

he put on a new dress, and

I

accompanied him

to the King.

arrived his Majesty was sitting, facing the setting

Prince to

down

sit

opposite

him

;

moon

;

When we

he ordered the

he then read some verses of the Koran,

end of each verse breathed on the Prince, and was so delighted
and happy, it might be said that he had then acquired all the good fortune
of this world, and the blessings of the next. His Majesty then continued his

and

at the

journey, and

when we

arrived at the distance of four coss from the Pirhala,

he alighted.

The next day the King gave an order for a mustering of every description
of his followers, and said he would commence with the Eivry department.
In compliance with this order the humble servant Jouher, and the other
persons belonging to the department, having dressed and

armed

ourselves,

stood in a rank before the King, who having looked at us was much pleased,
and said, " I consider this review as an auspicious omen ;" on which, we all
offered

We

up prayers

then marched towards the river

within four coss of
* The
related of

Muhammedans
them

in

and happiness. Amen, Amen.
Chunab and when we had arrived

for his Majesty's success

its

bank, we came

;

to a hill or high ground,

are very scrupulous on this head,

consequence.

The Prince was then

on which the

and some extraordinary anecdotes are

thirteen years of age.
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King directed

his tents to

Ill

be pitched, and the dinner to be served.

Khan Khanan, Byram Khan, and some

dinner he ordered the

After

other chiefs

with their troops to proceed towards Jallindhar, and ascertain whether the
Afghans were still in these districts if they were found, the chiefs were to
;

they were to push on, cross the
His Majesty at the same
river Sutlege, and enter the district of Sirhind.
time directed his secretary, his chamberlain, and several of the domestics to
return and inform

Majesty; but

his

if not,

proceed to Lahore, and make preparations for his arrival in that

named Herbay, came

a servant

this,

place, that all his family

were there, and that

him permission, he would go on and make
"

you go, who is
"
and the chief eunuch replied,

King

replied,

bottle."

go, but I

charge of

The

if

On

Majesty would grant

inquiries respecting

my

to earn.-

if his

water bottle

•"

them

;"

the

the paymaster

Futteh Allah, will carry the

his brother,

" he
His Majesty did not approve this arrangement, but said,
may
he then ordered me to take
will give the bottle to another person
:''

it.

aforesaid

Herbay having gone some

distance, said to himself,

"

if

once given in charge to another attendant, God knows wheshall ever get it back again."* Having thus reflected, he repented of

the bottle

ther I

is

what he had done, and during the night returned
entrusted to me, I thought

gave

city.

and said, " that Lahore was his birth-

it

up.

it

;

but as the bottle had been

I
requisite to ask the King's permission before

I therefore said to his

Majesty, "is

it

your royal pleasure, that

I

shall continue in the Abdur Khuneh (water house), or inthe-E/cn/?" he replied,

"

you are

to remain in the latter, but

china cup, a jug with a

you are not

to allow

lid,

remember you

and the water

any other person to

are always to keep a

bottle in your
offer

me

own

possession

;

water to drink without

your seal being affixed; don't permit the bottle to remain empty during the
night when you give me to drink, pour the water into the china cup, and
;

on the

march have the

kindly instructed
ing,

;

but, as

when we were about

for the bottle,
*

me

bottle

It

may

the bottle

is

and

I

gave

to
it

on the horse with you."

mankind

is

his

Majesty

ever liable to error, the next morn-

march, Herbay having returned, asked me
to him when we were all mounted, and the
;

be unnecessary to add, that the office of bottle carrier

made

Thus

of leather, and called Keruty.

is

a very confidential situation

:
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hands of Herbay, he was very angry, and when
two blows on the side of the head, and said, " whenever

King saw the

bottle in the

he alighted gave me
I again confer an employment on you, beware not to resign
With this reprimand he graciously forgave me.

The

chiefs that

where they plundered

The King

the property of the

all

district of Sirhind,

Afghan

chief,

Tatar Khan.

mean time having arrived at Kullanur (Callanore of the
there for some days during which time his Majesty and Abu
;

Mualy agreed

were not

any body."

in the

maps), halted
al

to

had been sent towards Jallindhar having crossed the

and passed through Machwareh, entered the

Sutlege,

it

to enter the northern range of hills

satisfied to

do

but being afraid to

so,

the chiefs, however,

;

tell their

opinion to the King,

was highly impolitic
they employed me (Jouher) to explain to him, that
to lose time by making excursions, when more important business was in
it

hand.
orders

I

did so
the

;"

;

but concluded by saying,

King

"
replied,

very well,

was immediately given, and we

When

the

set

I will

"

they were willing to obey his

go back to Lahore." The order

out for that

King arrived within ten

city.

coss of Lahore, all the Syeds

and

prin-

by Shykh Abd Allah, came out to meet his
there were two parties in the place, headed by Mukhdum-

cipal people of the city, led

Majesty but as
al-Mulk and Myan-Hajy-Mehdy (religious persons), he had some
in reconciling them.
;

The King then entered

difficulty

the city in state, and a few days afterwards
his followers

made
to the

a division of the appointments of the province

among

humble servant Jouher was assigned the

Pergunnah of
Majesty called me, and said,

"

but previous to

collection of the

departure his
young man, listen to this story as a piece of advice."

Hybetpiir

;

my

:

A

Moghul having

received an appointment,* began his supposed duty by snatching a blanket
from the shoulders of a citizen, and upon the man's remonstrating, said,

"

you scoundrel, don't you know that

have been sent by Government to
" I am aware of
collect."
On receiving this hint, I said,
my own unfitness
for public employment, but trust that through your Majesty's favour, and
having had the honour for so many years of pouring water on the royal
hands,

I shall

I

not discredit the appointment to which

I

have been nominated ;"

* The
Moghuls are made the butts of numerous anecdotes.
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King

"

good produces good, and

replied,

my obeisance.
When arrived

in the

Afghan farmers

the

bankers for

Pergunnah,

I
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evil causes evil."

found that

it

then

I

had been the custom of

Hindu

to give their wives or children in pledge to the

money advanced on account

made

of the collections

;

therefore, the

did was to collect all the grain that had been hidden in dry wells
and other places, and having sold it, paid the bankers, and liberated the
first

thing

I

On

families of the peasants.

pleased,

and promoted me

Afghan

chief,

hearing of this

affair his

Majesty was

much

to the collectorship of the villages belonging to the

Tatar Khan Lody.*

CHAPTER XXX.
Of the

battle

between Omer Khanf Ghicker and the imperial general
A. H. 962.— A. D. 1555.

Abu

al

Mualy.

Information having been brought to the King that Omer Khan Ghicker
having collected a very large force at Fyruzpiir, which is situated at the
the
junction of the Beyah and Sutlege rivers, with an intention of joining

Afghan Emperor Sekunder, his Majesty called a council of his officers, in
which it was determined to attack the Ghickers. In consequence of this
resolution, a detachment under the command of Shah Abu al Mualy was
sent against them.

The contending

parties

met

in the

Pergunnah of Chuhy

:

number, while the royal forces
consisted only of eight hundred cavalry, and a very furious battle took
the Afghan general charged with such impetuosity on Abu al Mualy,
place
the

enemy were about twelve thousand

in

;

that he nearly

that a brave

fell

from

Moghul

his horse,

and would have been

soldier having placed a small

drum on

of a helmet, called out the war cry Allah Akber (God

on

Omer Khan

slain,

is

with such violence as to unhorse him

;

his

were

it

not

head instead

greatest),

and rushed

on seeing which the

This was his Majesty's^rrf victory since his re-enis taken into
tering Hindustan, and if the disproportion of the numbers

Afghans took to

flight.

* Abul Fazil mentions his
appointment. See Price's
t

By

other historians he

X See Dow's Hindostan,

is

called

vol.

ii.

Shah baz Khan.

page 19".

Q

Muhammedan

History, vol.

iii.

page 923.
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it

account,

will

be evident that we were indebted to the grace of

God

for

our success.

When

the letters announcing this victory were received, his Majesty an-

swered them, with hearty thanks to the army, and a promise of promotion
he also ordered
to all who had distinguished themselves on the occasion
;

Afghan prisoners should be collected, and sent to him but a
named Ferhad Khan, having represented to his Majesty that he had

that all the
chief,

;

promised not to detain any prisoners, he commanded that they should
be released.

all

CHAPTER XXXI.
An

account of the victory gained by the royal army at Machwareh.

A. H. 962.— A. D. 1555.

were received from the Khan Khanan, Byram
Khan, then at Sirhind, stating that the enemy who had at first retreated were
now advancing in very great force against him, under the command of the

Soon

after this time letters

Afghan generals, Tatar Khan and Hybet Khan, and requested orders
conduct

" have
his Majesty replied,
you not heard that

:

Shah Abu

my

young

for his

general,

Mualy, with only eight hundred horse, has defeated twelve
thousand of the enemy, why should you ask for further orders ? do as he

On

did."

al

receipt of this reprimand, all the chiefs resolved to exert them-

selves to the utmost.

time the Afghans, being puffed up with pride and self-sufficiency, marked out a ford across the Sutlege, opposite to the town of Machwareh, with an intention of crossing the river and of annihilating our small

About

army

;

this

but

Byram Khan,

trusting in the divine protection,

and the good

for-

tune of his Majesty, crossed the river by the very ford the Afghans had

marked

out,

and the enemy having

in their retreat set fire to

enabled our troops by the light of the
thus by the grace of

God we

After this success our

Khanan

fires

to pierce

some

villages

them with our arrows

:

obtained a second victory.

army advanced

to Sirhind;

from thence the Khan

sent letters to inform his Majesty that Sultan Sekunder, the

emperor, was advancing with an army of eighty thousand

Afghan

horse, while his
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amounted only

As
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was impossible for
he requested the King would

to seven or eight hundred.

to contend against so great a superiority,

it

advance to his assistance, or allow him to retreat and form a junction. On
" be
patient only for two days,
receipt of these letters his Majesty wrote,
Accordingly the King crossed the Sutlege at Machwareh, and on the next day joined the army at Sirhind.

and

I will join

you."

The Afghan Emperor advanced
our army

It

same

time,

and encamped opposite

he then said to his courtiers, what presumption it is in the King
to oppose our army of eighty thousand horse with only five

;

Humayun
thousand

at the

!"

now becomes

concerned.

It

requisite to

mention an event

has been stated, that

when

the

in

which

I

was personally

King took possession

of

Lahore, he appointed collectors to each of the districts of that province
thus when our army had crossed the river Sutlege, we were left without any
:

consequence of which a body of four hundred Afghans
entered the province of Lahore, and began to plunder all around. When
this intelligence reached the collectors,* we consulted together on what was
military support

be done.

to

I

in

;

advised that

we should assemble every man bearing arms

that

good fortune of his Majesty and the Divine
This measure being agreed to, we
favour, advance against the plunderers.
appointed Jellal Sunbuly, a brave and active young man, to lead our advanced

we

could,

and

trusting to the

guard, and having assembled about four hundred men, we crossed the river
Zengy-sar during the night ; ind at the dawn of day having taken the

and led on by the gallant Jellal Sunbuly, we made a
vigorous attack on them, and through the good fortune of his Majesty, completely defeated them, and took five of their chiefs prisoners.

Afghans by

surprise,

We

then wrote an account of these transactions to the King, and said,
your slaves have gained a victory over the enemy, and hope it will be a
harbinger of your Majesty's conquest of the Afghan Emperor ;" in answer

"

to this letter

we

received a most gracious firman, approving our conduct,

and desiring us to keep the prisoners

till

the end of the war,

when

their fate

should be decided.
* Abul Fazil states that Ferhad

Baboos Beg

Amyn

Khan was

appointed Foujdar (military governor) of the Penjab,

(superintendant of the revenue), and Mehter Jouher (treasurer).
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CHAPTER XXXII.
Of the

victory gained

by the King at Sirhind,* and the flight of the Afghan Emperor,
Sekunder Sur. A. H. 962.—A. D. 1555.

for nearly a month encamped
"
we must employ the same means
opposite each other, his Majesty said,
against the Afghan Emperor that I did against Sultan Behader of Gujerat,

The contending' armies having continued

that

is,

to cut off his supplies of grain

of this determination, Terdy

and other

provisions." In consequence

Beg Khan was ordered with

his division to effect

He

accordingly marched, and having fallen in with a brother
of the Emperor Sekunder Sur, slew him, took all his insignia of nobility,
this

measure.

and sent them

to his Majesty.

After this event the two armies drew up opposite each other
retained the

command

Khan Khanan (Lord

;

his

Majesty

of one division, the second division was led by the

of Lords), the third by Shah

Abu

al

Mualy, and the

by Sekunder Khan, the Uzbeg. The Afghan Emperor considering
that the strongest part of our line was that commanded by the Khan Khanan,
fourth

made a
ment

furious attack

in his front,

upon

it;

but the

Khan having thrown up an

merely stood on the defensive.

During

entrench-

time

this

his

Majesty was employed in prayer, and a report having been brought that the
Khan Khanan was killed, he sent off a special messenger to ascertain the

and when informed that the report was groundless, returned thanks
God for it. He then ordered Shah Abu al Mualy and Terdy Beg to

truth
to

;

wheel round the Afghans and make an attack on their

engaged

in front.

By

the favour of the Almighty,

rear, while they

who

in a

were

moment can

convert a beggar to a king, and change a king into a beggar, and his
Majesty's good fortune, this manoeuvre was skilfully executed, and in a short

time the Afghan army took to

flight,

and

his

Majesty obtained a decisive

victory.

(Here follow a number of verses from the poet Nekhsheby .)
After this victory his Majesty proceeded towards Dehly; but
* See
Edinburgh Gazetteer.

it

having
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been ascertained that the Emperor Sekunder had taken refuge in the northern
hills of the Penjab, orders were given to Shah Abu al Mualy to march to
Jallindher and watch the motions of the fugitive; but the aforesaid chief

not content with literally obeying his orders, afterwards proceeded to
Lahore, where he took upon himself the command of the province, thereby

superseding the officers

As

left in

charge by his Majesty.*

had received positive orders from the King to procure intelligence of
every thing that was going on, even as far distant as Candahar and Kabul, I
I

therefore sent spies into the

camp

of the

Afghan Emperor, who brought me

information that Sekunder having seized upon
find,

idle

was recruiting

his

all

the treasure he could

army by employing a number of archers, and every

person he could collect, and was encamped in the vicinity of the fortress

of Mankut.

therefore,

I,

communicated

Mualy, who having consulted with

Shah Abu

this information to

al

on marching against

his chiefs, resolved

the Afghans.

But, as

I

was aware of the

inferiority of

our numbers,

conjured the

I

chiefs not to think of

moving until provided with (Arabeh) carriages they
listened to my advice, and I immediately ordered a quantity of timber which
had been brought for repairing the fort to be sawn up, and made into coarse
carriages

;

:

I further said,

some of the hooks and
which

in fact

short,

we made

is

a

here are a

links, the

number of

remainder

old chains will answer for

may

be

made

of raw leather,

better for fastening the carriages together than iron

number

:

in

of these carriages sufficient to surround the troops,

and prevent the enemy from charging on them. Then the humble servant
Jouher, in order to forward his Majesty's service, procured 300 bows, 300
quivers full of arrows, 300 spears, 250 shields, 50

30 maunds of lead

for bullets.

I also

maunds of gunpowder, and

presented the General

with a coat of mail, and other equipments, with

all

Abu

al

of which he was

Mualy

much

and spoke very highly of my useful exertions he even said," I did
not suppose that you had been a person of so much ability whenever I

pleased,

;

;

shall see the

manner."

He

King, I will not fail to recommend you in the strongest
then distributed the above-mentioned articles to such of the

troops as required them.
* Abul Fazil
says that

Abu

al

Mualy was appointed Governor of

the Penjab.
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the
the

hundred Moghul

came from beyond
river Oxus to seek for employment
but as very few of them were armed,
General consulted me what he should do with them I said, " give each

About

time nearly

this

five

soldiers

;

;

them a bow and a quiver of arrows, and advance them a small sum of
money to support them for a month, by which time the business with the
of

Afghans

be

will

settled."

He

took

my

advice,

and having advanced the

to the

Moghuls, they joined the army as volunteers.
After this the General advanced by easy marches towards the Emperor
Sekunder, and every night surrounded his camp, with the carriages chained

money

or tied together with leathern ropes, or with entrenchments.

happened, that during Abu al Mualy's residence at Lahore, he had
frequently talked in a very presumptuous and independent manner, which
It so

raised suspicions against him, of which the officers in charge of the district

thought proper to acquaint the King, and advised him either to return in
In purperson, or to nominate some other General to the command.
suance of this information his Majesty immediately appointed the Prince

Muhammed Akber* and Byram Khan

to

command

the

army

against the

Emperor Sekunder in consequence of which, upon their arrival at Sirhind,
a number of the chiefs quitted Abu al Mualy's army and joined the Prince,
;

which of course put an end to the General's operations against Sekunder,
and his own ambitious projects. Abu al Mualy therefore wrote a complaint
against these chiefs to the King, in which he mentioned that he had reduced

Afghan Emperor to great straits, and should certainly have captured
him, had not the chiefs before mentioned deserted him. He at the same
the

time sent an Arzy (representation) to the Prince and
his grievances,

and urging them

enemy were now cooped up
the

of

army and

all

to

Byram Khan

these particulars, said he

the Penjab, but should order

Byram Khan,

stating

finish the business, as the

at the foot of the hills,

return to Lahore.-j-

Having obtained

advance and

but that he should leave

also informed his Majesty

would immediately proceed with the army

Abu

al

Mualy

to

to return to the royal presence.

copies of the King's answers to these petitions, I subjoin

them.
* See Price's

Muhammedan

t In answer to this

letter,

History, vol.

the Prince and

iii.

page 933.

Byram Khan wrote

to

him a joint letter,

viz.

" Your
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:

"

"

son was duly received, and what

you wrote respecting the misconduct of certain

chiefs

was understood.

" Please
God, when they rejoin me, I will order their conduct to be inquired
"
into, and punish them according to their deserts ; do you return to me
"

immediately."

Khan Khanan he wrote
Be it known to my faithful Generalissimo Byram Khan, Khan Khanan,
" that letters have been received from our
(adopted) son Abu al Mualy,*
To

the

:

"

"

of the enemy why don't you adstating that he had cleared the country
" vance more
quickly to his assistance ?"
On the very day that Abu al Mualy received the King's letter, an ambas;

sador (Aylchy) of the Khan Khanan arrived at Lahore, and said to the
"
General,
you have come here without any good reason, you must proceed
" I will set off
instantly;
immediately to the King;" the General replied,
" we have
call the other chiefs who came with me." Ishmael Sultan said,

marched fourteen

coss this

evening, and heavy rain

is

morning, and are much tired besides, it is now
coming on if approved, we will set off early in
;

;

This being agreed on, they consulted who was to entertain
Khanan's ambassador, and determined that Jouher was the proper

the morning."
the

Khan

person, as being one of the officers of Lahore.

In consequence, I took the

manner. The
agent to my house, and entertained him in a most hospitable
next morning, accompanied by Abu al Mualy and the other chiefs, he set off
to join his Majesty.
"
"

letter safely arrived,

and

its

contents were understood

;

do you come quickly here,

you must proceed and join his Majesty. We will very shortly enter
* He was a
Syed, and a great favourite of the King's.

that country."

after

which
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CHAPTER

XXXIII.

Account of the death of his Majesty, who now dwells in Paradise, and the ascending the
Throne by his Majesty Jellal addyn Akber. A. H. 963.—A. D. 1556.

When Shah Abu

al

Mualy

quitted Lahore, he only

marched the

first

day

two days he then proceeded
and reached Calanore, where he was met by the Prince Akber and the Khan
Khanan, attended by a number of chiefs, and reciprocal visits were interas far as the King's palace, there he halted for

changed, and a reconciliation took place

;

;

but while the armies were en-

camped here, the melancholy intelligence arrived that the King Humayun
had drunk of the last cup from the hands of the Angel of Death.
[Quotation from the Koran.]
Every soul shall taste of death death is decreed to every man
when it arrives, he can neither hasten it, nor delay it a single hour.
"

;

God we came, and

to

him we must

;

and

From

return."

This event happened at Dehly on the 11th of the month

Rubby

al

Avul,

A. H. 963, January 21st, A.D. 1556.*

(Here follow a number of Persian verses

;

then a long

dream of the Author

portending this melancholy event.)
* The circumstances of the
King's death are thus related in Dow's History of Hindostan,
vol.

"

page 113.

ii.

In the evening of the ~th of the

library,

time of prayer.

and repeated

his

he was going to

insensible,

and

stair

laid

rise,

air.

When

the

Emperor began

to

terrrace, the crier, according to custom, proclaimed the

King
upon

he supported himself on a

fell

He was

headlong from the top

his bed

their art, but in vain; for

to Paradise.

from the

terrace of the

The King, conformably to the practice of religion, stood still upon this occasion
creed, then sat down upon the second stair till the proclamation was ended.

the marble, and the

all

Rubby, Humayun walked out upon the

and sat down there for some time to enjoy the fresh

descend the steps of the

When

first

;

upon

buried in the

he soon recovered

staff,

to the

which unfortunately slipped upon

bottom of the

his speech,

stair

:

he was taken up

and the physicians administered

the 11th of the month, about sun-set, his soul took her flight

new

city

upon the banks of the

river,

and a noble tomb was
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He

concludes with prayers that the whole habitable world may be subjected to the descendants of the great Emperor Timur, Saheb Keran, and be

dependent on the kingdom of Dehly for ever.

He

hopes that the liberal and enlightened persons of the age will excuse
and pardon the imperfections and errors of his work, and prays that the
readers of it may be preserved from all misfortunes.

Copied byNazir, son of Talib Husseyny, in the month of Jemad
of the year of the reign 19.

(Name

Avul,

omitted.)

him some years after by his son Akber.
a reign of twenty-five years in Kabul and India." *

erected over

On

al

the 3rd of the second Rubby, A. H. 963, A.

Humayun

died at the age of fifty-one, after

D. 1556, the

illustrious

Akber ascended the

throne at the town of Calanore (Kullanur) in the Penjab, then in the fourteenth year of his age.
Price's

Muhammedan

History, vol.

* In the Memoirs of Baber

it is

iii.

page 950.

stated that

Humayun was

born on the fourth day of (the

ele-

venth month) Zilkad of A. H. 913, or January, 1508; and as he died on the seventh of (the third

month) Rubby, A. H. 963, or January 1556, he was only forty-eight
nearly fifty

lunar years.

solar years of age, being
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER XVI.— Page

As very

of the history of Shah

little

Tahmasp

77.

generally known, I have,

is

by permission of the Committee of the Oriental Translation Fund, reprinted
the English part of a chapter of the
as an

Aalem Aray Abbassy, published by me

Appendix to the Descriptive Catalogue of the Library of Tippoo Sultan

of Mysore in the year 1809, (now out of print,) as throwing a considerable

on the reign of that Persian monarch.

light

No. XXVI.-History.
Tarikh

Book

I.

Aalum Aray

contains the genealogy of the Persian kings of the Seffy dynasty,

traced to Aly, the son-in-law of
Ismael, the

1499

;

monarch of that

first

also the Life of his son

The History of

II.

Muhammed and
;

race,

the history of Shah

who commenced

his reign, A.

D.

Shah Tahmasp, with memoirs of the

men who

learned and other illustrious

Book

Abbassy.

flourished during their reigns.

Persia from the death of Shah

Tahmasp

in

1575 to

the accession of Shah Abbas.

Book

III.

Memoirs of the

the Great,

who

Author, Sekunder

first

thirty-three years of the reign of

Shah Abbas

ruled Persia with an iron hand for forty-five years.

Humneshyny

(the companion, A.

D. 1616) dedicated to

Shah Abbas.

An

Account of the Arrival of Ambassadors from different Monarchs, at the
Foot of the Imperial Throne of Shah Tahmasp.*

When

his Majesty,

commotions of

his

who now

resides in Paradise,

had

settled all the internal

kingdom, and had concluded a permanent peace with

* This Prince was the second Persian monarch of the
Sofy dynasty.
Ismail,

A. D.

1523, and reigned with considerable

reputation for

He

all

succeeded his father

fifty-two

years.

He was
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he resided tranquilly for twenty years at the royal city of
Cazvin, without ever moving to any (considerable) distance from it.
his neighbours,

which the royal throne was adorned by his
Majesty's presence, the standards of his prosperity daily rose higher, and the
eagle of his good fortune at length ascended to the sky. Various kings sent

During the whole period

in

eloquent ambassadors to his court, entrusted with costly presents and valuable curiosities, as offerings to his Majesty. Of the most potent sovereigns

who

of the world, and rulers of independent kingdoms,

bassies to his Majesty, the first was, the chief of the

frequently sent em-

Emperors of the age,

Othman, the Sovereign of Rum,
being engaged for many years in war

the greatest of the kings of the dynasty of

Soleyman the Magnificent,* who, after
with his Majesty, sent the most confidential and'principal of

Mohammed
pliment,
to

whom

ment

Pasha, with

letters, to solicit peace.

Mir Shems Addeen Khan was
the

sent with

Emperor Soleyman was pleased

of the prosperity of the house of

his ministers,

In return for which com-

an embassy from Persia

to say,

Othman

"

From

the

;

commence-

to the present

moment,

although kings from all quarters of the world have sent ambassadors to us,
we have never (before) sent an embassy to any one, nor have we ever done

more than merely sent a messenger with letters from our ministers." And,
in fact, it never had been customary with the Othmans to send ambassadors,
who, being taken
prisoner by the Persians, and afterwards released, as we have before related,
was sent, on the conclusion of peace between the two Empires, by Sultan
until Sinan Beg, one of the chief confidants (of Soleyman),

Soleyman, to demand the Turkish Prince, Sultan Bayezid.-j- This ambassador
arrived at the Gate of Paradise, Cazvin, A. H. 966, (A. D. 1558)
when,
;

having obtained the honour of an audience, he assured his Majesty of the
friendship of his master,

and stated the objects of his embassy.

contemporary with the Othman Sultan Soleyman, and the Emperor

With the former he had frequent wars, and enabled
usurper Shir Shah. Our histories are very deficient

Homayun

the latter to recover his

During the
of Hindustan.

kingdom from

in the accounts of this reign.

the

Vide Unirersal

History, Vol. V.

* Vide Universal
History, Vol. XII.

t This Prince, having quarrelled with his
Vide Universal History, Vol. XII.

father, fled,

and took refuge

at the court of Persia.
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" As

not customary for the Othman
princes to send ambassadors to foreign courts, how does it happen that the
Grand Signior has now sent you, a pious Mussulman, on this business?"*
conference, his Majesty observed,

it is

The answer which Sinan Beg gave to this question was a very sensible one,
and much approved. He observed that it certainly was contrary to their
but as the
customs to send ambassadors to strangers
and friendship now subsisted between the two States, and

strictest

;

intimacy

animosity and
jealousy was perfectly eradicated, an exchange of embassies between such
friends was by no means inconsistent with their rules and regulations. His

Majesty applauded the speaker, and said,
Poetry

The

abilities

all

—
:

of the messenger discover the judgment of the master.

After the return of Sinan Beg, two ambassadors of the

Grand

Signioiyj-

Aly Pasha and Hussen Agha, arrived, attended by an escort of 300, and
having in their train altogether 708 persons. They were honoured the first

viz.

day by an audience in the garden of Saadet Abad, when they presented a
letter, replete

with expressions of friendship, written entirely by Soleyman

himself.

On

the second day they were again honoured by an audience at the palace,

when they
articles

;

delivered their presents, consisting of various valuable

such

as,

and curious

instruments and vessels inlaid with gold and precious

stones, daggers, scymitars, cloths of different kinds,

and

rarities

from the

All these articles were displayed to the royal

several countries of Europe.

view, in front of the lofty gallery of the palace, called the Chehel Situn

His Majesty, having (some time after) conferred honours
(Forty Pillars).
on all the members of the embassy according to their respective ranks, gave

them
*

their audience of

Soleyman wrote, with

Tahmasp

leave.;};

his

own

hand, a postscript to the public letter

in

which he gave Shah

the option, either to deliver up his son to the ambassador, or to put out his eyes

of which demands the Shah considered as disgraceful to

t The general adoption of this

any of the Turkish Emperor's
{ It is related, in the

title

has induced

me

all

;

both

parties.

to use

it,

although

it is

not a translation of

titles.

Twelfth Volume of the Universal History, that the Turkish Prince was

given up to these ambassadors

embassy.

;

;

but our author postpones this disgraceful event until the third
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In the year of the Hejira 969, (A.D. 1561,) Khosrau Pasha, a person of
the highest rank
Bashi, arrived,

the Othmans, accompanied by Aly

among

and presented

Agha Capujy

letters, written in the most friendly and con-

from the Emperor Soleyman. The consequences of this
embassy have been related in our account of the Prince Bayezld.* After
this a fourth embassy, at the head of which was Asbeg Beg, a confidential
ciliatory style,

person of the Grand Signior's, arrived at the Heavenly Court, bringing with

him numerous presents from the Turkish Emperor for his Majesty of Persia.
The most valuable of these were, forty Syrian and Arabian horses, each of
which rivalled the others

goodness and swiftness.

Every horse bore a
saddle studded with gold, silver, and precious stones, and covered with
housings of embroidered cloth. There was also the sum of 500,000 Falory\ashrafies, equal, in the

in

currency of Persia, to 50,000 royal Iraky tomans,;};

besides various rarities

and

whose generous mind

as capacious as the ocean, distributed

is

princes, nobles, governors,

excepting some
chiefs

;

to Pir

articles

officers,

different princes
;

to

;

viz. to the

Abd Allah Khan,

and to Abul

;

amongst the

according to their respective ranks

of Balkh

Khuarizm

He

the ivhole of which his Majesty,

;

which he sent to

of

Jajim Khan, of Urgenj.
his

and

Mohammed Khan,

Abu Saed Khan,

to

curiosities

;

Uzbeg

of Bokhara

;

Mohammed

Khan, and

Othman

presents to

also sent a portion of the

mother.^

After the death of Soleyman, and the accession of Sultan Sellm (the

Second) to all his father's dominions, this Prince, in the year 975, (A. D. 1567,)
sent a splendid embassy, under Mohammed Agha, to the court of Cazvin.

The

letter

which he brought was written

most affectionate terms, and
The subject of it was, soliciting a

in the

in the style of a dutiful son to his father.

confirmation and renewal of the treaty of peace, and assurances of eternal
*

The

Prince and his four sons were delivered

shamefully murdered.
Persian

King

Our author attempts

did not suspect such conduct

j

up

to the ambassadors,

by

whom

to palliate this disgraceful action,

and that

would have ensued, and thousands of Mussulmans

if

they were

by saying the

he had not given up the Prince, a war

lost their lives.

t Probably Florins.
\

A Toman

§

Shah Tahmasp probably considered these presents

is

worth

fifteen dollars

and a

lawful or unlucky to be kept by himself.

half.

as

" the
price of blood," and either un-
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During- the course of the following year, the Persian ambassa-

friendship.

dor,

Masum Beg

with his son

Sufavy, having undertaken the pilgrimage of Mecca, was,

Khan Mlrza and

all his retinue,

thus obtained the honour of martyrdom.

murdered on the road

The Turks threw the blame

disgraceful action on the savage Arabian robbers of the Desert

Sellm sent an ambassador,

named Aly Agha,

exculpate him from having any share in

to

make

;

;

and

of this

and Sultan

his excuses,

and

to

His Majesty, regarding the
good of his people, and reflecting on the miseries that a war would bring on
the Mussulmans, admitted of these excuses, and disturbed not the chain of
it.

friendship.

From

the descendants of Jenglz

Khan

of the tribe of Uzbeg, there arrived,

(A.D. 1541,) Adlneh Behadur,* an ambassador sent by
Kusken Cara Sultan, the Sovereign of Balkh and its dependencies.

in the year 948,

From Abd

al

Aziz Khan, son of Obeid Khan, King of Bokhara, arrived

Khodavurdy Behadur, for the purpose of removing all cause of former enmity,
and to establish the bonds of friendship. Frequent embassies also arrived
from the Sultans of Khtiarizm and Urgunj. From the Princes of the Dekhan
often came ambassadors, especially from Nizam Shah, the ruler of Ahmed-

nagur Puttun, and Cutb
(both of

whom

friendship,

and

Shah,-j- the ruler of

Golcondah and Hyderabad,

claimed the honour of being Shiahs,) with professions of

and assurances of

their descendants ; §

on

their great respect for Aly, the other

all

of

whom

be the grace of

God

Imams,|

!'

Aly Aadil Shah, the ruler of BijapSr, also frequently sent embassies with
assurances of friendship and attachment, accompanied by valuable presents

and

This Prince also informed his Majesty, that he had ordered
the Khutbeh|| of the Shiahs to be read in all the mosques through his domiThis cirnions, in the illustrious name of his Majesty the King of Persia.
curiosities.

cumstance gave much satisfaction
*

Commonly

called

"

Khan

;

and the ambassadors were

gratified

by

Chehreh."

t Vide Scott's History of the Dekhan.
X

Vide Catalogue, No. LXII. History.

§

The Sofy family
and

Mohammed,
An oration,
||

first

either were, or pretended to be, descended

from Aly, the son-in-law of

of the Imams.

containing praises of the Prophet, &e. and prayers for the royal family.
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dresses of honour, crowns inlaid (with precious stones), horses with rich
saddles, swords, &c. &c.

In the year 971, (A. D. 1563,) Sultan Mahmiid Khan, the ruler of Sind
and Bikr, sent Abul Mukarim, as his ambassador, with professions of fidelity,

and a representation of his family attachment and ancient claims, together
with many curiosities and pious offerings. During the year 958, (A.D. 1544,)
there arrived ambassadors from the descendants of Shiban the
chief; also several envoys

from the kings of

different countries of

letters containing professions of friendship, together

bringing

Turkoman
Europe;

with numerous

Although the latter class were strangers to the Mohammedan
religion, yet, as they were known by some of the persons connected with the
court to be sovereigns of consequence and repute, the envoys were graciously

presents.

received.*

Again, in the year 982, (A. D. 1574,) an ambassador of consequence and
repute, having a retinue of fifty persons besides servants, arrived at

the

Imperial court, sent by the King of Portugal, in order to strengthen the

foundations of friendship and good

some very incomparable
seldom seen
guilty of

at

any

and such

presents,

Mohammedan

some action contrary

This person brought with him

faith.

court

to the

;

have been very
but the ambassadors having been
curiosities as

Mussulman

religion,

and the prohibi-

which had been issued by the Christians (in India),
being honoured with any proofs of the royal favour. Nor

tion of the use of mosques,

prevented their
did they obtain leave to depart during the life-time of his Majesty but soon
after the accession of Sultan Mohammed (who dwells in Paradise), they re;

ceived their dismission,
* This
paragragh
merchants, who, to

is

and returned

not clearly expressed

flatter

;

in haste to their

but these envoys were probably some European

was very

An English

the vanity of the King, were introduced as ambassadors.

merchant, named Anthony Jenkinson, carried a letter to Shah
beth, but

own country .-j-

indifferently received: the letter

is

Tahmasp from our Queen

dated 25th April, 15G1, and

is

Eliza-

given in

Malcolm's Persian History, page 511, and in Hakluyt's Voyages,

t Shah Tahmasp died A. H. 983,
in less than

(A.

vol. i. page 381.
D. 1575), and was succeeded by his son Ismail, who died

two years and was succeeded by

his brother,

FINIS.

Mohammed Khodabundeh,

A. D. 1577-
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